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Mayor Holmes Ellis Reports His Veto Is Void
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Large Number Of
Indictments Are
Jury

considerable thought to the vetoing said motion was also of
validity of certain proceedings no legal effect.
"3. That the Common Council,
had during said meeting. In
addition thereto, I have sought by a majority vote, can rezone
and obtained
additional in- areas of the City of Murray,
formation from our counsel. As Kentucky. Such action on part
a result thereof, I have come to of the Council is not subject to
veto by the Mayor.
the following conclusions:
"4. All ordinances requiring
the
of
adoption
That
the
"1.
the
of
The Grand Jury
Commonwealth vs. Harold
the improvement of streets or
the
to
motion
override
February session of the Mohundro; assault and battery.
recommendations of the alleys or the construction of
Calloway Circuit Court has
Commonwealth vs. Eddie
Planning Commission is of no sewers and fixing salaries or
inreturned the following
of
possession
Taylor;
prescribing penalties or fixing
legal effect.
dictments:
dangerous drug.
the rate of taxation or the
of
my
"2.
expression
That
Commonwealth vs. Michael
Commonwealth vs. Kenny
amount of license, or apDurchac and Billie Robinson; Outland and Eddie Cook;
propiations more than $100.00
storehouse breaking, safe carnally knowing a female child
requires the vote of two-thirds
burglary and possession of under 18 years of age.
of the members of the Common
burglary tools.
- Commonwealth vs. Bobby
Council.
Chester; grand larceny and
"5. The Mayor has the power
The American Legion and to veto every ordinance,
storehouse breaking.
Commonwealth vs. Jerry
Auxiliary will meet Monday, resolution, order or measure
Eldridge; two counts of
February 14, at seven p.m. at appropiating or involving the
knowlingly receiving stolen
the Legion Hall at South 6th and expenditure of money any
property.
Maple Streets.—
amount for any purpose); and
Commonwealth vs. Elmer
Plans for Use American every grant of any license
Dillon; storehouse breaking.
'Legion birthday in March will privilege or franchise. If the
Commonwealth vs. Donnie L.
be discussed.
Mayor exercises his veto power
Crawford; three counts of
All members are urged to concerning any of these oriiaatsining a woman against her.
dinances, the Council may
Savtogs and recoveries by the
will.
override his veto by a two-thirds
FBI under J. Edgar Hoover
Commonwealth vs. Jimmy
vote."
Commodore Jones of 216
accounted for $510 million or
storehouse
Dale Martin
A large audience was on hand
Woodlawn is now convalescing
$1.61 return for every dollar
FBI breaking.
for
last night with most of them
at the Westview Nursing Home
appropriated
Commonwealth vs. Buster
after having undergone lung
apparently in!avocetexpanded
operutions.
Bumphis; grand larceny.
at
Hospital
Job's
St
park facilities.
at
surgery
Commonwealth vs. George
Dr. K.H. Kopperud was the
Fort Smith, Ark.
"I've written an ancient Blood and Ernesteen Blood; six
principal speaker on favor of
Jones had surgery on MonRoman play, and it's a good counts of forgery.
the sale of the present park. He
day, January 10, and was able
play, except that the title is too
Commonwealth Vs. Danny
told the council and large
to return to Murray on Thurlong."
Holland; grand larceny.
sday, February 3. His son-inaudience that the Planning
"Whirs the title?"
Commonwealth vs. Charles
law, Dr. Thomas G. Parker,
"Julius, Grab Her Quick W. Soules; cold checking.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Commission was handed a
former participating physician Home,Third and Maple Streets, great burden to decide the issue
Before She Gets Away and
Commonwealth vs. James
In Murray, is radiologist at has been accepted 230 member and that they had not been
Maui"
Tyler and Carl "Red" Duncan;
Fort Smith.
"Why not just call it 'Julius, two counts of knowingly
of the Order of the Golden Rule properly informed.
Murray should have at least
Mrs. Jones has been with her for the second straight year.
Caesar'?''
receiving stolen property and
hundred acres for city
one
Smith and
Fort
at
husband
world's
the
is
The Order
There are two types of one count of aiding and abetstayed in the home of her largest controlled-membership parks anti it has only 19, he said..
primaries: Presidential, ting.
daughter, Mrs. TM-times G.
funeral directing He indicated that the area north
Commonwealth vs. Janice
Elizabeth Tab,5,gels ifiek set of making hearts, for Velkalbes,by ale a polio& The (Lavenia) Parker, Dr. Parker, association of
to as
usugily referred
non-profit of Payne Street could bring in
A
girl to her tight is Angela Hamilton (daughter of Mr. and Mrs. JUNO IllameM). Elizabeth b the and their children, Craig, firms."Presidential preference," and Cathey; cold checking.
is to (Continued on Page Twelve)
purpose
its
organization,
Frankie
Commonwealth vs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Fain.
Congressional. Less than half
Patricia, Pamela, and T. G.
set high standards for members
conspiracy.
Rusha;
have
the States this year will
ot
to follow and then, through
—nr. Parker is the afin
The Grand Jury bielsd me
the former but all will provide
— late Mr. and Mrs. Clifton_
intensive investigation, make
-.,
for Congressional psimaries to
-Youth Valentine Prog
Parker of Calloway County.
certain that these standards are
determine party nominees for
followed at all times.
House and Senate.
Planned At Memorial
There are currently some
The Presidential primaries
1,400 members of the Order,
The Men's and Women's
A
Program
youth
Valentine
attract the most headlines,
with representation across the Basketball teams of the Hazel
and Party will be held Satursometimes obscuring the
North American continent as Parent-Teacher Club will play
day, February 12, at seven p.m.
significance of primary battles
as Australia, Bermuda, the teams from Puryear, Tenn.,
well
at
Church.
Baptist
Almo
Parent-Teacher
Memorial
The
for important seats in House or
The Calloway County School been higher than the average
Puerto Rico, and School on Monday, February .14
Zealand,
New
Association will hold its regular This is for ages 12 to 21.
Senate.
System has been informed by for the state.
the Virgin Islands.
at Hazel.
Featured in the program will the Department of Education,
William B. Miller, SuperinThe table below lists dates, monthly meeting on Monday,
Officers of the Murray Police
contacted for a
When
Coach Roy Cothran is the
at
p.m.
from
seven
be a 30 voice youth choir
February 14, at
subject to change by
Frankfort, that Calloway tendent of Calloway County Department were called to statement, a spokesman for the coach for the Hazel women's
Calvert City Baptist Church. County ranked twelfth in at- Schools, said that he was well
legislatures,for the two types in the Almo School.
investigate two traffic collisions Order of the Golden Rule said: team with their game scheduled
Wilson Gantt, dean of ad- The theme of the party and tendance among the 120 county pleased with the high perthe 50 States and the District of
on Thursday. No injuries were "'The J. H. Churchill Funeral at seven p.m. The Men's game
at
fellowship time is "The Age of systems for 1970-71, according centage of attendance for 1970missions and registration
Columbia.
listed on the reports filed by the Home has continued to prove with Walter Byers as coach for
Murray State University, will Aquarius".
to Charlie Lassiter, Director of 71, and urged all people to make officers.
Conlmvisonal
that it fully merits the public's the Hazel men will follow the
(preceded bv Nina
This event is planned by the Pupil Personnel of the Calloway every effort to improve this
be the guest speaker.
Cars involved in the collision confidence. We're sure local women's game.
deadline inimzi,
Youth County School System.
McGinnis, Memorial Church
M.D.
Mrs.
Presidential
high rating for the school year at 5:40 p.m. on Chestnut Street people are as proud to have this
State
The Hazel teams have played
Prefemue
president, urges all parents and Council composed of Mark
of 1971-72.
The final tabulation showed
(Mdar,t1 I May 2
Ala
at Waldrop Drive were a 1962 firm as part of their community two previous games with the
the
attend
Pam
to
persons
Roberts,
Vickie
Compton,
interested
Clunc I Aug 22
Alaska
Calloway County with a perStudebaker two door driven
as we are to have it as a con- Kirksey PTA teams and have
Ara
(July 130weit 12
Wilson, Ka.hy Halford, Billy centage of 95.39. The average
meeting on Monday.
Ark
(April 181 June 27
Howard Raffety of tinuing member."
James
been victorious in both games.
Calif
lune 27
February is Founders Day Halford, Ri.ndy Grogan, Cindy for the state was 93.55. With
. (March 10)1watt,,
Elizabethtown and a 1964
Colo
June 6
,
(July 211). Sept II
and
PTA
the
for
National
and
.
month
Steve
Meadows.
Johnson,
Conn
Calloway County averaging 1.84
(June 17)•• Aup th
Plymouth two door driven by
(July 11 i•-• Sept 9
Uel
All teenagers of the area are above the average for the state,
all past presidents are
DmCol
Nancy Anne Merrell of
Marti NI.'" May 2.
invited to attend.
especially urged to attend.
Fla
Nay 2
(July 251Sept. 12
they were able to qualify for two
Madisonville.
blaryli 14
(lone III Aug.
GIL
The Murray Fire Department
additional units that they would
Hawaii
lAug. 23)Oct '7
Police said the Merrell car,
Idaho
thtne 71 Ass 13
not have received had they not has not been called out for any going east on Chestnut Street,
(Dec 20.'711Mar 21
Ind
(Meech 23i May
March 21
reason since Friday, February was making a left turn from the
tory
May 2
(April 21 June 6
4, when they answered a call to right lane in the street. Raf(June 20) Aug. I
Kan
(March 20)May 23
the home of James Ransom in ferty, also going east, was in the
+lune ten Aug -111- •
Le. Paducah,
from
groups
Mame
Gatesborough Estates. The fire left hand turn or straight lane
(April I June 19
SPIRENO, Spiritual
Marsh ht May IA
/41
Mayfield,
Benton,
Hopkinsville,
was
from
a
mattress.
scheduled
car
Revolution Now, is
Maya
May-lb
OW) 25iSept 19
and passing the Merrell
Aped
hitch
(June 201 Aug 8
Twenty-two calls have been when Miss Merrell started to for the Murray State University and other surrounding cities..,
Minh
(July 18)Sept_ 12
There is no admission charge'
•
Sealed bids were taken by the Company's bid was $8,434.00 for
answered by the firemen since turn left, according to the police field house staring Sunday,
(April 7)June 6
Me
the public is invited to share
and
iso
(April 25) Aug ?I
Calloway County Fiscal Court the 1000 gallon machine, and
of
Most
year.
this
of
1
January
continuing
February 13, and
report.
Mont
Atm' 27)Tune
in SPIRENO each night a
blacktopping $8,9333.00 for a 1200 gallon
Thursday for
t!Marsh 101May 9
Neb
them have been minor fires
Rafferty car through Wednesday. February
the
to
•Damage
(July 194Sept 5
Nev
May 9
Conspokesman for Youth
equipment to be used on state distributor.
damage was on the right front, but 16.
34.H
(July 131 Sept, 12
Petitions opposing the two except when extensive
said.
for
Christ
cerned
Marsh 7
Sealed bids were also opened
N.J
(April 27)Junett. and county roads in Calloway
home
trailer
was
reported to the
The SPIRENO Rally to begin
damage to the Merrell car was
gallon gasoline tax
NM
Tune 6
I April 41 hone
County.
for a tailgate spreader from two cents per
of Richard Frazier in Fox not listed on the police report. at 7:30 each night will feature
N.Y
Jane h
(May 4)June 20
Governor
which
increase
NC
Jane 20
Bids opened for an oit of the three companies. Road
(Feb 21)May 6
Meadows Trailer Court on
The second report was filed Richard Hogue, the "3 in 1", a
May 6
ND
27)Sept 5
distributor included bids from Builder bid $275.00 for the Wendell Ford has proposed to Wednesday, February 2.
Ohio
(Feb. 2)t4ay 2
‘
General8:34 p.m. involving a 1971 soft rock trio, and Darcy
at
the
Kentucky
May 2
Okla
(July 121 Aug. 22
three companies. Kentucky spreader and the Rudd ComOre
in
Chevrolet Vega two door driven Hodges,song leader and soloist.
•(March 14)May 23
placed
been
have
Assembly
Manufacturing Company bid pany bid was for $345.00.
Pa
May 23
(Fib 151 April 25
Hogue and his ten member
by Catherine L. Redmond of
most of the service stations and
RI
April 25
(hum 30)Sept 12
$7,466.40 for e 1000 gal
Bids were referred to Ralph
S(
April 11
have gained national
1970
a
fMai
team
and
One
in
Route
Murray
stores
(April
Jeng
so
21111MW
"
distributor and $7,802.10 for a McCuiston, County Road general country
Oldsmobile Cutlass tow door attention for their work with the
County.
Tenn
lane 6
(June 1) Aug. 3
Calloway
and
Murray
1250 gallon distributor. Rudd Supervisor, to study and make a
Ten
May 4
The New Concord Parent(Feb. 7)May 6
owned by Nuel McNutt and Jesus Revolution in the southResidents of Murray and
Utah
(May 10)Sept. 12
Company bid 0,773.50 tor the
report at the next court
Club met Tuesday,
Teacher
Bill,
States.
United
VI
western
McNutt
Nuel
(Aug. 2)54p1 12
Ronnie
by
driven
sign
Calloway County may
V.
10000 gallon distributor and meeting.
The Faith Missionary Baptist
1Apell141)une 13
8, at seven p.m. at
February
1"
in
"3
the
of
Dave
and
Mary,
let V.
either today, Church is now located in its new of 526 South 7th Stree, Murray.
(F44. 5)14ey 9
$8,973.50 for the 1250 gallon
County Judge Robert 0. these petitions
the school with the president,
own
Wash
May')
their
(Aug. 4)Sept 19
produce
going
and
write
McNutt,
said
Police
morning
Sunday
Wes
(July 111Sept 12
distributor. Road Builder Miller presented a letter Saturday, or
building, located one mile north
Hal Winchester, presiding.
with
April 4
Ifely 121Aws 22
WV.
the of Hazel off U.S. Highway 641, south on South 4th Street, had songs and have.jost signed
requesting permission for the stating their opposition tO
The Physical Education Class
four way stop a record company for their
the
for
stopped
tax
gasoline
increase
according to Rev. Jonathan
:tumbling
Wisconsin Pipeline Company to
presented a jumping
album.
the
second
when
Street
Poplar
at
sign
leaVe
The petitions will
and
Kjmbro, pastor.
Cunningham
county roads with
cross
Steve
show,
6:30
at
services
the
Before
south.
going
also
Redmond car,
afternoon and
The schedule of Sunday
Folk,
Mr.
instructor,
pipelines. The letter was also Murray Sunday
the
PE
Hogue,
,
Manly
each night,
will be delivered to Governor services is Sunday School at 10 collied with the McNutt car.
referred to McCuiston for a
were featured in a "jumping
Damage to the Chevrolet was aventriloguist, will - hold a
spokesman
a
Ford
in
person,
eleven
at
a.m., worship service
somersaulting" over ten
County Clerk Marvin Harris report at the next meeting.
and
Murray
the
for
rally
special
the
on the front bumper &id to
a.m., prayer service at six p.m.,
Present at the meeting were said.
boys.
has reported that his office will
people between
JACKSON PURCHASE
young
."Jets",
bumper.
rear
the
on
follows:
Oldsmobile
as
The petition reads
and Bible study at 6:30 p.m. The
Tim Williams read the Bible
Considerable cloudiness with be open all day Saturday for the Judge Robert 0. Miller, K.B.
the.ages of eight and twelve.
"We, the undersigned, are Wednesday night prayer serCon- and Steve Barnett led in prayer
Youth
ADJOURNS
slow rising temperatures remainder of the month of McCuigton, Martin Young,
by
Sponsored
to the two cents per vices is held at seven p.m.
for
Ca1 lo wa y Wayne Flora, and Lennis Hale. opposed
through Saturday. Low tonight February
FRANKFORT.,Ky. AP—The cerned for Christ at Murray
tax increase
giMan
gasoline
Refreshments were served by
Rev. Kimbro and the Kentucky Senate and House _State University and endorsed
in mid 30s, high Saturday in the residents to purchase car Also present were Ralph Mcproposes
ofittegatIon of the church Represeliall-frek adjo
Gordon
Moody, which Governor Ford General -eOrganization; Ms. Mill --Brinkk/I fourth
Student
50s. Sunday warmer with show- license plates. Harris urged Cuiston
,by
the
to the • Kenton*
grande.
invite the public to atten4 the today mita 4 p.m. Monday.
ers, pond* beginning Satur- car-owners to buy their licenses treasurer, and Marvin Harris,
•the Crusade is expected to gnaw
t!e5serh14..._"
services.
County Court Clerk.
as soon as possible.-__day night,

the life of
, Edith, his
gazine says
Wirephoto)

Mayor Holmes Ellis last
night, in a prepared statement
to the City Council, reported
that the veto he exercised on the
motion to override the
ortii_ Planning Commission last week,
was of no legal effect.
After over one hour of
discussion by visitors and
members of the City Council, on
the rezoning of part of the
Murray City Park, the council
passed an ordinance making it
possible to rezone the present
City Park. The area involved is
that part between Payne and
Chestnut Streets, with the north
half zoned commercial and the
south half zoned for multiple
housing units.
Mayor Ellis' statement to the
council is as follows:
"Since the last meeting of the
Common Council, I have given.
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Commodore Tones
Undergoes Surgery

Wilson Gantt Will
Be Almo Speaker

iscal Court
eets Thursday

The Weather

4P

Sale Is Possible

Clerk's Office To
Be Open Saturdays

taltoWay School System
Ranks 12th, Attendance

Petitions On
Gasoline Tax
Circulated

Hazel Basketball
Teams Plan Games

No One Injured In
Traffic Collisions
Here On Thursday
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Court Due Appreciation
AMP

manly

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TOMS PILE
The two low rental housing projects proposed for Murray wM be
construction by April; iceorMhg
• to the report made at a
$neeting of the Murray Housing Commission.
A special course of instructing was given last night to the
-various chairmen of the local
American Red Cross Disaster
committee. Marvin Wrather is committee chairman.
In basketball games, Calloway over South Marshall 82 to 52,
College High over Cuba82to61 and Sedalia ovtr Murray High 70
to 64.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nix Hart of Gilbertsville Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Jill Renee, born January 31 at the Murray
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hart and Mr. and
Mrs. P.D. Lovett, all of Calloway County.

n

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
? Graveside services for Sandra Kay Hale,infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Hale, were held yesterday at the Barnett
.Cemetery.
"Mr. Jesse Lassiter gets around now about as well as he did
before he broke his log",from the column. "Seen at Heard Around
Murray".
The Murray High Tigers won the Western Kentucky Conference
Basketball tournament played here. Teddy Lash, Don Fuqua,
and Jerry King of Murray were named to the All-Tournament
team. Murray High Principal W.B. Moser presented the trophies.
A picture of Robert L. Hendon, State Director of Markets,
appears in the 37th Biennial report of the Department of
Agriculture of the state of Kentucky just released by the department.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cunningham are the parents of a baby boy,
Larry David, born on January 23.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For the kingdom is the Lord's: and be is the governor among
the nations.-Psalms 22:28.
Let us remember this when we read our daily newspaper! We
see only the under-side-the seamy side-of the news. Here we
see the upper side -God's side

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.
Stories from olden times tell us'that hundres of
years ago people were more easily amused by entertainment than people today. One explanation, of
course. may be that when our ancestors listened to a
singer he didn't hide his face in a microphone, and
not only could they distinguish the words of the song,
they wanted to remember them.
"Song is the licensed medium for singing in public
things
too silly to be uttered in ordinary speech."
—Oliver Herford
.1.
41
4
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•
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•
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ea,

sea

February 8, 1972 .
ADULTS-1R
NURSERT.
.T
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Crick (Mrs. Vickie
Jean Crick), Kirksey.--:.-DISMISSALS
Miss Peggy Lynn Blankenship, Rt. 3, Murray, Thomas
Ralph Carraway, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Mamie Bryan Hall, 304 N.
4th St., Murray, Ray Erwin,
New Concord, Mrs. Charles
Rufus Holland, 1625 Catalina
Dr., Murray, Master Paul Allen
Trichel, Rt. 3, Buchanan, Tenn.,
James Howard Pierce, 603 N.
16th St., Murray, Master
Darrell Wayne Redden, 411 N.
4th St., Murray, Miss Carmen
Emma Sue Reeder, 1305 Main
St., Benton, Mrs. Norma
Catherine Allen, 809 N. 19th St.,
" Murray,James Hal Blalock, 311
N. 10th • St., Murray, Mrs.
Patricia Ann Culver and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Sandra
Suo Wallace and Baby Girl, Rt.
2, Dover, Term., Mrs. Martha
Belle Green and Baby Girl, Rt._
2, Hazel, Austin Ray Herndon,
400 N. 7th St., Murray, Mrs.
Dona HolLsnd, Rt. 1, Almo,
Braxton Elmo Burton, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Minnie Lee
Carroll, Story Ave., Murray,
Mrs. Bertha Mae Dulaney, Rt.
1, Murray, Bob Cavitt(expired)
General Delivery, Murray,
Mrs. Lena Fannie Smith (From
Cony. Div.).

THE
FAMILY LAWYER"
.
f
.
Sue .The Weatherman

To submit your poems simply mail them (typewritten copies) to
this newspaper, Attention Poetry Column.
If you would be interested in forming a poetry club in Murray
send a post _card to the Poetry Column with your name, phone
number, andaddress.
••
---What dothe fallowing two poems say? Do they have anything in
common? Such things as this would be discussed at Poetry Club
meetings.
•
•
•
I awoke in the morniaisun,
knowing I am a man.
In the darkness of evening
doubts arise for men.
None may escape,
for the finished day
follows the morning.
A star shining in the night,
away unreachably bright,
cannot be diminished but remains,
spot of warmth in cool night. - - -Tom Perkins
la Praise 01 Then10101
Thoughts are real,
illusions of the mind.
Images of things seen,
real for the moment,
are a/ infinitely less value.
—Tom Perkins

hours ahead of the predicted
time. A woman, caught on low
land, was drowned.
Later, her husband demanded
damages from the government.
"I realize," he told the ton*
"that weather predicting is not
an exact science. But this was
worse than just a mistake. It was
outright negligence. They had
discovered that the storm was
coming in ahead,of schedule, but
they failed to pass the word
along to the public."
.• Nevertheless, the court turneddown his claim. The judge said
The government cannot be held
liable for broad, generalized
activities like forecasting the
weather- because this would_place
toss Yeavy a burdes upon bale
governmental functions.
But that may not apply to
weather forecasting in a limited,
specific situation. Thus:
The weather bureau at an airCould you win such a lawsuit?
A quick answer would be no, be- port, although aware of air turcause a weather forecast is only bulence near the ground, failed
an educated guess, not a guar- to warn the pilot of a private
antee. But what if the weather- plane that was just taking off.
man was not only wrong but The plane crashed, the pilot wu
also guilty of negligence In mak- killed, and the government war
sued for damages.
ing his prediction?
This time, the government was
That complicates matters.
indeed held liable. The court deConsider this case:
A hurricane was bearing down cided that in a particular, localon a coastal city, and the weath- ized situation like this, the gover bureau issued a series of ernment ought to pay the penalty
warnings. But the winds and for its negligence-just like any
flood waters arrived several other wrongdoer.

"Fair and warmer," says the
'weather man's morning forecast.
and you dress accordingly. But
during the day a cloudburst hits
town, drenching-and ruiningyour clotheiT-You might feel a
distinct urge to sue the weatherman for damages. Or, to be more
technical, to sue his employer.
the United States Government.

NEW YORK, N.Y., During
February,.the_psek -11iOnth of
the common cold SOIMOn, you,
your family and 90 million other
Americans may catch a case of
the sniffles.
And, unfortunately, a cure for
the common cold is still
unknown. In fact, the cold has
been defying scientists for over
3,000 years.
Ancient Chinese farmers
tried to ease their cold miseries
by inhaling vapors of horsetail,
a broomlike plant which contains ephedrine, a common
ingredient in modern nose
sprays.
In the fifth century B.C. the
Greek physician Hippocrates
wrote that bleeding was a
popular Athenian therapy for
colds. But, he confessed, "It
didn't do any good."
Augustus Caesar tried to fight
his sneezes with the equivalent
01.- a heavy
lipmestr four
waistcoasts, an underwaistcoat
and a stomacher. Powdered
Egymptian
mummy
was
treatment in
the
1500s.
Seventeenth century doctors
had their patients put strands of
their hair between twc slices of
bread and feed it to a dog. And
years ago Russians wrapped
around their sore throats a cloth
containing one salted herring.
Although a cold cure remains
elusive, doctors do know that
often the main carrier of the
cold virus is the young school
child. And because parents may
sometimes neglect to give him
the proper cold care, his cold
will usually be more contagious.
So to ward off that infectious
cold, immediate attention
should be given to its early
signs. Even though there is no
sure fire cure, you can relieve
the symptoms, help your child
to feel better and, perhaps,
prevent the cold from spreading
throughout the family.
Suggestions are to follow a
few practical steps which, while
not cures, will help you to lick
that cold.
1. Stay home for the first day
or two, when the typical cold is
most contagious. This will keep
you from giving ARi- told to.
others. Also other illnesses may
start out
_ feeling like_ colds.

2. Take a hot bath. As muscles
relax and some arteries open up
you will probably feel better.
3. Go toraxT'rucking yourself
in will help your body regulate
its temperature. Also, since a
cold is a sickness, you need rest.
comfortably covered. „.
Keep
Avoid chilling or drafts.
4. Eat a balanced diet.
Quantity? As much as you
desire. Starving yourself is
unnecessary. Drink when you
to force
upo
ty n. No
sirs
ittitud.
are th
yourself,
5. When you blow your nose,
blow gently and blow both sides.
6. Avoid getting too close to
others. Cover your coughs and
sneezes. Use paper tissues and
put them in a disposable paper
bag. Don't save hankies in a
pocket or under a pillow. Also
use your own towel, dishes and
drinking glasses.
porizer.
8. Call your doctor if your
cold lasts beyond a week, if you
have more than one degree of
fever, or if you have more than
four colds a year.
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The Calloway Fiscal Court is to be commended on
the remiovatiun of the Court House.
All the offices of county officials have been
panelled and the ceilings have been lowered. New
lighting has been added to make the offices
thoroughly modern.
_Perhaps, the most. dramatic change has taken_
place in the Circuit Cuurt room where the ceiling has
been lowered to eliminate the unsightly balcony.
--Attractive panelling has been installed behind the
-judge's bench and the entire area where court is held
has been carpeted, as well as the aisles leading to
he rear of the court room. Underway now is the
refinishing of the furniture and this in itself is no
small project.
Air conditioning has been added to the room to
make the summer sessions of court more bearable.
Painting of exposed walls will also be done in the
near future as the activity of the Circuit Court now in
session will permit.
All of this remodeling has taken money, but we
doubt if anyone who has businessItt the courthouse
will object.
The atmosphere has been drastically changed by
this rennovation, and we 1i sure that the court
house is a much more pleasant place in which to
work.
Some offices in the court house are crowded, and
we are mating pa
Ularly
Court
Clerk. Perhaps some way can be arrived at to
enlarge these quarters. All the records of the county
are stored here in this office and the clerk could well
use double the space be now has.
It is not too far fetched an idea for the Fiscal Court
to consider an entire new court house, located away
from the center of the city with ample parking for
_county officials and for those who..havolusiness
--=_there. At the present time there is no with% for
anyone with the exception of the Sheriff's office.
At any rate, for the time being, the remodeling
work is appreciated.
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BEAUTY
The beauty of a woman
for man to behold
cannot be judged by
values of silver or gold.

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

The beauty of a woman
is shining deep in her soul
a beauty that is eternal
when she completes her goal.

ied
Depression Drug Test

The beauty of a woman
is her warmth, her smile
the depth of her love
so much more worth while.
The physical beauty of woman
so soon fades away
but for all eternity
she can be beautiful spiritually.
sue Garland

Mortgage Costs Are Decreasing
NEW YORK (AP) - The
cost of buying a home through
government-guaranteed loans
may be hundreds of dollars less
than last summer even though
federal mortgage rates are the
same.
The reason is a narrowing in
the past few months of the socalled "point spread."
Points, which are charged to
sellers of homes at the time a
mortgage is closed and are normally passed on to buyers in
the form of higher prices,
amount to a one-time mortgage
surcharge imposed by the lender.
Mutual savings banks and
savings and loan associations
charge points in order to make
up the difference between the 7
per cent federal ceiling on
mortgage rates for Veterans
Administration and Federal
Housing Administration loans
and the rate of return on alternative investments such as
corporate bonds.
The 7 per cent ceiling taut

scream
you hear may
be your own!

The

been in effect for more than a
year but as interest rates have
eased, the number of points
tacked onto government-backed
mortgages has fallen from the
neighborhood of 8 to 9ki last
summer to about 4% points
currently, the Mortgage Bankers Association of America
says. An eight-point spread is
the equivalent of about 1 per
cent of interest.
The drop in the point spread
means that a $20,000 home
could be financed through FHA
and VA loans for $700 to $900
less than last summer, according to the bankers group. About
a third of all mortgages are
government backed, it says. _
Further narrowing of the
point spread on VA and FHA
loans is unlikely because of the
recently announced sharp boost
in the federal budget deficit,
the association says. Lenders
are under pressure to charge
more points in order to protect
themselves against the inflation
which they expect to result
• the deficit.

Mental depression is one of
the most prevalent of all mental
illness problems. Here we mean
not just the "low feelings" that
everyone has from time to time,
but the kind OT depression that
should have treatment. ---Tbe gravity of the problem is
emphasized by the estimate that
between four and eight million
Americans are in need of professional care for depressive illness
at any given point in time.
Drugs are used in the treatment of depression. but the evaluation of how effective they are
is far from as good as we would
wish it to be.
A new, safe, fast, and reliable
test to determine the real values
of drugs in the treatment of depression. therefore, would be of
great benefit to depression patients and their doctors.
Now a new study is getting
underway, supported by the National Institute of Mental Health
of the Health Services and Mental Health Administration, to
evaluate a simple chemical test
for assessing the potential efficacy of a number of drugs in the
treatment of depressive illness.
The study focuses on monitoring the pharmacological activity of "tricyclic" drugs, cornmCifily used against depression
These include imipramine;Imitriptyline. and others.
The director of the study is
Dr. Seymour Rosenblatt of
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York City. The test
be is evaluating consists of administering • small tracer dose
of a substance called norepigephrine and determining the
relative distribution of two other
substances, unoxidized amine
and oxidized metabolites that re-

sult and that are found in a urine specimen collected 12 or 20
hours after administration of
the norepinephrine.
Considered relatively simple,
this test has been confined largely to research use, but it is
easier and provides more precise data than the blood tests
now used, according to Dr. Rosenblatt.
The research study, through
bringing • better understanding
of the pharmacological activity
of the tricyclic aotidepressants,
could also lead, the scienti*
feels, to "our understanding of
some of the biochemical aspects
of depression."
GRANTS TO SINGERS
WASHINGTON IAP) - The
National Opera Institute has
announced that 28 young professional opera singers will receive two-year financial grants
of $5,000 per year to help in the
advancement of their careers.
Auditions were held in Los
Angeles. Dallas, Baltimore,
New York and Chicago, with
participants recommended by
opera producers and educators
around the country
The National Opera institute
receives half its funds from the
National Endowment for the
Arts and half from private
sources. Its principal functions
are to encourage and support
productions of new or rarely
performed operas. to commission new operas and to assist.
outstanding young professional
singers
Ruth Cardoso, Brazil's chess
champion, says there should be
a chess board in -every settee*
"so young people can think logically " --•
•••••14
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Setected As- Valentine Queen

GREEN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Green of
Murray Route Four are the
parents of a baby girl, Penny
Gail, weighing seven pounds
twelve Ounces, born on Sunday,
February 6, at 4:18 a.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
by the Silica Sand Company of
Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J.L. Green and Mr. and
Mrs. Refus Smith, all of
Kirksey. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Felix Beach of
Murray and Mrs. Van Fulton of
Brighton, Mich.
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The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club held its
regular monthly meeting and
potluck luncheon on Friday,
February 4, at noon in the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Chureb:
Charles Held, Calloway
County property valuation
administrator, discussed the
Homestead Exemption tax
form for persons over sixty-five
years of age to the
Mrs. Carl Harrison and Mrs.
Vernon Roberts led the group in
several games. Mrs. Agnes
Maier was selected as "Queen
for the Month of February" and
will reign over the group from
February to March 3 when a
new queen will be selected.
Rev. George L. Dunn gave the
invocation. In charge of the
arrangements were Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Attkisson, Mrs.
Jewel Parts, Mrs. Dolly Hay,
Mrs. Agnes Maier, and Mrs.
°*4
Bryan Tolley.

Mother worried
for daughter's safety

ipup.

By Abigail Van Buren

re,

DEAR ABBY: I wrote to you several Rnonths ago about
a male relative molesting my 3-year-old girl. Your answer
GREEN GIRL
was to confront him with it. and get him to a doctor, fast.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Green
him,
and
denied
of
he
course,
confronted
We had already
of Hazel Route Two are the
everything. "She makes up stories," he said.
parents of a baby girl, Jennifer
Abby, how can a 3-year-old make up stories of this
Robyn, weighing seven pounds
kind?
three ounces, born on Friday,
I talked with the police department, and was told you
February 4, at 3:25 p.m. at the
• ,cannot accuse someone of molesting without proof. How do
Murray-Calloway County
you get proof? When the child was younger, this relative
Hospital.
would come over and take her out for "rides" in his car,
They have two other
-When 11r1FoUght her home, her Clothes were a mess, daughters, Martha Jo Anne, age
and her diaper pins were upside down! TAbby, do you
nine, and Mary Jane, age six.
know any mothers who put diaper pins in upside down? I
The father is chief security
don't.;
Attending the meeting were
officer at Murray State
That, and a dozen other incidents, is still not sufficient
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Roberts,
University.
proof. Will they take the word of a 3-year-old against that of
Thomas
Mrs.
Kenny
Wells
Eva
Mary
Miss
Horton,
Clarence
Mrs.
Mr. and
admired and respected by all? NO!
is
who
man
grown
a
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Thomas has been Thomas of Dawson Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. O.C. McLemore,
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Wells of Murray announce the engagement
I was made to look like a hysterical mother having
Mrs. Wade E. Green of Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hughes, Mr. selected as the 1972 Valentine They moved to Murray in 1965
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Mary Eva, to
hallucinations. Can you now understand why each night I
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Jack Attkisson, and Queen fpr the Gamma Gamma and went into business at the
him? Only then will I have peace of
Randall Eugene Lowe,son of Mr. and Mrs. RobertNI.Loire,Sr.,
take
to
God
for
pray
Aubrey Wilson of Fisher, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley; Chapter'of Beta Sigma Phi. She Honda Motorcycle Shop where
DAZED
also of Murray.
mind
Mesdames Mary Iamb, Lillie was chosen at a regular Mrs. Thomas works as the
The bride elect is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School. She is's
Outland, Elsie Lovett, Sarah meeting by all members, and bookkeeper and secretary. The
DEAR DAZED: I believe you. tad I promise to give
employed at Murray State University where she is also
presently
Sanderson, Olive Hagen, Nell her picture has been sent to the Thomases have two sons,
you my prompt personal assisfaace, if you will send me
part time student.
a
Neubauer, Katie Overcast, International Office in Kansas Steven, age ten and Terry, age
your name and address.
Mr. Lowe is also a 1970 graduate of Murray High School. He is a
Hilcired Sharpe, Lula Dunn, City, Missouri where it will be five. They reside at 1103
student at Murray State University and is employed at Gibson
Ruby Harrell, Agnes Maier, judged by a famous movie or Mulberry Street.
DEAR ABBY: I am a middle-aged woman, just reLocker Plant.
Mrs. Thomas has held the
Mary Louise Baker, Meme T.V. personality. Cpntestants
covering from surgery. I have also' had a heart attack and
The wedding will be solemnised on Saturday, June 17, at two
Beta
and
of
chapters
offices of vice-president
Mattingly, Robbie Harrison, from other
I am not very well. My problem is I am trying to keep
in the afternoon at the North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
o'clock
Neva Waters, Ruth Weeks, Sigma Phi throughout the extension officer. She has been
from getting the flu, but I have two women friends who
Presbyterian Church.
Mettle Parker, Dolly Haley, nation are entered in the the chairman of several comalways want to kiss me when they greet me And when I
Only out-of-town invitations are being sent, but all friends and
mittees and is presently serving
Birdie Parker, Jewel Parks, Valentine Queen contest.
leave, they are in the habit of kissing me goodby.
relatives of the couple are,invited to attend.
Mrs. Thomas is one of four as the social chairman of tha
Eva Hilt, Marie Marvin,
I never minded until now. But there is SO much flu
Martha Golden, and Virgie children born to Mr. and Mrs. Gamma Gamma Chapter at • around that a person can't be too careful. I would feel
Orville Lynn of Hopkins County. Beta Sigma Phi.
Clark.
foolish asking them not to kiss me for this reason, yet I
In connection with the
Guests were Rev. and Mrs. Being graduated from Nebo
wish they wouldn't. How can I keep them from kissing me
George L. Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. High School where she took an chapter's activities for the
without losing their friendship?
.
lucky Heart A.ssocia
Norman Dysonjir..and_ Mrs. activesiart agn cheerleader _ancl
Please print this. I am sartr-Othertr have /1111-Lime
11 •
Friday, February
and Loan,7th and Main Streets,
SALT LAKE CITY
Harry Lepinske, Charles Hale, a majorette, Mrs. Thomas then during the month of February,
problem.
The annual Valentine's Dance from two to four p.m. All friends
in Mrs. Thomas urges everyone to
and Mrs. Cletie Black, with the attended Bethel College
for adult members of the and relatives are invited to
"?'"1111
-DEAR-SALT-EA11:114--When they approach you, gentlylatter becoming a new member. Hopitinsvillit--for two years, give generously and support
Calloway' Country Club and attend.
no
kisses.
"Please,
say,
and
- -Ow them Mt-KM& Wu"
elementary their Heart Fund in Murray
majoring
their out Of town guests will be
The next meeting will be held education.
Owe al as Islay havs," MS* bug." (Tree, one of you may
and Calloway county.
-nine p.m. to one a.m. "Mrand Mrs. Newell Dooriiii
held froth
at the social hall on Friday,
burro.]
In 1958, she married-Xenneth- Mrs. Thomas will be honored
OA perms*,ate of Kirksey Rade One will have
are
Tickets
March 3 at noon with a potluck
banquet to be held Saturday
a
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be. by Byron open house in celebration of
will
music
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charge
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11,
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evening,
The Com- their golden wedding anand
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arrangements will be Mr. and
icemen who find writing letters tedious was a good one.... monwealth. Mr. and Mrs. niversary at the Mt. Hebron
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Inn
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Holiday
Mrs. 011ie Hughes, Mrs. Lillian
Your comment that it was a good idea for those who could -- Tommy Chrisp are in charge of United Methodist Church from
You'll find k
Hicks, Mrs. Eva Hilt, Mn;
"afford" it catight my atteStpaa
St.four p.m.
the arrangements. Others
Marie Marvin, Mrs. 16sigie
_Mr. Hutson',
I suggest that both seilrioemer and.their families con-.. assisting are Mews and'
will
Club
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Murray
The
-kfre you
friend.w
Parker, Mrs. Helen PeopMs;
tact their local U. S.O. Many U. S 0 's aCheme and abroad
Mesdames Gingles Wallis, have its monthly fellowship
The Women of the Oaks
and Norman Klapp.
On
Honored.
will provide tapes, recorders, and even'pay the postage as a
see this sign.
Richard Knight, Otis Erwin, breakfast at the Holiday Inn at
Country Club held their regular
U. S. 0 SUPPORTER
service to our men in uniform.
Dan McKinney, Carl Oakley, nine a.m.
session of bridge on Wednesday
Birthday
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Faculty Recital of Donald
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Winners were Ada Sue patient at Puryear
"The Caretakers", a movie, HAIL Fine Arts Building,
entirely by public donations as a United Was or Community
without stopping to remove the Roberts, high, and Edith Home, was feted at a party
-be presenbxt by Student Murray State University.
we
Fund agency.
dough, as it collects in the fun- Garrison,low. Nellie Jo Orkin- Saturday Feb. 5, afternoon lit
map_ at the
Govenmtent
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nel.
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The Town and Gown Dance
will. And lilt hasn't, the words will be meaningless
were then all served a piece of
be held by the Women's
will
that
Mr. Hutson's birthday cake
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it oft
Society of Murray State
was decorated in green and gold
year died. Write to ABBY. Bee WM, Las Angeles. ( al.
University at the WOW Hall
VOVIafjefte,
along with fruit punch.
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100.
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Dr.
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Today Inc bride s bouSaturday, February 12
quet often is one of lilies
All young people (University,
of the valley, white orSenior High, and Junior High)
chids. white roses or some
of the First Baptist Church are
other delicate flower.
invited to a prayer meeting at
Once it was a combinathe home of Mr. and Mrs.
Highway 94 East
tion of garlic, chives. roseGrayson McClure, Panorrna
mary, bay and other strong
Shores, from three to vie p.m.
and potent herbs. all care-fully selected for their speMonday-Wednesday-Friday 9 AM. to 6 P.M.
The Youth Valentine program
cial protective power
and
witches
against
and party of the Memorial
Saturday — 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
demons.
Baptist Church will be held at
CARE BY APPOINTMENT
At one time. the bride
the church at seven p.m. The
also carried small stalks of
Calvert City Youth Choir will be
wheat or cornstalks and
Phone
guests.
leaves to symbolize fruitfulness
AREAPLAN
HELPS
HOMEMAKER
CALLOWAY COUNTY
The Captain Wendell Oury
.101,
WIDE SCHOOL ON "CHARM FOR THE HOME." Mrs. Alvin
Chapter of the DAR will meet at
*
if.tke ofe" 40011:.
Usrey, Calloway County Homemakers Home Furnishings
the home of Mrs. -Robert
4* is
lie v
chairman, Joins discussion with Mrs. W.R. Bone, Purchase Area
Trotter, 1501 Dudley, at eleven
Homemakers Home Purniihings Chairman, and other county
am.
chairman on final plans for the special program to be presented
Billy
Mrs.
plans
making
are
(standing)
Shown
on March 9 and 11.
Sunday, February 13
Rhea Wilson, Ballard County; (seated L to It) Mrs. Harry Holt,
Mr. and-Mrs. Carl Moody will
McCracken County; Mrs. Usrey; Mrs. Parke Wheeler, Fulton
have open house in celebration
County; Mrs. James Samples, Graves County; I seated hi front I
of their golden wedding anMrs. Bone, Carlisle County: and Mrs. Duwane Williams, Hick- niversary at the Community
\
man County.
Room, Murray Federal Savings
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"Get Together"
Informal Modeling

CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

Saturday,
February 12

NEW OFFICE HOURS ..

EMERGENCY
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Begins at 2:00

753-2962

PERMANENT EYELASHES

NEWEST BEAUTY SENSATION
Individually applied one lash at a time to
each of your own to become part of you.
With occasional fill ins they last indefinitely
Complete application $15 00
Fill ins, per lash 25 .
countries styie
the
in
given
being
them
about
You have heard about them and read
THE BEAUTY BOX
centers-now you can get them for yourself here in Murray at

Long, lovely and glamorous, and NOT
REMOVED AT NIGHT leaving that "hare
face" look No one can ever know they
are not your very own
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Charm School Will Be Held At Murray Saturday, March 11
March It Louis Sawyers, N S I D. from
Mrs. W.R. Bone, Purchase Auditorium on
Paducah
Area Homemakers Chairman Registration for each sessiiin
Potts,
Mildred
the
with
Mrs
ni
a
will
9:00
at
begin
directed
for Home Furnishings,
ExKentucky
of
University
9.30
from
running
plans for the -area "Charm for program
tension Agent in Home Fura.m. to 12:00 noon
the Home" School.
nishings, is working with the
Featured speaker on the group. Mrs. Potts emphasizes
County Home Furnishings
Chairmen from the eight program will be Miss Geraldine dettNthe general public is inPurchase counties met with Sparks, Consumer and Retail vited. School groups, 4-H
Manager of
Information
Mrs. Bone on Friday, February
groups, and persons working
4, at the home of Mrs. Mildred
Celanese Fibers Marketing with home furnishings are
Potts. Mrs.' Alvin Usrey Company, New York City. Miss encouraged to-attend also.
represented Calloway County. Sparks' presentation will inThe school will be held in clude discussion on the new
jaraiwxAsarien may ham_
. double knits, in upholstery
Paducah at the Jaycee Civics
Center on Mart* If and in' fabrics. Appearing on program - electric garbage disposers.
.
Murray. at thel4aysoiv &bool with Miss Snarligatilibe..140.,..f.,..—...

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"

Court Square

Murray, Ky.
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BOWLING---- Rosburg Takes-Over— -Supersonics Continue STANDINGS
LeatiffilopeClasic—,
HerOvertentral Foes

United-States Grabs Third-Ictliledat
the song says: "Thank Heavens
" Without
For Little Girls
'em the United States wouldn't
have a medal to show for its
efforts in the llth Winter Olympic Games.
But with 'em. America's got
six tucked away, three of them
golds, which makes this its
most suceessful winter Olympics in two decades.
- The third gold came rocketing out of a heavy snowstorm
Friday in the personage of Barhara Cochran, a 20-year-old skiing whiz from Richmond, Vt.,
who mad-dashed her way to
victory in the women's special
slalom.
It came only two hours after
Anne Henning put the third
American bronze medal on the
board in the 1,000-meter speed
skating. The 16-year-old miss
- from Northbrook, Ill., who had
won the 500 meters on Thursday, finished less than a quarter of a second behind West
German winner Monika Pflug.
The American men remained
shut out in the Games Friday
night as world champion Ondrej Nepela of Czechoslovakia
captured the gold medal in the
finals of the men's figure skating.
Russia's Sergei Tchetveroukhin took the silver, moving
ahead of Patrick Pera of
France, who had been second
after the compulsories.
• Ken Shelley of Downey, Calif., finished fourth and John
Mischa Petkevich, the Harvard
pre-med student from Great
Falls, Mont., was fifth, the two
Americans moving up one spot
as young Jan Hoffman of East
Germany,fourth after the compulsories, slipped to sixth.
- This marked the first time
since 1936 that the United
States had not won a medal in
men's figure skating. Americans dominated the event frees
1948 through 1960.
Miss Cochran, who managed"
to finish only Ilth in the'giant
slalom, brought America its
first gold in Alpine skiing—Diemen have never won that
Olympic event—since the 1952
Gaines in Oslo, Norway, when
the United States finished with
four golds.
She did it with an all-or-nothing effort that resulted in a
fastest first-run time of 46.05
seconds, when she was first
down the slope, and a secondfastest time of 46.19 on the sec-

end run kir a total time of
1:31.24, an incredibly scant two
hundredths of a second less
than silver medalist Danielle
Debernard of France.
"This is definitely my mind
of course," Barbara said after
her triumph, which was climaxed by a kissing, hugging
irnob scene and a brief victory
ride on the shoulders of her ecstatic teammates and coaches.
"I usually do better on a steep
course than a turning one."
After being the initial skier in
the first run—"I liked the No. I
start ... because there was a
light snow cover"—she was
15th in the second, when the
snow really began coming
down.
"I didn't watch any of the
first 14," she said, "because I
didn't want to know the times
and _if they _Wert having..
-trouble, I didift want to see
them." She probably couldn't
have, anyway, because of the
downfall.
Asked how she felt about recent criticism that American
athletes are too soft, she replied: "I think our skiers train
as hard as anyone—and the results today prove ill"- •

eiromoisowe
lAASIC

PALM SPRINGS,*Calif.(AP) said," "I'm saying this forlhe
Balding Bob Rosburg, who firnt time in five years:Johnsnres0.0%-wit
—
c.ilden State tolved Phila- Ezell Beauty SchoOl
won a major tournament playing well enough to win, puthasn't
2
51771
2
—
N
H.C.A
delphia 121-112.
Murray Insurance
.421/2 zei/2 in more than 10 years, scored ting well enough to win, but
Kentucky beat the Flo.idians Owen Food markei...- la
middle-aged winning is something that just
3316—
381
/
2 another round for
419-101 and Virginia downed Murray Muffler
sole posses- happens ...."
taking
by
America
33
39
BoOnes
Pittsburgh 131-111 in American Bank of Murray
Rosburg, who won the 1969
Sinn of the lead after 36 holes of
Basketball Associationaction.
Jerry's Restaurant
2216284944
"2
PGA championship, last picked
Desert
Hope
Bob
;145,000
the
Kroger
Baltimore, playing without
up the winner's check at the
High Team Game (SC) 57 Classic.
center Wes Unseld, out with an Johnson's Grocery
762
The 45-year-old ex-Stanford 1961 Bing Crosby National
school
EzellNHC.A
4a
.
oty
sixth
its
lost
754
injury,
ankle
745 University baseball player shot ProAm.
straight. Dick Van Arsdale led
High Team Game (HC)
He sank birdie putts of 30 and
a three-under-par 69 Thursday
Phoenix with 27 points and Boones
969
Bermuda Dunes Country 35 feet in his round at Bermuda
at
N
H.C.A.
965
Suns'
strong
25.
A
Paul Silas
Murray Insurance
951
Club for a total of 136. He was
defense held the Bullets to just
High Team Series (SC)
"Idrove in the rough six or
one stroke ahead of his first- Dunes
2164
14 points- in'the second period. Johnson's Grocery
coleader, Jerry Heard, seven times. I'm disappointed
round
Ezell's Beauty School
2154
Archie
24
and
had
Jack Marin
N.H.C.A.
2112 who had a 70 at the longer La
with my driving but I really did
Clark 18 for Baltimore.
High Team Series (NC)
putt well today," he said.
2779 Quinta Country Club course.
Golden State, behind the 32- Boones
George Knudson of Toronto.
Ezell Beauty School
2766
Four-time Desert Classic winpoint performance of Nate N.H.C.A.
2745 ner and defending champion and young John Miller were anHigh Ind Game (SC)
Thurmond, rallied in the second
Betty Dixon
213 Arnold Palmer, with a 68 at El- other stroke back at 138.
half to overcome Philadelphia. Mildred
Hodge
195 dorado Country Club, and
Seven players, including vetThe Warriors trailed by as Marilyn Parks
192
Chi Chi Rodriguez and
another
erans
were
Beman
Deane
High
Ind
Series (MC)
much as 14 points and 63-53 at
Marilyn Parks
Billy Casper, were grouped at
508 stroke back at 137. Beman
the half. Jeff` Mullins added 27 Betty Dixon
505 turned in the day's best score, 139.
486
for Golden State, which record Mildred Hodge
Club pro Jimmy Powell, just
65 at Indian Wells Country
High.
Ind.
Game
(NC)
its 18th victory in the last 22- Betty Dixon
249 Club.
a stroke off the pace of Rosgames.The 76ers, playing with- eenda Pierce
234
Thirty-six players were u- nder burg and Heard Wednesday,
228
out Billy Cunningham, who has Mildred Hodge
High
Ind.
Series
going into today's third skied to a four-over-par 76 in
INC)
par
a leg injury, were led by Fred Brenda Pierce
631 round in this unique pro-am
his second round at Bermuda
Foster with 30 points and Bob Barbara Barnett
619
Dunes to fall eight strokes besunshine
in
being
played
setup
Dixon
Betty
613
Rule with 26.
High Averages
and temperatures near 80. Pros hind.
Rookie Julius Erving scored Marilyn Parks
160
Jack Nicklaus dropped five
157 play in foursomes with three
seven points in 55 seconds to Bobbie Garrison
Wanda Nance
153 amateurs for 72 holes through strokes back to 140 with a par
break an 82-62 third-quarter tie Mildred Hodge
153 Saturday, -then play by them- 72 at Eldorado and Lee Trevino
151
and pace Virginia to victory. Dot Mullins
149 selves in Sunday's 18-hole finale followed his first-round 76 with
With Erving scoring 30 points Betty Dixon
L a one-under 71 on the same
at Indian Wells.
and Charlie Scott 34, the
can win again, Rosburg course.
Squires out-shot Pittsburgh from
the floor 57 per cent to 36 per GardnerMobb-Wies :cent.
MEXICO CITY (AP) -It was the Squires' fifth Gardner-Webb of North Carostraight victory, their longest lina defeated the university of
win streak of the season. Dave Guadalajara 113-52 in the fourLattin led the Condors with 26 team round-robin basketball
points while Mike Lewis had 20 tournament Thursday night.
and John Brisker 19.
Other teams are Mexico UniThe Floridians' loss was their versity and Monterrey Tech.
15th in the last 18 games, leave
ing them a half game from last
place in the ABA East. Dan IsBrad Evans Signed
sel scored 28 points and Mike
Gale 21 for East-leading Ken449 44. 2, 3
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
picky •
tr l_at
„.
Pittsburgh Steeiers have signed
The Floridians were never Brad Evans, a 6-foot-3, 205CHOCOLATES —milboxedst7dy
really in the game as Kentucky pound defensive back from
at
spurted to a 26-16 lead in the Duke. He was the first free
trailand
never
minutes
first n
Dale & Stubblefieldagent to sign since the 1672 r ed. Walt Simon finished with 20 player draft.
Rexall Drug
points for t&e Colonels. Willie
The National Football League
Long had 23 points for FloridCourt
club said Thursday it also
ians and Al Tucker scored 16.
Squar
signed defensive end Harold
Boston College football coach-- Sutton of Temple, an honorable
Jae Yukica is a former Penn mention All-East selection in
1971.
.
Stateetblete
Team

was 12th after the first two
runs.
For4biiiie-aecond jump
was 287-1 for a total of 219.9
points, captured the event
which many observers had expected to go to the Japanese,
who swept the 70 meters. Yukio
Kasaya, took the 70-meter gold
but was seventh in the 90 meters.
Second was Switzerland's
Walter Steiner, who got the silver with 219.8 points. The
bronze went to East Germany's
Rainer Schmidt with 219.3. The
best American was Ron Steele
of Leavenworth, Wash., a distant 25th with 177.7.
Behind the victorious Russian
biathlon team were Finland
and East Germany, with the
United States a surprisingly
high sixth, its best Olympic finish ever,.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Seattle is a problem. And
Baltimore, Atlanta, Cincinnati.•
and Cleveland haven't come up
with an answer all season.
The four teams which cornprise the National Basketball
Association's Central Division
have dropped 13 straight games
to the SuperSonics this season.
No. 13 came Thursday night
when Seattle slapped down the
Royals 118-96.
The Sonics, third in the
NBA's Pacific Division, were
led by Spencer Haywood, who
scored 28: points. The Royals,
third in the Central, got 22
points from Tom Van Arsdale
and were hampered by the absence of guard Nate Archibald,
out with the flu. Archibald has
been averaging 35 points in the
last 16 games.
In other NBA games Phoenix
1 411- and
Oilgoit-EnAlmo66-44

Lamar Leads Team
To McNeese Victory

at halftime, rallied in the secBy ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer ond half but fell short of catchSmall college or major col- ing St. Louis.
TheNorthbrook Mind, which
"We just got beat,'' moaned
has had plenty to cheer about, lege, it's all the same to
Memphis Coach Gene Bartow.
Dwight
Lamar.
Miss
as
was ready for more
The NCAA college division "We played poorly in the first
Henning and Dianne Holum,
half ( sinking only six of 28 field
gold medalist in the 1,500 me- scoring leader last season with
goal attempts) and couldn't
average,
-'Lamar
point
has
a
35
their
fulfill
ters, prepared to
.catch up."
roles as favorites in the 1,000 picked up right where he left
Larry Finch of Memphis
off, even though his school,
meters.
te, now 14-5, scored 26
Southwestern
Louisiana,
has
But suddenly, there was Miss
points, 22 of them in the second
Pflug, the 17-year-old outsider, switched into the major college
If rally. The. Billikens, 13-4,
gaining the glory with her ranks.
were
led by Harry Rogers and
night—
an
off
Lamar—on
Olympic-record r:31.40. Atje
Keulen-Deelstra of The Nether- poured in 42 points Thursday to Jesse Leonard, each of whom
netted 21.
lands took the silver in 1:31.61 lead Southwestern Louisiana,
In other major games,
13th
in
17-2
the
and
naranked
and Anne got the bronze in
1:31.62. Dianne wound up sixth tion, to. a _9542 victory over Temple_ beat Seton Hall 71-58
McNeese State. The 6-foot-1 and Cincinnati—getting 40
at 1:32.51.
points from Derrek Dickey—
In Friday's other finals, Po- guard currently leads the naRutgers 84-74 in a
land's Wejehleet For-tunaf tion's major college scorers whipped
double-header
at Madison
-with
a
35.8
average.
IL
soared a magnificent 364 feet
Although Lamar's scoring Square Garden in New York;
' hes in the first of two runs
hi the 90-meter ski jump, more has been an instrumental factor Brian Taylor scored 36 points
in Southwestern Louisiana's. to lead Princeton past Cornell
enough-to win the gold. And the Soviet Union defend- success, he has had help—much 96-69 in an Ivy League battle,
and a three-point play by soph-.
ed its Olympic title in the of it from center Roy Ebron,.
omore
guard Jack Kill withind
who
scored
22
points
biathlon relay.
down 24 rebounds against just 12 seconds to play lifted'
In the four-man bobsled, McNeese,
Dayton to a 91-90 triumph over
Switzerland held the lead at the
The Cajuns led by only 4543 Chicago Loyola.
halfway mark. The remaining at the half and did not manage
Also, Assumption defeated
two runs are scheduled for Sat- to open the game up until late Georgetown, D.C. 90-83, Virurday. West Germany was sec- in the second half. Henry Ray ginia Tech pounded William &
ond and Italy third. One Ameri- scored 32 points to keep Mary 90-69, Bradley beat Drake
can team was disqualified in McNeese close.
85-69, Tulsa edged North Texas
the first heat when its memSouthwestern Coach Beryl 75-69, Houston downed Centenabers fell off the sled as it over- Shipley said he felt Lamar did ry 100-83, Texas-El Paso topped
turned. The No. 2' US. team not have a good game.
Colorado State 77-70. New Mexico beat Wyoming 76-64 and
"Lamar didnl have a g
shooting night," the coach said. Seattle slipped past Portland
11.1. DIVE 150M8
"I'm glad he got 42 points, but 65-62.
DUREKRQUERI AHO
he tried about 41 shots.
GIVE rT THE OL
"We didn't shoot well, but it
ONCE OVER. THEM
MUST BE A REASON
was understandable," Shipley
WHY yrs 30
added.
SPECIAL.
"We are coming off a five_
S QUEEN
game
road trip and the boys
gler,YAMBURGERS
are extremely tired."
In other games involving
014041111001
ranked teams, No. 5 Penn beat
!Alb
Columbia 69-59, No. 8 Long
The bumper-to-bumper Ohio
-‘2
1
10
111
410sm'
s A"
Beach State bowed to Fresno Valley Conference basketball
State 76-69 and No. 15 Memphis race goes searching for a traf••447,t41,LW
1
4er
State was upset by St. Louis 76- fic cop Saturday night.
72.
Five teams—Eastern KenThe Quakers jumped off to a tucky, Middle
Tennessee, More30-15 lead midway through the head, Tennessee
Tech and
first half and managed to stay Western
Kentucky—are tied for
at least nine points ahead of
the conference lead with 4-3
Columbia the rest of the way. records.
Penn, 15-2, was paced byjunior
East Tennessee -and .Murray
forward Phil Hankinson's. _21. are each 3-4 and certainly
not
- [Ants.
out of contention. Austin Peay
'Long Beach State scored just is 2-5 and in the
OVC cellar,
.five points in the first 10 min- though most observers
feel the
utes as Fresno State built up a Goys have some of
the best tal15-point lead. The 49ers, now ent in the league.
18-3, never caught up.
Saturday's games are WestThe game was won at the ern Kentucky at East Tenfree throw line, where Fresno nessee, Middle Tennessee at
State, 8-11, scored 28 points. Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay at
Long Beach State, which saw Morehead and Murray at Easttn)TO YOU*
OLD TRICKS,
three of its starters foul out, ern Kentucky.
HUH,
scored only nine points on free
Western Kentucky coach Jim
MAX YON
411100
~
••'110
throws.
Richards, sizing up East Ten"URGER?
440111100•41
Clarence Metcalfe led the nessee, says the Bucs are play41
1
Bulldogs with 24 points. Ed ing better than when the two
f*
Ratleff had 20 and Nate Step- teams met earlier in the seahens 18 for Long Beach,
son.
Memphis State, trailing 37-20
"East Tennessee went into
Richmond a couple of weeks
ago and knocked off Eastern
Named For Award
Kentucky," he said. "That tells
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Zeke me enough about how far the.1„
Bratkowski, still a "super-sub" have come."
Opposing coach Maflnri
quarterback for the Green Bay
WAITS QuEEINE SEE
Packers at 40, was named Brooks agrees.
I WAS JUST FLYING
"We feel like we are coining
Thursday to receive the Wisgy WHEN TiE MO
consin pro football writers Bart along," he said. "We still make
OF YOUR MOM%
Starr award for a long and some mistakes but we are cutBURGERS ANO
FRIED MENEM HIT
meritorious playing career.
ting down on them. We feel like
NOSTRILS.
MY
PtATTORY
Starr, the Packers longtime we can still cause some trouble
WONT GET
YUMMIE.1•
No. 1 quarterback, will present in the OVC."
SPIES Uhl. You
the award to Bratkowski at the
In other games, Middle TenANYTHING
M.
A
- writers fourth annual banquet nessee and Tennessee Tech
OIVE 806411IIN4
Feb. 20
square off against one another;
DU22 off
Austin Peay takes a six-game
_
Roosevelt Raceway at West- losing streak to Morehead; and
b,
--- PUY., drew 3.229.243 fans Eastern Kentucky will seek to
`NE MST GRILL FRIENDA.
Rif Ilir-iiipts-tTUrness racing avenge an earlier loss to MurHUNGRY Mau'CM t4*.
— in 1964.
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It's Extraordinary What We
Can Do 'For You if You Let Us!!

Bright and early each morning the Extraordinary Bank
opens for another day of minding your business.

We tailor our money to fit your needs, whether it be for a
brand new home or improvements an your present one

In the course of an extraordinary day we put a lot of
people on the road ahead with an extrAUTOnary loan. We
give a great number of people personal loans for reasons
we won't mention.

These are a few of the extraordinary things we do in the
course of a day... in a style that makes everything extraordinary for you.

- Our Good Fortune Tellers keep busy depositing deposits,
opening new accounts and helping Johnny with his
Christmas Club; they tell you how Bulldozer checking
accounts work and help your wife choose the right color
and pattern checkbook for her needs.

The Extraordinary Bank. doing all the little necessities
to prove a big point.
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us.
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Murray, Ky.—Murray State's
Racers, edged
72-66 by
Duquesne Monday night, will be
back in Ohio Valley Conference
action this weekend at Eastern
Kentucky
Saturday
and
Morehead Monday.
The Racers, 3-4 in the OVC,
must win both to stay in the
conference title picture, according to Coach Cal Luther.
"Since we already have four
losses, I think we'll have to win
the rest of our games to take the
championship," Luther said.
But whether we win or not, the
race has certainly been the
most interesting in the league's
history."
Eastern and Morehead are
tied with Western Kentucky,
Middle Tennessee, and Tennessee Tech for first place with
4-3 records. East Tennessee is
tied with Murray - for sixth
place, and Austin Peay is last
with a 2-5 record.
Murray must play at Western
and at Austin Peay as well as at
Eastern and Morehead and has
home games left with Tech and
East Tennessee.
The Racers beat Eastern 7269 at Murray but lost to
Morehead 81-65. Both games
were played when scoring ace
Les Taylor was out of action
with a broken hand. Two of the
other Racer losses, to Tech and
East Tennessee, also came
while Taylor was hurt.
Of the Duquesne loss, Luther
said the Racers lost to a fine
team when they couldn't come
back quite far enough in the
second half. We got in trouble
the first half because of floor
mistakes tmd.fouls and fell so
far behind we couldn't catch up
despite hitting better than 70
percent of our shots the second
half," Luther said.
Luther praised Bill Mancini,
the leading Racer scorer in the
game with 20 points, saying it
was perhaps his beet. Overall
game of the qeason. He also
credited both Taylor and .Ron
Williams with good genies.
All five Racers played a good
part of the second half with four
fouls, although Marcelous
Starks was the only Racer to
foul out of the game.

Taylor continues to lead the
Racers in scoring
with an
average of 24.5, Williams has
averaged 15.6, Starks with 14.5,
Mancini 12.2, and Steve Barrett
8.4. Starks is leading rebounder
with 11 a game. Mancini has
averaged 9.6 and Taylor 8.3.
Mancini leads in field goal
shooting with a percentage of
57.1 and Barrett in free throw
shooting with 91.7.
As a team, the Racers have
averaged 77.5 points and 42.7
rebounds to their opponents'
70.9 and 37.3 They have hit 50.4
percent of their field goal attempts and 69.8 percent of their
free throws.

Coaches Are cited
For Contributions

Weiland coached Harvard for
21 seasons until his retirement
last year. He previously had
played 11 seasons in the NHL,
paciog the circuit in scoring in
1929-30„sOile with the Boston
Bruins. He also coached the
Bruins from /939-41, leading
them to the Stanley Cup title
the second year.
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Developed originally for Yamahas GP champions, the newly designed 5-port engine of
the 250 DS] makes this the most exciting
machine seen in years. AUTOLUBE, big fadefree brakes and Enduro styling lets you feel
the thrills of the

tut

race circuit, in street clothes.

A

graders will be at home
Tuesday afternoon against
Paris. The seventh grade game
will get underway at 4 p.m.
-while the 'eighth grade tilt will
begin following the preliminary
tilt. There is no admission
charge for the two games.
Eighth Grade(48)—Boone 2,
Frank 16, Wilder 17, Hibbard 11,
Tabers 1 and Thurmond 1.
Freshman (29)—Ferguson 3,
Wilson 6, Alexander 1, Barnett
8, McCuiston 6, Buchannan 3
and Witherington 2.

BOLTS, SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS, etc.
Close Out ..104 on the dollar!
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) —
Dianne Holum and Anne Henning, speed skating stars from
Northbrook, Ill., both missed a
chance for a second gold medal
in the Winter Olympics Friday.
Monika Pflug of West Germany appeared headed for the
gold medal in the 1,000 meter
race with an Olympic record
time of 1 minute, 31.40 seconds.
Miss Henning, who won the
500—meter's gold medal Thursday, broke the old Olympic
record in 1:31.62. But with nine
skaters still to run, she was
only in third place behind Miss
Pflug and Atje Keulen-Deelstra
of the Netherlands.
Miss Holum, the 1,500 'litters
gold medalist, was in With
place at that stage with a
1:32.51 time.
Six girls bettered the Olympic record of 1:32.60, set by
Carry Geyssen of Holland at
Grenoble in 1968.
The third American girl,
Sheila Young of Detroit, Mich.,
0340 1;44
297 and was well
out of**running for medals.

match Anne's time. But the
American improved it on the
second.r4m, clocking 43.33 without a partner to pace her, and
that became her official winning time.
Russian skaters won the silver and bronze. Vera Krasnova
was second in 44.01 and Ludmita Titova, the defending
Olympic champion, was third
in 44.5.
Some observers thought Anne
might have bettered her own
world record if she hadn't been
foulded. She had a listed mark
of 42.75 and another of 42.50
awaiting ratification.
"I don't know about that,"
'Anne said. "Today's times
ere -not all that fag. Silt I
think I lost about a second."

The girls, from the little town
of Northbrook, Ill., have given
the 20,000—population Chicag,
suburb instant fame.
Miss Henning had to over.
come a dramatic moment
Thursday when she was fouled
en route to her victory and it
might have taken the heart out
of most competitors. But it
didn't happen to Anne.
"How many girls of her age
would have survived a moment
like that?" said Anne's coach,
Ed Rudolph. "She came
through it with the poise of a
veteran. She's a marvel."

The incident occurred when
Anne and her pairing, Sylvia
Burka of Canada,changed lines
at 250 meters. Anne slowed
down and lost an estimated full
second, yet still finished faster
than any of her 28 rivals in an
Olympic record time of 243.73.
"I was on the outer lane, so I
had precedence," Anne said.
"We were pretty even coming
round the first bend.
"Maybe Sylvia was slightly
ahead. She crossed in front of
me and, to avoid a collision, I
stood up and slowed down.
"I thought I had lost the lap.
But I kept telling myself to
keep skating and not look
down."
Anne, a g&cl sport with a
sunny smile, made no complaint against the Canadian
girl. But the judges ruled interference and gave her the option
of a second run.
"It was a difficult decision,"
Anne said. "I knew a lot of
good skaters still had to run, so
I said I would go again. They
told me the better of my times
RICHMOND, Vt. ( AP i — The
would count."
skiing Cochran family, glued to
In fact a second run wasn't
Thursday.
television
set
its
necessary. No other girl could
night, watched daughter Barbara win a gold medal in the
women's slalom in the Winter
Olympics at Sapporo, Japan.
"We were pretty happy,"
CLEVELAND(AP) Young
said Mrs. Cochran, "but we Chris Evert, who set the tenni.?
were sad for Marilyn. She fell." world afire last year, and 1,971's
Barbara, Marilyn and brother woman athlete of the Year,
Bob are all members of the Evonne Goolagong, will comU.S. Olympic ski team.
pete in the first U.S.-Australia
Mrs. Cochran said the family women's team championships
had its fingers crossed. when to be played here July 20-30.
Barbara was skiing.
Miss Evert, 17;of Fort Lau"We were hoping," she said.
"I know she can ski well under derdale, Fla., defeated National
Open champ Billie Jean King
pressure."
The telephone interview came earlier this week in the finals
Tennis
to halt with a shout from the of the Fort Lauderdale
Championships.
Miss
GOOla•
'rest of the family in the backgong, 20, of Australia, won the
•
.
ground.
1971 French and Wimbledon ti"gaa,...I go noss?'.! Mrs. athtles.
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Marshall yearlings outscored
Murray 25-15 to gain the lopsided win. Murray was, without
the services of leading scorer
and rebounder Phil Miller, who
is suffering from a bout with the
flu.
No Tiger scored in double
figures. Leading scorer for
Coach John Hina's freshmen
was Brad Barnett with eight.
The freshmen will be in action
tonight at North Marshall in a 5
p.m. tilt that is the makeup of
an earlier game. The eighth

Earthquake

_tila

Clarence Campbell, National
Hockey League president, was
chosen earlier this week as a
Patrick Trophy recipient for his
contributions to professional
hockey in the U.S.
Kelley, whose 496 victories at
Boston College is an all-time
record for a college hockey
coach, is in his 36th season at
the Newton, Mass. school. He
has announced his retirement
effective at the end of this season. Kelley led the Eagles to
the NCAA ehampionship in
1949.
•
• ---NEW YORK (AP) — John
"Snooks" Kelley, Boston College coach, and Ralph "Cooney" Weiland, former Harvard
coach, were__ cited today for
their contributions to amateur
hockey in the United States by
being named co-winners of the
Lester Patrick Memorial TrID
phy.
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That's what he did Thursday
night. He just kept shooting.
Twelve times he shot. Nothing
happened. On the 13th shot he
scored his first goal in four
games. The goal really didn't
matter much.
The Bruins were leading the
Vancouver Canucks 5-1 at the
time, and went on to make the
final score 9-1, increasing their
lead to nine points over the idle
New illtork Rangers in the National Hockey League's East
Division.
Elsewhere, Montreal handed
74,
its rcond straight setneckago
back 7-1, Minnesota
3-1, Detroit defeated Buffalo 4-2 and Pittsburgh routed
Los Angeles 6-1.
But to Esposito, the league's
leading scorer, the goal was
simply the manifestation of his
theory.
"I wasn't really worried
about not scoring," he said after the game."I just kept shooting. One of those times it bad
to go in. It's the Tawäiverages."
Esposito, who has a four-leaf
clover and a lucky charm hanging from the name-plate on his
locker, was asked if. he were
superstitious about scoring on
his 13th shot of the night.
"Not when it comes to shots
on goal," he said. "I'll take 13
shots on goal every night."
Esposito was playing with a
new linemate Thursday, and
had to make some adjustments.
- Mike Walton moved into the
left wing spot and Wayne Cashman moved from left wing- to
deli,replacing Ken Hodge who
is out with a fractured ankle.
Each scored a goal, while Walton had two assists and Esposito one.
The biggest change Esposito
said he had to make was in his
passes to Walton, who is a lefthanded shot.
Fred Stanfield led the assault
against Vancouver goalie
George Gardner with two goals
while Bobby Orr had one goal
and three assists.
Eddie Westfall, Derek Sanderson and Don Marcotte also
scored for the Bruins.
Vancouver's only goal was
scored by Rosaire Paiement.
Rookie Guy Lafleur sco
three goals, Frank Mahovlich
contributed a goal and four assists and Ken Dryden was superb in the nets as Montreal
whipped Chicago. The sevengoal explosion against the
NHL's top defensive club included two assists by Serge
Savard, making his first home
appearance since he suffered a
fractured left ankle more than
a year ago.
Larry Pleau, Pete Mahovlich
and Yvan Cournoyer got the
other Canadien goals while Chicago's Cliff Koroll spoiled Dryden's shutout bid midway
through the final period. •
Minnesota got brilliant goaltending from Gump Worsley in
beating St. Louis. The 42-yearold goalie was beaten only by
Frank St. Marseille early in the
third period. By then, the North
Stars had a 2-0 lead on goals by
Lou Nanne and Jude Drouin.
Detroit trailed Buffalo 2-0 before a strategic move by Coach
Johnny Wilson turned the tide.
Wilson moved Ron Harris from
defense to forward and his aggressive checking loosened up
the Sabres' defense. Harris

then set up the Red Wings' first
by Red Berenson, Mickey
Redmond knotted the score
"th his 33rd goal and Marcel
Dionne got the tie-breaker.
Pittsburgh got even for an 8-1
thumping in Los Angeles five
days earlier by trimming the
Kings as Ron Schock scored
twice and set up another goal.
Darryl Edestrand, Steve Cardwell, Greg Pons and Bryan
Hextall also scored for the Penguins.

By MIKE BRANDON
the final frame snuffed out the
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
- Murray's eighth grade **- South Marshall hopes.
Bob Wilder paced the scoring
freshman squads traveled to
South Marshall last night and attack with 17 points while
Split a pair of contests with their David _ Frank tossed in 16.
hosts. The Middle Schoolers Robbie Hitkard also scored in
picked up a 48-36 win while the double figures by tossing in 11
frosh took it on the chin and points.
dropped a 47-29 tilt to the Rebel- The win is the sixth in eight
outings for the eighth grade
- The eighth graders fell behind Tigers, coached by Charles
early in the contest and trailed Reed.
The freshman team didn't
14-11 at the end of the first
quarter. But early in the second fair as well as their younger
frame Bob Wilder scored from counterparts. After being tied
under the bucket to put Murray at seven apiece at the end of the
in front for good. The half ended first quarter, South Marshall
'with the locals holding a 24-20 grabbed the lead and held on for
good early in the second frame.
lead.
The
Middle
Schoolers The,first half ended with the
stretched the lead to five at the Rebels owning a 22-14 lead.
In the final half the South
end of the third quarter and in

In fact, Miss Henning made a
better start on her first run.
She reached the 100 meters
mark in 10.77 the first time, before she was fouled, and In
10.89 the second time.
The old `Olympic mark
45.00, set by Lidia Skoblikovii-of
Russia at Innsbruck in 1964,
was lowered eight times during
the event-twice by Miss Henning and once each by six other
girls. •'
In addition to the medalists,
it was bettered by Sheila Young
of Detroit, fourth in 44.53, Monika Pflug of West Germany,
fifth in 44.75, Atje KeulenDeelstra of The Netherlands,
sixth in 44.89, and Kay Landa
Of Madison, Wis., seCrentli--Th"
44.95.

Perfect for: FARMS, MECHANICS, GARAGES,
MANUFACTURERS, CONTRACTORS, RACING
EQUIPMENT, DO-IT-YOURSELFERS,
Here's a rare opportunity, from one of the world's largest .
hardware suppliers, to put in a supply of the most useful
parts you'll ever fond. We are closing out a tremendous
supply of super high quality parts at a fraction „o. f their
original cost!
100 lb.
50 lb.
25 lb.
15 lb.
5 lb.

mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

Assortment
Assortment
Assort mEn(
Assortment
Assortment

$60.00
- 37.50 21.95
—15.00 —
7.50
-

ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES
California residents: add 5% sales tax.

JEB INDUSTRIES 42H0 Vanowen St./Burbank, Calif.
91504
JEB INDUSTRIES
4210 VanoweaStdellsolsann,-...

Calif...91504
_
-10. 11.1ditynent.

Reale send

_ ,
—When you buy a Datsun 1200 Sedan,
you get a lot more than a strIpd down
Starting point for an option list.
You get ct complete car,dressed with
all the trimming& Datsun doesn't believe
in that aid game of charging extra for all
the things that make a car fun to drive and
nice to own.
There's only one-way-to-buy-a Datsun.
Complete. Anclat_a_pricelhat makes the
Datsun 1200 the best value for your dollar.
Drive a Datsun.. then decide.
4-speed
fully synchronized
stick shift.
Five-main-bearing engine.
0-60 in under 15 seconds,
around 30 miles/gallon.

Rubber face
bumper guards
tfront and rear).

\
Front disc brakes.

All these no-cost extras make the
Datsun 1200.a great value for

$1976"
DATSUN
FROM'NISSAN WITH PRIDE

See it

noW

excluchng tax LK•41•0
trotght and handling dealoupmearallos.

• WWI••L.99S•ted ,.4.d p•10.

at your Datsun dealer.

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
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Good safety habits can make
_ —The outdoors sqferfor children

Food Prices To
Rise More Than
In Last Year

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 11, 1972

PAGE SEV

The lob mar et
A

new start: mature women

I.

who work

If you are a married woman family. Although, she may have
over 45 and are thinking of taking the final say about going to work,
a Plunge into the job market, bear _family disapproval could wag
By DON RENDA
in mild'that you *ain't be ni'odd cloud her working hours and rained
duck in the employment pool. The friction at home.
young by setting a good exam
AP Farm Writer
Discuss outdoor hazards calmly.
This is the time of year when yourself.
last time the Department of Labor
WASHINGTON
(AP)
ConIs Motivation Sound?
children climb trees, ride bicycles,
Always remind the youngster You can over-emphasize the dan- sumers will see 1972 food prices took a- count, almost half of all
hiking. They when you are about to cross the gers of crossing streets or climbnwried womet. aged 45 to 54 Secondly, an equally important
44/A. 1404 go
f011ef.4
vend-snore -01--tbeir time in the street, to look in both directions. ing trees, to the point where a rise much faster than last year; were working or actively looking; subject to consider, suggest famstreet, -backyard- or in the play- Teach hitn to walk—not run. In- youngster can become panicky and but farmers are due for a big- at the ages of 55 to 64, over a ily experts, is her basic motiva
,
..
ground, .sliding, swinging, climb- struct hint never to run from be- over-anxious. For example, as you financial lift, according to a third were employed.
tion for working. Should her prinstreet,
down
the
walk
inthe
child
activities
and
year,
mature
running--all
people
reEvery
,ing and
new Agriculture Department
hind parked cars and never to get
cipal reason be money to spend
volving a certain amount of hazard. out of an automobile on the street speak matter-of-factly about traf- diagnosis.
enter the labor force or join it for for "extras," she may do well to
ways,
both
little
and
looking
lights,
do
fic
can
reports
the
parents
time,
Institute consider all the extra expenses her
While
side. Caution him never to ride
Groceries which showed a the first
about some of the dangers their two on a bicycle built for one— when crossing at corners.
of Life Insurance. Many are wives position may incur. Among her
2A-per-cent
price
gain
in
supera
rules
for
safety
course
are
some
Here
the
in
children come across
who make the decision after their
expenses may be: transand never, never to "hitch a ride"
markets last year are expected family responsibilities lessen, their on-the-job lunches, extra clothes,
of day, they can however, elimi- on the back of a truck or a bus. parent to follow:
portation.
of
number
to
go
up around 4 per cent in children are grown up, or a need household help, and maybe even
nate the causes of a
•'When backing your car out
Teach him to put away his bicycle
preventable accidents, reports the and toys in out-of-reach spots, of the driveway, always check to 1972, said a department report for an extra income arises. frozen TV dinners for the family.
Health Insurance Institute.
While these debit items may or
where he or his playmates can't make sure that no child is playing issued Wednesday. Overall, the
for Working Vary
Reasons
•
may not offset the on-the-job
or hiding there. Also watch for department predicts that foodtrip over them.
-.Early Training Helps
Sonic women seek to continue a gains, they should be taken into
any potentially dangerous condi- prices including restaurant
safety
Teaching children good
career interriipted by marriage and
Eliminate Possible Hazards
tions in the yard and play areas.
meals will go up 4.5 per cent family, or, perhaps want to start account in advance.
habits should begin early, when
Thirdly, she should determine
four,
a
under
is
child
the
If
• Keep the garage door closed this year.
they are young. It might take a temporary fence-in the yard should
one.-Or they may want a job that that her physical condition and
Farmers, who had no gain in will make them feel more com- general state of health are satisfachunk of the parents' time, but it is be a prerequisite. This will keep and make sure that tools or such
vital. According to government him out of the street and its daft, potentially hazardous equipment as net incomes in 1971, will see mitted and useful. To many, the tory. Is she strong enough to withstatistics, some 19 million young- gers; out of neighborhood back- lawnmowers, saws, cans of paint, profits soar by $1.5 billion to $2 satisfaction of a job coupled with stand the activities and strains
sters under 15 years of age have yard pools, out of reach of stray or poisonous sprays are stored billion this Year, the
own earnings, as well as such that go into a new work situation
depart- their
injurious accidents annually. Al- dogs; and from -becoming lost and safely away frotn children's reach.
on-the-job pluses as group life in- in addition to her home activity?
ment forecast.
most--1-5-;000-die--from
sui ail and additional- bean:1r-'
er Future jek'fitay have bbiTtlii
frightened: The same precau
ew mismaltescals for nature wows
yearly.
• Always remember to take the • Last year, as farm Income .surance benefits for her family, are stresses that she relay not ligve enarea
in
applied
to
any
shookl_Pe
are
rnies
-safety-experterrce.
-Stane-nt-the
8y&ors off-discarded`reffigerators GC-staggered, retail --feod--Prieelr a
countereds,at Thome, such- as in
play-it
him
might
let
you
which
basic: You can teach your, child should be fenced-in tâ prevent ac- prevent youngsters from locking rose only 2.4 per cent. Overall,
There are some factors, how- manual operation of machines, exhow to cross the street whetahe is cidents,
themselves in—still an all-too-fre- including restaurants, the 1971 ever, to be taken into account by tra walking or standing, or climb- from the Institute on looking for a before, you can list your vital autobiographical data, including edujob:
quent tragedy.
gain was 3.0 per cent, accord- 'a married mature woman entering ing stairs.
cation, as well as any volunteer
labor
force.
the
1. If you have typed before, or jobs you have held. You can get
• Outside clotheslines should be ing to USDA.
Some Job Pointers
First, she may well want to dehave been a draftsman, or have
The predicted boost in Earth termine that she has the full enstrung high so that children canAfter any pre-job conflicts are written advertising copy, or taken help in resume-writing through
not run into them.
income is much more than the- dorsement of her husband and resolved, here are some pointers
most employment agencies with
shorthand, polish these skills which you register. They will either
billion-dollar gain previously
• Teach your children not to
through practice, via adult refresh- give you suggestions on how to
•
er courses and reading. If you lack best present yourself, or, will suptaste unidentified plants, fruit, forecast by Agriculture Secrespecialized skills, you may want ply you with a resume sample.
_soots or wild mushrooms—which tary Earl L. Butz and other adTappan Corn pa ny Acquires to take an elementary course in
ministration officials
Chicago (NFS) - Time was hammered iron. Jumbo Roman could turn out to be poisonous.
Seek Advice
the adult division of a local uniA $2 billion income gain
when the homemaker faced numerals, in black, mark the - • Remove nails, splinters and
versity or school system or at a
4. Be 'realistic about'-iiiiiy.- If
with a broad expanse of plain quarter hours on a spun bt-ass rough edges from boxes or boards would mean a record $17.7 bilcommunity center. Or look into you ask for too much, you may
lion net for farmers this year,
wall area above a sofa, buffet, tone dial.
American Standard-Assets schools offering training in subthat children may play with innot get the job. If you ask for too
or other major piece had two
Attached to the clock by doors or out.
topping the previous high of
jects ranging 'fro n punch-card oprather standard alternatives: five strands of black metal
Company, growth in the home and home erations to hairdressing. Consult little, you may be selling yourse.f
$17.1 billion in 1947.
The Tappan
short and will be sorry later. Check
She could hang a single picture chain are twei trefoil-shaped
If your child is not old enough
Administration officials, in- diversified appliance and related product market.
the classified' telephone directory salary offers in the newspapers'
or tapestry big enough to pro- girandoles, each with five arms to spell his name or remember his
that
cabinet manufacturer based in
The Company said that a for these.
employment columns and get advide visual balance, or she- that hold two-inch pillar can- address, place a slip of paper with cluding Butz, have pledged
could devise a gallery-style dies. These sconces alone mea- .his .114,11Se; address and telephone farmers will do better in 1972, Mansfield, Ohio, announced this variety of financing alter2. When applying to companies vice from family and working
grouping 6(-assorted piettiresq- lore--115%--IY ==14---inchZii- high, - tii6rnber;AT -tridl---poesible, in a but-the erection year promise Ik week the completion of the natives, including possible or employment agenck.fill--cad friends.
plaques, and such.
and their candle arms project _pocket. If the child is over three, clouded by rising consumer aquisition from American equity financing, have been application forms with care. Spell5. If you don't hear from the
Standard, Inc., of the assets of under consideration, and that ing, accuracy and legibility, as well employment agency after your iniNow a newer "big decora- more than nineiitehetfibtif the- teach him to enunciate his full food costs.
name clearly, should he get lost.
ting idea" is rapidly pining in. wall.
Meat products, for example, the
Environmental Comfort the alternative to be selected as neatness, contribute to a total tial interview—call them again.
Widely available in furni- Also, as soon as he is able, help probably will continue moving
favorable impression.
popularity, according to inGroup of that company.
would result in ultimately
They may just have .be,ard about a
terior design consultant Mary ture, department, gift, and him to rnemor4e Me_address and up from current supermarket
-Compose a resume, wt.
—1.
President,
-Tappan,
new p6sitlll
Wit,
retiring
a
significant
portion
of
y stores, swag ciock-- telephone number. ,
Ann Wills. It's the dramatically je
prices, at least in the near fu- indicated that the acquisition, outstanding commercial bank you have had past employment or
scaled swag grouping developed. sconce ensembles range in price
hickl
While there are no vaccines to
not. If you have never held a job
by Arabesque of Traverse City, from about $49.95 to 149.95. protect children against accidents, ture, according to one USDA which will cost Tappan ap- loans.
proximately $40,000,000 in cash,
Mich., in a wide range of styles Prices for designs featuring the teaching good safety habits and spokesman.
large pillar .candle cups also observing safety rules can mean
and finishes.
Prices of raw farm products, had been closed on February 9,
'IDefined very simply, the include a "stsrter,set" of can- the difference beTweed Ilfe and life- are 0regulation
ot-iiiibject
of Januar3r31,11173,led-that
dles
in
go-with-anything
gold
single
wallgrouping-is
-a
swag
-tont in-jOry or maybe even- ath. under 'Phase
econonikthe transaction- had been
color
.
conparts,
three
accessory in
icies, and storekeepers can completed by utilizing the
nected to one another by a
pass added costs on to con- Company's lines of credit with
series of decorative chains,"stutters.
its commercial banks.
playgroun
'the-consultant explained:'
Butz earlier this week said it
The CoMpany said that, as
"DEPENDING ON the de•
•
was about time farm prices be- previously noted, Tappan had
-aisn'Yost-ehoose and how you '1
gan rising, but warned farmer, r licensed the American Stand/sod
--7Wc-to hang it, one of these.
,that "we may have a fight
Enon - the
trademark
uibles can span a wall area
four to six feet in vocItti,7
-: 4-our hands" over increases itt. viroruneanal Group's heating
help
of
-an
Omaha
physician,
noombened. ',•`The central
*'
the supermarket.
and air conditioning products
By PATRICIA KOkA
John Latenser. Together
element may be a decorative
for
a period of two years.
they
worked the kinks out of
battery clock, a framed
INVITES DANCERS
OMAHA, Neb. (UPI) The Company also said that
- --smoked glass mirror,-or -a metheir
plans
to
develop
physical
WINNIPEG
tAP)
The
NaStanding atop "Mount Reilly",
_
evirtaiminOlte,. _
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board.
This
time
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of elegance, so does a swag
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sconce, with its graceful curve
named Fafnir.
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swag designs is a colorful en- :point& on which the children terms of development.,
pre
'
"
?tax
'
respectively, daft 6'eM
week
beginning
July 17 and
Tin.:(1411141111W Tin!(14114.11,555 Iii iS
semble from the "Spirit of
The second playground at
earnings were
operating
move, not the equipment.
probably will appear in one or
'76" collection, an 'American
Conestoga School, on the pre- two other
$1,034,000
and
$453,000,
Fafnir
is
named
after
a
dragon
Mexican cities.
Flags battery ' clock teamed
$3,100,000 for the years 1969,
which, according to Norse leg- dominatly black Near North
with Early American torch
A
HIGH
Side,
now
SUCCESS
includes
a
sesction
1970 and 1971. Such sales and
sconces. Flying castes are in- end, guarded golden treasure
NEW YORK (AP) - The earnings do not give effect to a
of track surrounded by- a geocorporated into the designs of of the Vikinfp.
New York-citritatiet, with Itsthe 254 by t7/
1
4-iach battery
"Fafnir is still guarding a metric sandbox, some timber
majority ownership in, Air
clock itself as well as the two- golden treasure-our children," form structures, and an alt- 17th annual holiday engagement conditioning manufacturing
of
"The
Nutcracker,"
played 38
light sconces that !Tank it.. The
weather outdoor playing sursaid one school official.
Venezuela,
operations in
clock's traditional dial is
face. Neither playground is perforniances. to 101,006 perThe
two
playgrounds
have
Salvador,
Argentina and El
sons
and
took
in
mounted against a pair of
$639,410.07.
completed.
which will also be acquired by
Both attendance and receipts
draped flap: the 13-star ban- been designed over the past
Owners of metal companner of the original states and seven years to develop basic
were higher than last season.
Tappan, nor to a minority inmotor skills in children. Not a ies, earth moving equipment - -"The Nutcracker" will open
today's 50-star version.
terest in an Australian air
and
construction
firms
volunmerry-go-round or swing is in
the company's month-long enmanufacturer
- The simulated wood clock
conditioning
sight. Instead, the Crestridge teered their services. Even the gagement at its summer home,
and sconces are connected by
whose final relationship with
U.S.
Navy
got-into
the
picture
playground
includes
a
manthe Saratoga. NY,. Perform- Tappan has not yet been
three strands of brass-plated
In order to retain membership in the Order of the Golden
made hill for sliding, an actual by 'supplying the rigging for ing Arts Center on July 5.
chain to dominate a wall area
determined. During 1971, these
Fafnir
and
nautical
advice.
section of railroad track,a large
up to five feet wide.
Rule,
a funeral director must annually undergo a thorough
DANCE LIBRARY
operations generated earnings
The basic concept of the
"WITH .MEDITER- culvert kids can bicycle through
NEW YORK (AP) - The
to
investigative
amounting
process.
fees
technical
and
RANEAN decor continuing as or walk over, a skating pond, playgrounds is to put learning America-Israel Cultural Founapproximately $175,000.
top favorite in many parts of and devices for chinning,swing. skills in the form of games,and
dation will give a dance library
the nation, -Arabesque's.. mas- ing and Climbing.
Mr. Tappan noted that
let the-thAdietiltaie-inn while to Tel Aviv University.
Families served must give a favorable response to key
sive SevilJa battery clockkarni.
1971 earnings would have
And,of course, Fafnir.
the
It
will
be
first
dance
lisconce combination 'remains
questiortS.
Facilities must-pass-intensive inspection. Records
"We're trying to state that brary in Israel and will include
represented to dilution of per
The Viking ship has ladders,
the most popular by far," Miss
must
show
that prices have remained -within.the Means of
Tappan.
He
'physical
skills
and
games
can
be
earnings
of
turning
share
poles,
a
mast
magazines,
and
books,
paintings,
Wills reported.
said this acquisition is a logical
everyone, and that quality is highiregardless of the'amount a
A heavy-handed design with crow's nest, and two "Tarzan put on a playground and then photographs, drawings, films
diversification, and extension
strong Gothic overtones, the ropes;' .fore and aft. Shields we achieve a transfer of learn, and slides. The library will be
family chooses to spend.
. battery clock itself is a Z
ready_for_.childien's_ designs ing into the classroom, available to the public for referand expansion of the Company's
diameter rosette shape in tex- have been placed on the sides Latinser said.
ence only, not on a circulating
ninety-one year history of
tures suggesting aged wood at
For, example, he said, the basis.
of the ship. The rope climbing
This gives meaning to membership in the Order, of the
net stretches from the mast to dragon ship examines laws of
Golden Rule. It means, most of all, that-your family_can turn
pulleys and such as block and
the deck.
•
-POST TO DE PRIEST
to the funeral director in_ybdr area who belongs to this
The entire ship was designed tackle, and the laws of physics,
organization --- fully confident that your trust has been well
WASHINGTON (AP) - to elimitirde hazards L41 child- such as inclined planes and.
James De Pnest, 35, nephew
ren. Astroturf eventually is to levers. The ship ean help teach
placed.
contralto *whin Anderson, has be installed on the deck Auto. rope lore, knot-tying, navigaon, astronomy, and "a Whale
been appointed associate con- added safety feature.
' ductor of the National Symof other things," he said.
This Community's Member for the
2nd Year
The playground was the
phony Orchestra, whose home
The section of trick, he
is Kennedy Center
brainchild of Crestridie's prin- said, cat .,uhay help with read. De Priest will conduct three cipal, Ermagrace Reilly,- for ing skills through a concept
laternalityhie
_-_-wh is
weeks,of concerts next season whom the mount is named. called
and be principal assistant to She is. a woman with a deter- crossing the midline of the
music director Antal Doratt for mination to make learning fun,
"Kids used to balance on
latenser said it can be
; musical policy'and personnel.
curbs, walk board fences, climb shown with photographic eye
• De Priest won first prize in trees, jump off die garage roof, movement tests that some chil• the 1964 Dimitri Mitropoulosin- walk railroad ties and balance
3RD AND MAPLE STREETS
dren "can read up until they
ternational Conductors Corn- on rails," she said in an interMURRAY, KENTUCKY
hit the midline, and then their
confpetition and was assistant
PHONE 763-2411
view.
_eyes
begin
to
jiggle
across
the
ductor of the New York Phil"SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886"
"Now curbs are rounded, in page, because they can't focus
harmonic the next season:
suburbia trees are too small to sharply any more. They loin
, In 1962 he had been sent by climb, garages, are built into the control as it switches from
the State Department to tour homes-and how long has it the right to the left half o(the
the Neer and Far East as an been since you've seen a board body.'
!American specialist in music. fence?"
A child balancing his body's
He conducted aad4ectured in
VA
SERVICE
Mies Reilly first presented
midline on the track, he said,
MEASURED
19.
Thailand, Thiamin, Hang !tong, her plan several years ago to could learn to cross his midline
NOT
BY
•
•
; the Philippines, Egypt' and the Omaha School Bowl. The
GOLD • • A
in readin.
t/ r BY • •
/I
!Lebanon. He was stficken with, board rejected it, calling the
The aim of the project was
THE • • •
.INTERNATIONAL
polio in Thailand and when he
GOLDEN j:-1
• 'race , Reilly's Junk perhaps beet expresied by a
Witt • •
entered the Mitropoulos Com- Yard."
Grestridge school child:
petition, ,at the suggestion of
411.44.4
2Alake- school liut and we
SUN SPECIAL-- This is the assembly pi an exper.
Leorivrt-SemiRein. he was still
of
a
model
_mental
hello
electric
generetor
design
thermal
wouldVI_
io-ich991.
411.
Aigh
using braces and crutches
.
"[Indian-led,'
even.
energy Into electricity
ed in Moscow to ronv
Solar
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amity- mood, Fiiirposes
d-by lighting
--Lightinr-thr—interior of a

home today is more than just
providing illumination so we
can see to get around after
dark. It is much more than that.
But it is that, too — very

CAR

4477/g

42'

32.

RETIREMENT HOME: This compact two-bedroom Floridastyle home is 960 square feet, plus porch and carport. Apprcodmate cost is 913,000 plus land. Heat (HI is centrally located oil
or gas burner. Design is masonry construction with a concrete
slab floor, gently pitched roof of tar and gravel. Plan HA711R
was designed by architect Jan Reiner, 1,000 52nd Street North,
St. Petersburg, Fla.. 33710. Information on obtaining blueprints
is available by writing the architect

Define Objectives, Budget
Before Remodeling Kitchen
So you want to remodel your
kitchen' -Robert Hulf„ home improvement director for Marlite paneling, advises you to set up clearcut objectives and a definite
budget before you begin.
"In any -rmtjor remodeling
project, everyone in the family
has something they would like
to see included," Huff says. "For
instance, Mom might like a compact home office .. . Dad a wet
bar ... sister a microwave OW11
for her late-peening snacks
and the kids a new refrigerator
with an ice water dispenser"
Huff points out that if space
is a problem, take a look at adjoining rooms to see if %et
could be incorporated into the
kitchen. Often an old-fashioned
pantry or seldom-used back
porch can be included in the
kitchen to give you more room
for family dining.
Decide, too, which anPliamell
can be used in the remodeled
kitchen. Then huddle with your
building material dealer to work
out the materials list, as well as
--- --coordinate a decorative theme.
- At this point, it is a good idea
to decide just how much work
can be done by members of the
family and how much should be
done by an experienced professional. Many do-it-yourselfers
let a contractor handle the
plumbing and electrical mirk.
while they install the paneling
and tile.
Plastic-finished Marlfte plank,
an easy-to-handle 16" x 8' panel,

much so. Technical advances
in the electrical industry have
resulted in great progress in
providing better illumination
for the home.
However, light can be highly
effective as a modern interior
decorating tool.
Lighting — not just the fixture, but the type and quality of
light — can be used much as
carpeting, wall colors, furnishings and accessories to create a
desired atmosphere.
Mood lighting, for instance,
plays an important role in
creating impressions. Rheostats, or so-railed "dimmer'
switches, permit exact control
of. the intensity of light that
ciimeAltuna fixture, ranging
from brilliant brightness to a
. soft, low glow, or to any in-between degree.
The results can be dramatic
or romantic, or perhaps a combination of both.
Indirect lighting, with downlighted walls, not only can influence mends but provide
shadowless _light, easy on the
eyes.
The--fluoreseent 'tube- has
made another great contribution to advances in lighting.
Luminous ceilings in modern
homes and bathrooms are
about the nearest thing to day-

is popular for kitchen projects
because of its easy maintenance.
This paneling comes in colors,
patterns, woodgrains and textured surfaces, so an interesting
decor can be planned.
Huff reminds parents whose
children want a share in planning
the new kitchen to assign them
a share of work. too'

Hospital Report

Orbra Cooper, 1302 Sycamore
St., Murray, Hercy John
Hopkins, Almo, Richard Alcie
QUEEN VICTORIA
England's Queen Victoria Adams, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
died on Jan. 22, 1901, and Ed- Arvin Octa McCuiston, Rt. 5,
ward VII ascended the throne. Murray.

MEI
MIN

proper lighting means efficiency and safety.
Light has a strong psychological impact. Therefore, the
goal should be to achieve a desired mood — cheerful in a
bright breakfast nook, relaxed
in the bedroom, informal in the

There is a wide variety of bulbs
on the market — frosted, clear,
colored — offering varying ef-

1 Brighten
folir
Carpets
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SPRING SPECIAL
CARPET or RUG
a
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%
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isiatio Limn s- - - he..tor- type tight log on an
two I not i.e. in tht dress i tr.o, ronot- where ttn. lady of
4.4,104 ri f I
n .•1 rors.

-,Coniey autos St.ry14.,•
Paulantal (*ram, provides Itri Eht 11 ho.•sc. "4 n...101}4 her Ii.,i r. N.,t
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NOW AT LOWEST
-PRICES EVER
SILVERTOWN HT

3

Regular price
9c sq. ft

CLEANING
(Wall to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Phone 753-2553

C78-14
E78-14
F78-14
378-14

41.35

211.14

H78-14

45.35

Mlle

F78-15

36.65

2111.111

2.43

078-15

42.40

21.88

2.63

46.45

32.58

2.81

7.00-13

H78-15

,

Good thru March 31, DM

Brookport,-111.-•and Grand
-Chain,
Giegory was a former president of both the Engineers and -Architects Club and
the Prel5e11ëi-Club in Louisville.

2 39
,

256

*S8000

275

A SET
OF FOUR
'00-13 biackwans

Whitewalls slightly higher

We Carry A
Complete Line of
1

SALE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
LONG
MILER

FARM and1RUCK
TIRES
Our service truck and
experienced personnel are
ready to serve you!

RUGGED NYLON
CORD TIRES
AS LOW AS

si 95

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
Whitney I. Gregory, the chief
civilian engineer of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers in
Louisville from 1931 until his
retirement in 1953, died here
Thursday. He was 85.

.During his career with the
corps, he directed construction
on dams in Leavenworth, Ind.,

Excise Tax
$1 97
208
224

Moo
818.1191
23.1$
24.38
21.1111

Whitney Gregory
Dies .

Gregory went to work with
the Corps of Engineers as a
surveyrnan shortly after his
graduation from the University
of Missouri in 1909.

Federal

Sete

Tr.d,45 piles
$34.20
34.30
35.66
37.75

Use

fects.
A pink-toned bulb casts a

BOONE'S CLEANERS, I
I -The Cleaner InterestedIn You"

4 i

The new designs are freDirectional lighting from a
ceiling or wall-mounted fix- quently in strong, bright colors,
ture, aimed low, will empha- although a number combine
size the textures and patterns black or dull-colored metals in
of floor coverings. Aimed high, exciting shapes with tinted,
they can accentuate wall deco- clear or opal globes and candle
rations, the wall itself and clusters.

The American Home Lighting Institute recommends that
one learn to coubidez tight from
the standpoint of the results desired.
Indoors, for instance, consider the kind of family you
are, what you evect of each.

family room.
The type of light used helps
achieve these ends.
The incandescent bulb radiates light from a filament and
is highly flexible for home use.
Depending on the fixture
used, light from this bulb can
be diffused over a wide surface
for soft general lighting or cost..
centrated on a small area.

12,\Negc..•••
\\•\0\1k0\3z.,*\ •••
'.>"%k0\

z
S

light banging or wall fixture._.years ige.by
for delicate accent glow, to a
.These designs will join classbrilliant galaxy of chandeliers ics such as the Tiffany design, a
to highlight a handsome dining sheaf of wheat and the original
room or entry hall.
shooting stars, she said.

-February 90972
ADULTS..1•1
NURSERY„I
___ NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Byron was born on Jan. 22,
1788.

1

Fluorescents provide general and the skill with which you
lighting which offers an over- use other decorating tools.
One of the most noticeableall brightness but cannot be
controlled to any great eaten1 new trends in lighting is the
and.,for this reason, are limited general improvement in conas to decorative possibilities in temporary designs, according
areas such as the dining or liv- to Helen M. Eldridge of La
ing room. However, the Jolla, Calif., a nationally
fluorescents also provide a se- known lighting consultant.
lection of colors, with warm
-Until quite recently, I have
white deluxe considered the felt that contemporary fixtures
most flattering and similar to were just too contrived," Mrs.
daylight.
Eldridge said. "Now there are
The choice of fixture is al- a number of very fine designs
most unlimited, covering which I truly expect will beeverything from one or two- come lighting classics as the

light.
• These also can be ins-tailed-In'
older homes, accomplished by
a simple remodeling project. •

room.
Will the dining room be the
site for many parties, or used
mainly for quiet family din_Baby Boy Young (Mrs. Linda ners? It may make a difference
Lou Young), Rt. 1, Almo, Baby in the way'itshould be lighted.
Are there school-age children
Boy Fields (Mrs. Aline Fields),
who need a quiet place for
Rt. 4, Benton.
study, with well-lit reading
DISNftSSALS
areas?
Marion
Virgil
Setser,
Is there a patio, porch or
Keniana Lakeshore Heights,
other outdoor living area which
Hamlin, Mrs. Maureen Olive could extend
the living value of
Geurin, 1611 Dodson Ave,. the home if effectively illumiMurray, Stanford Jackson nated?
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Room size alaii must be conDarlene Elaine Miller, Box 57, sidered, as well as the activiHazel, Dwight Laverne Watson, ties and atmosphere. If the
Rte. 2, Murray, H.L. Tidwell, room to be used as a library or
Rt. 3,. Mui:ray,,,,Fred Joyce, study is a large room with high
Hazel, Mrs. Marjorie Runyan ceilings, lighting can lower the
Myers, 801 Meadow Dr., ceiling, draw in the walls,
Murray, Mrs. Karen Collene creating a cozy and intimate
Reeves and Baby Girl, 313 atmosphere for reading and reBroach Ave., Murray, Mrs. laxation.
In the kitchen, bright daySTONEWALL JACKSON
Loretta Jean Turner and'Baby
Civil War hero Gen. Boy, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Mrs. time lighting should be the
Stonewall Jackson was born on Nancy Riley and Baby Girl, Rt. goal, with specific "ta:sk-TigbtJan. 21, 1824,
3, ttenton, Mrs. Mary Janeth tng," the experts say. The latLovett and Baby Girl, 1417 Vine ter is lighting over stoves and
LORD BYRON
St., Murray, Mrs. Eufaula Orr counters where close, concenBritish poet George Lord Sanders, Rt. 4, Murray, David trated work takes place. Here

20

rosy glow, immensely nattic.......afi
-• •-- penes.
ing a bedroom. A gold-tone bulb
Proper
lighting will enhance
will impart a cheerful atmocolors, prevent them from besphere, a firelit glow, to living
ing washed out or grayed into
or family room.
Fluorescent lights generally mediocrity. It will highlight
are aft.ociated with rooms in paintings, and bring out the
which work Is the primary ac- subtleties, too.
The possibilities of lighting
tivity — kitchens, craft rooms,
laundry rooms arid bathrooms. are many, given the thought

WO 1.0053
blockwoll,

-

plus trade•in
.ad federal
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SAGE EIGHT

_Stevenson To
Be Interviewed

PAGE ND

Publisher of Newsletter Sa-ys

Senator Adlai E. Stevenson
Ill(D-ILL), who has recently
_
•.
returned from a fact-finding
Wifkinan tour of India and Batikadesh,
going like
said shaking his legs and
subject is women's liberation
By JOY SfILLEY
will be the guest this week on
Ms. Davis believes that confingers at the same time. "Af- "'Thirty Minutes With..." to be
"It's worth taking a little extra
AP Newsiwitares Writer
sciousness raising happens inter a few hours of it, you
time to say the whole thing.
Kentucky
all kinds of ways and that
the
on
seen
can get nervous."
NEW YORK (AP) people go through different
Educational Television network
•
The
movement
is
spreading
There are other problems, at 10:30 p.m. on Wednesday, A tremendous sense of like wildfire," she said on a
stages at different times. Onework
cause,
genuine
who
common
cotoo, for these men
may start as a political activist
visit to New York to pick up an
February 16. Stevenson will be
in a woman's world.
and then get down to a personal
interviewed by newswoman operation and organization on ai•ard from Mademoiselle
all levels is what's happening in magazine as one of seven outlevel, while another might start
"RILL IS GOIN-G An active Elizabeth Drew.
women's liberation today, de- standing young women. "The
with a divorce and then go RE,
has
senator
The 41 year-old
duty with the reserves for
clares Susan Davis, editor and
politics.
of material I get is
announced his support of publisher. of the monthly,news- amount
six weeks this summer and it's
phenomenal. Every month I re"All the inner searching and
presidential hopeful Senator letter, "The Spokeswoman."
the first time I've ever had
ceive 40 women's publications
inner honesty is very tough:
to figure military leave," Mrs. Edmund Muskie and appeared
Ms. Davis, as she prefers to and people tell me when I cover
she concedes, "but any woman
Stinnett said. "I had to gct
with the Maine Democrat on the be called, sees her publication something they get 50 or 60
married or not, can be a liber
a manual and f.nd out how.',
last
circuit
campaign
service.
-a
information
as an
Illinois
•
,
phone calls and queries.
ated
woman,doing things in the
isy
The telephone c is in p a
week. The Illinois primary very how-to-do-it thing, a sort
"The movement's not comwhole world - facing power,
began hiring Men because "we
election will be held March 21. of clearing house for national petitive, it's not hierarchical,"
confronting power, fighting for
were in a predicament and
Stevenson was elected to the news the mass media doesn't she continues. "It's strong and
power in a positive way."
just Needed more people.
need
to
women
up
that
pick
powerful - constructive, not
Senate in 1970 when he defeated
Somebody hit on the idea of
She herself believes in marknow
about."
destructive power - and it
interim appointee Ralph T.
giving students a- chance -at
1970,
it
June,
was
a
riage,
but only with a marriage
Started
in
all
traditional
divigoes
across
Smith for the remaining four spinoff from her work at Urban
it," Mrs. Stinnett said.
contract that is written to suit
the late Everett Research, a Chicago news- sions.
of
years
•
the lives,sittbnawosegstple i
The add _1,4v.rs nada
---lir gathering service, where she
"For instance, campus wornvolved. However, right now she
necessary by fluctuating peak, McICTriWrtirkesen'i-erm
traffic times during a day, office.
edited a newsletter on minority en's groups include maids, who doesn't have much private
A graduate of Harvard business. Last summer she get paid less than janitors; sec- time.
split shifts at times, corn-retariessertto can't hopefer bet.boitglit Spokesaiodtan, rtIll
"My soctat Iffe--has always
Plulther
-PaY Xint thr—rfniversity and Harvard Late
been my professional life,"
School and a Marine Corps lished in Chicago, from the par- ter jobs; women students, counconfining natyre of the work
seled to become housewives; says Ms. Davis, who majored in
veteran,Stevenson first entered ent firm
make recruits hard tO_ find.
Russian at Brown University
The printer is a woman,Ruby and faculty women, who are
at
politics when he Was elected to
of Bailey, who at one time was given no opportunities to ad- and did graduate work at BarHouse
"WE DID wonder Whether
Illinois
the
Urban wince."
Vard. "It will always be impormen could accept instruction
Representatives in 1964. Two production manager at
<Pa
own, A , The 211-year-old brunette is tant that I have a job that is
has
her
now
but
Research
from a woman since all of
years later he was elected state printing company. Although the active in theNational Organiza- socially
relevant. I want to do
our supervisors and t ha
treasurer.
coaches who train tbe new
editor reports the newsletter is tion for Women, as well as Spokeswoman Well. I think it is
try to important and will continue to
already paying its way through many other groups.
operators are female," M.s.5.
subscriptions that have come join everything," she points be important. With the profits I
Stinnett said:
hope to find a socially relevant
from word of mouth and praise out.
"But one_ boy just Cold me,
s
•
in women's magazines, she
way to finance women's
instruction
accepted
'I'‘e
-"A
lot
of
the
reason
-40men-OreTeefii."
adds- that he may everilually
from a woman all my life
haven't
SUSAN DAVIS is publisher of a monthly newsletter that she
identified
with
womtake help-wanted advertise- my mother,'. and we really
en's liberation," she goes on,
calls an information service for women who want to know
high-level
movements
"for
trouble
haven't had much
_ • "is that their margin of securiwhat's going On in the area of women's liberation.
said.
ment
jobs.''
_
from that at all," she
international dining is
ty
is
so
slim
they
can't
afford
to
'I hate it when people say
gaining popularity is
V
women's lib - it sounds so chi- Join a movement that is notsR
NV
America. -_
The Kimberly collection for
strong. As it gets stronger they
Classified by type of -chir Says the ordinarily' softspring includes knits with the
_spoken Ms. Davis, who comes can afford to commit themfood speciality, a b r
feel of doeskin, knits with the
on strong, however, when the
down
provided
by
the
Naflickering color lines of a radar
Restaurant
Associasssi
tional
For free Information, write
pattern,knits thatiookialeated
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VOYAGE TO THE FIRST
and day that way forever, tion (NBA) indicates that
ECEMBEFL-Bys-Hen
grEakt most eating places, or.
Carlisle. Putnam.
in clothes with the party feeling about 40 per cent, feature
to P.O. Box 32Z, Murray, Ky.
Mutiny at sea? That has been
of round neck and puff sleeves. varied American dishes on-•
their menus.
the theme of a good many gripAnother 31 per cent
ping novels in the past. But in
Bill Blass expresses his
serve mainly sandwiches
this one there is a question of
fashion image for spring in two
and refreshments while 18
whether there was a real mutcontrasting moods. Ease and
_y_JEANNELESEM
day; per_ Cent spettlilite
' ink It cotddliive been a brutalker
nonchalance
Editor
Food
WI
'
reaction to what,
steaks, sear0-04 dektea
glamorous and sumptuous for
Becker is a sea captain's
evening. Bill's daytime suit
and other limited Emmy s NEW YORK- (UPI)-Marion .Rombauer
was an
I
n
pailic._.ht-thoilght
,___,,
that
turn
ons
-----subjects
grandmother with youthful enthusiasm for
selections.
Insurrection.
look is understated casualness
organically-grown
the under-30 generations organic gardenmg,
in gray flannel or bright colors
The remaining 11 per _foods, ecology and Women's Liberation.'
. Carlisle's novel is based on
resulting in combinations that
ass,,1
ethnics.--srs-cent are classified as
Mrs. Becker, Who iilsest kimen as the-ai-enthor of "The JOY" an eient iiiirofving a brig of the
can go on forever.
restaurants, but this figure of Cooking," talked of these controversial subjects in an mtersiewUS. Navy, returning from.-.---SAVE UP TO 20%
.-may be misieading.
here.'She had come to New Yorkrrom her southern Ohio home to-training trip to Africa,---baek- h-IDURING
"Ethan Allen"
For fall of 1972 young men's
I Bobbs-Merrilli which she the year 1842.
Leslie. W. Scott. NRA promote a new book,"Wild Wedlth,"
fashion will move into a nuieter
rtf with conservationist Paul Maslow Sears and florist-botanist
-.Whatever the surrounding
president, -sa_ps-Aitat, the.
--, says the Boys andrances Jones. P-oetker.
circumstances, the fact was
• • •
growing trend' to foreign
Vsung Men's Apparel foods
cEesnical
fertilders
for
gardening
She
favors
natural
instead
of
that the brig's skipper, a hardis being led by a new
Association.
Manufacturers
about
growing
and
nosed egomaniac named Mackgeneration of diners atilt- because "it's obvious we must do something
The style pendulum is
We must cherish the best of the-old methods. ,
enzie,courtmartMled one of the
ious to recapture the fancy_ . waste.
swinging away from bizarre
- --.--.114.), growing experience has been happiirliith_CoMpOWting. ship's
costuming and towards a more and flavor associated with - You can use material on your place, you, don't have to buy ors midshipmen and two sail1 1 4 North Third St
implicated with him. They
the exotic.
harmonious, civilized and even
Paducah, Ky.
anything and you're recycling waste.
were
hanged
classic effect.
"I have almost a mystic feeling about organic foods. There are
restaurants
Many
The midshipman happened to
so many unknown factors."
lumped in the Americana
be Philip Spencer. son of PresiMrs. Becker deplored the fd inlustry's tendency'to choose dent Tyler's Secretary of War,
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
category appear to be mixproducts for their shalt life Jr.d..1 _of freahneas.....Aa.vor mai which of course amplified the
Curious? Visit our
President Lyndon Johnson
tog more romance with roSt
nutritional value,
Boutique today.
maine, he adds.
nominated Clark Cliff01d to be
public's interest in the case.
there's
a
protein
element
that
is
"Always,
in
any
seed,
secretary of defense on Jan. 19,
The 18-year-old Spencer was
ANZIO LANDING
Some have that certain look,
removed in processing to prevent rancidity," she said, adding that
1968, succeeding Robert S.
a madcap. young man whose
Allied forces landed at Anzio the highly nutritious seeds removed from whole grains in
others, you want to touch
McNamara.
naval record had been blotted
...but all boast a uniqueness
rridgehead on Jan. 22, 1944.
of all purpose flour are then sold for bird seed. "
• -,....sastre
that only Ethan Allen
1The current edition of her cookbook, originally published by two unpleasant incidents of
AMMIP
.
r
can offer. They say
privately by her mother,Irma Rombauer, still retains a guide to drunken violence. He is desomething!
substituting coarsely ground whole grain flours for the bleached, picted here as an indiscreet.
fast-talking and foolish protesall purpose variety.)
So come see our entire
The new book is a lavishly illustrated plea for conservation of ter against the iron authority of
collection. And if you need
natural resources. Mrs. Becker's section is about wildflower navy tradition.
advice, Just tell us your
Much of the narrative resemgardening with an ecological base.
problem, we'll show you an
But she's also concerned about the current interest in bles a trial, as it relates the
ideal We've made gift giving
gathering and eating wild plants, about hippies in communes who testimony before a naval court
that easy.
of inquiry that eventually
grow their own produce.
"The trouble is, they don't knew enough about soil or food clears Mackenzie of any wrongFor instance: The "Chandler"
preservation." she said."A friend who went to a hippie wedding in doing.
Grandmother Clock In Old
Kentucky said they were covered with impetigo is skin deseasel
Tavern finish, destined to be
--.4.4;.•••••
Carlisle has cast his story in
a worthy family heirloom to
and white with anemia. She said they'd grown potatoes but left
or,
t.—r-,14101M
."'•••/
be passed down to future
them out because they didn't realize potatoes had to be stored in a the form of a journal kept by a
generations. It features an
cool, dark place Ito retain their nutritional value and quality)." young surgeon aboard the brig,
0-day weight-driven
Mrs. Becker said commune people also don't realize that they Robert Leacock. The-surgeon,
movement, Westminster
need 25 to 30 per cent wooded area to preserve an ecological base holding officer rank but not an
chimes with pendulum, and
old line navy man, was in the
while growing their own food.
shaped spindle posts.
She theorized that the Indians had no such problems in---middle of the mess. He person74' high.
growing foods years ago because they were constantly on the move-ally._ observeta young Spencer'
to different areas, so they didn't wear out soil las modern growers reckless activities and then accan do if they plant the same things in the same field's year after quiesced in the skipper's deyear).
cision to hang him - but finalAMLIMAPI.TRADITIONAL WITIORIORS
Some dangers
ly, after the inquiry was over,
Reg.Price
-Mrs. Becker also saw dangers inherent in the current flower the young surgeon took his own
and fond Cult: insufficient 6
- 1incorrect cooking or picking plants at life, presumably in remorse
sr's
$449.50
the s!reng stage of development.
over his inability to follow "his
UMITED
HOME FURNISHINGS
'People talk of- the glories Of poke
only the own conscience.
The two most exciting sun shoes
la
to erging shoots are safe to eat. Many wild plants contain very
This
is
a
specialized
type
of
, ever, San Juan in four glorious
ous alkaloids which are highly poisonous. Certain tooth( novel, an engaging yarn for sea
bright shades with low covered
*borate systems to be safe.'
buffs and trial buffs, but also an
Ill No. 3rd St.
heel. Acapulco keeps the
She recommended military survival manuals as good guides oblique commentary on the
Pb.41434111
for wild food cookery and said that,in general. it's best to cook any timeless rebellion of youth
Ask for your Ethan Allen Treasury.
look light in all over white
• 35• page decorating idea book.
edible wild plantinahree waters and throw away the first two.
against the establishment.
or bone. Now's the time
She said she's beep gardening for 30 years "but there isn't a
for the Florsheim
day I don't learn tomething new."
Besides gardening and looking, her interests include art. She
leisure ones.
ran the Modern Art Society inlainnati for J5 years. and also
nitrtiflhlininmninmnininninr .'
found time to work on her mother'iv.00kbook and rear two sons.
•=e=
"This all Ens in witb Women's Lib,'Ibeconcluded.
=au=
"I have a husband Ian architect) who'say _cooperative. He's
=•=.
not only interested in food but he is very good aditor. He's always -rasa.
=ale
=al=
taken an interest in the cookbook and he did the dripks and heat
=sse
chapter in the most recent edition.
01=
B.=
"I think his attitude Free out of the depression. We beth,ieere
.1=
working and he thought it only ink to share the work at horrid."
=.=
=me"
it:we
For spring and summer,
Inspired by the mysterious
7
designer
Diane
Orient, designer Kenneth Lane Bs=
Fursten berg offers shirt dresses takes the mythical serpentine ww=
=so=
ENE
in cotton knit ot_ acetate dragon and fashions important B•E
INE
because they are so easy to 'bib-like necklaces, earrings B.=
=.=
civilised, so' ready, to and carved jade bracelets.
wear,
so
=a=
go.
"
SP=
=am
=as=
=NEStan Herman, designing for =0EU
the Mr. Mort line, follows the 3•=
Shoe Store
Dean Jones stars
HOLLYWOOD lUtil - classic.trail into slatting. It's a =GE
=a=
Dean Jones will star in jacket, a sweater, itanta, a
Eastside
"Chateau Ron Vivant." sldet-all juggled togetherto
March 3, 1972)
753-5924
making the actor's eighth make the old look new, giving
Court Square
111111 lllll 1111111111 lllll
llllll$1111 110.111111111111 lllll
or
starring _role tOL.Wafl Disney woman a chance to believe in
Mitiffd14
the picture of herself.
;
Productions.

cffnen4s Liberation Is Stronger

By BOB COOPER
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -You dial zero on y our
telephone and hear the
familiar greeting, "Orator."
But it's not the usual sopram voice of a woman: its
deep bass. It's a man!
"is the telephone company
on strike or something" ou
ask, searching for a logical
reason for the switch.
. THAT'S WHAT most people
ask, say Billtlifickman and
Mark Workman, two of four
male operators empleed by
General Telephone of Kentucky.
.A
, the
customer just gets flustered
and hangs up.
-

General- --Telephone- beganhiring male operators here in
1969, mostly students to work
part time during the school
ear and full time in the summer.
"Oh, no, we weren't the
first in the country to do
it. General of California had
them before we did," chief
operator Marechaneil Stinnett
said. "But I think we were
among the first to hire men
as operators."
WHICHEVER companf had .
the _ edge, it wasn't now any**
It- was a
return to the --beginnings -eltsthe telephone era.
All operators were men
when the first -telephone exchange was opened in Boston
in 1877 Ind it wasn't until
a year later that the first woman, Emma Nutt, got a crack
at the "number please''
business.
"By and large, I think women are more suied for the
job because they have more
patience and are more able to overlap, oisdo more than
one thing at-a- time,'t Mrs.
Stinnett said.'
,Mut the hays we have
"rwahring hare nori
marvelous. They do a fine
job,- she added.
BOTH HICKMAN, who has
been on the job abut a - Year,
and Workman, who just
started three weeks ago, said.
it is a perfect job for a student: the part4ime hours fit
almost perfectly with aftschool -free times
-But they both also agree
that it is a very tedious job,
• too.
"I find myself sitting there

Trend towards
international
dining growing

BOOK

1842 Sea Novel

— NOTICE

CHARLES E. BURTON, Agent

or Bankers Life & Casuality Underwriters
of the White Cross Program
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----- Under Islam:

•

Gou rm etThrner:

Elegant RAW'Food Is Served
n Friendly-Surrinindings

er that she
it to know
tion.

vriters

,
1

of the Moslem world. Men with
more than one wife amount to
no more than-two per cent of
those married in Egypt, 5.5 per
cent in Saudi Arabia.
The reason for the decline of
polygamy is purely economic,
according to Dr. Hassan Saati
of Cairo University. Men no
longer are able to support two,
much less four, wives in the
Arab world.
But divorce remains a deeply
entrenched male prerogative,
mainly because of rules laid
down in the Koran, the Moslem
Bible.
Religious interpreters of
Egypt's prestigious Al-Azhar
University strongly oppose any
attempt by women to change
the rules of marriage and divorce. Religious leadersirrotirer Moslem countries insist Koranic rules of divorce are'Sacrosanct.
At one time women in Egypt,
Syria and Tunisia demanded divorce be granted only by law
courts and only with the wife's
consent.
A draft law in Cairo would
end the practice of men divorcing their wives in absentia. Before the divorce could be grant-

Lemmon busy
HOLLYWOOD IUPII —
Jack Lemmon in "Save the
Tiger" at Paramount Studios
in conjunction with his Jalem
Productions.
Production switch
HOLLYWOOD IUPI) —
Robert
Producer-director
(Sound of Music, Wise moved
his production company for
"Two Pgeple" from Columbia
to Universal studios.
EKE INAUGURATED
Dwight D. Eisenhower was
inaugurated President on Jan
20, 1953.
TRUMAN INAUGURATED
President Harry S Marian
was inaugurated on Jan. 20,
-1949. •

ed the couple would be advised
to reconsider their decision and
return within 30 days should
they fail to reconcile their differences.

an diet"
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i to be
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DRESSES
NOW

PANT-SUITS $6(4-$200°

One
Rack

VALUES TQ $50.00

LESS THAN

-

—Wear
'Er

1
/
2 Price

TheFashion
Shack
1301 W. Main Street

SUNDAY-MONDAY ONLY

Feb. 13th & 14th

VALENTINE

CANDY
NW '

SLACKS

33

Compare

at

1.69

1-LB.

Surprise her with a one pound
Parasol heart box of mills or
dark chocolate. A brillorff4iiiel
box with gold leaf embossing.

11

Ai/
• MI

EXTRA-FANCY

CHOCOLATES

at 7.99

if
imit
.Avisnik
%Now' Folding

a
need
ir
ou an
giving

SLACKS
Values
& to '50.00

Sports
Wear
s6(4

etrAP.

100% double knit polyester crepe slacks
with patch pockets, zip-fly-front and contrasting stitching. Navy, red, brown and
purple. Sizes 13-111.'
Compare

Racks

PRICEvavem

LADIES

n look,
uch
luenoss

Reduction
Sale!
2

ASSEMBLY LINE .
On Jan. 14, 1914, automobileindustrialist Henry Ford introduced the assembly line into his
Detroit car plant.

Short sleeve 100%
nylon _ibuble knit
shirt with two tab
trim pockets. Sixes
.410,
Compare 32-38- —in assorted
colors.
at 3.99

"

Ise

Buy Einstein rights
HOLLYWOOD (UP!I —
HOLLYWOOD IUPII —
Rod Steiger and Dan Eriksen
Suspense master Alfred Hitch- have acquired the
rights from
cock signed with Universal the Albert Einstein estate
for
Pictures to produce and direct dramatization of
three additional films for the famous scientist.*halide of-the
studio on completion. of, KAI,.
••••
new movie, "Frenzy.

Divorce Is Ma
Privilege

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
— In the Moslem world a
wife may be divorced and
not even know about it.
Under Islam, divorce is a
male-vested privilege.
To legally get rid of his wife a
Moslem husband is .required
only to face her and declaim "I
divorce thee. I divorce thee, I
divorce thee."
And Moslem husbands can divorce their -wives in absentia,
merely by declaring this intention to a justice of the peace.
STUDIES RESOURCES—James Tucker, second from right, was one of about 50 farmers and The divorce takes effect immeagricultural workers from the seven Valley states attending an Agricultural Op- diately but the wife may re-Workshop. The workshop was held at TVA'. National Fertilizer Development Center, main ignorant of her new staJanuary 25 and 28. Their goal was to learn more about resources on a regional basis. Participants tus.
from Kentucky were from left, C. E. Wyatt, Kentucky Extension Service, Corbett Belt, Livingston
In Egypt and Syria Moslem
farmer,Tucker,Calloway County farmer,Rey Burgess,Kentucky.Fx-tenfaion Service.
Women frequently, have
launched campaigns to curb
what they .call the "tyrannical
right" Of husbands thrid therti-selves of unwanted wives. So
far they have failed to change
the law.
In other Moslem countries,
such as Iraq, Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait, women are rarely permitted to defend their "rights."
rado,
a
sauteed
creation
of
the
duties of host, is very perBy TOM HOGE
Polygamy, however, has
boneless chicken, egg and flour sonable.
Associated Press Writer
ceased to be a problem in much
Here is Mama Laura's recipe
The name of the place that is as tasty as it is simple.
And there is Lobster Fra Diav- for one of her moot popular
suggests plain, old-fashole, ex'pertly prepared with a dishes.
ioned, toad., served
-sauce many find irresistible.
'LAMB CHOPS/MLA MAMA
co-topped tables. But •Mama
The desserts prepared by 8 rib lamb chops
Laura's specializes in an ele- Chef Vincent Mazza also are 1 cup flour
gant, international cuisine with mouth watering; such as the 4 eggs
— the accent on North Rabin
airy zabaglione or the straw- 4 tablespoon., WitW, warm
cacies.
berries Alla Mama steeped in 1 teaspoon salt
Thu Menu, froniTlatirlilF white wine. and served -with-a- 4/2 teaspoon pepper
BIG
-petisers-throu0- the desserts, dah of rich ice cream.:
I/2_ teaspoon crushed oregano._,
runs a -broad- range-OF ibeitU,
Mama Laura's is going into 1 cup bread crumbs, unflavored
chicken and fish specialties, its 22nd year, but if you add the 8 tablespoons butter
with a heavy stress on pasta.
time the personable owner and 1 lemon
You expect good pasta in an her late husband, Frank Alber- Flatten chops with'mallet, coat
ltalimuststaurant, but Mama tario.siperateil Idarig'S around on both sides with flour then dip
Laura Albertario's homemade, the corner before World War II, into eggs beaten with vra ,
bandcut noodles with a rich, it would total more than three saft, per and oregano. Mr'
creamy sauce form a fettucine decades.
in bread crumbs. Heat butter in
that is something else. Tossed
After her husband died in skillet till it stops foaming.
at tableside with a handsome 1949, Mama retired briefly, Saute lamb chops several min- flourish. it is one of The many then opened the restaurant that utes until done to taste. Serve
—"dishes that have been drawing now bears her name.
with squirt of lemon and garfood lovers to the -cozy New
The atmosphere at Mama nish with chopped fresh chives,
York City bistro
Laura's is warm and friendly if 'desire. Serves four.
Another offering is Polio Do- and her son. Carlo who shares with a cold rose wine.

Raquel signs
HOLLYWOOD IUP!) —
Director Edward Dmytryk
signed Raquel Welch for a
maior role in "Bluebeard"
which stars Richard Burton
and Italy's Virna Lief.

Hitchcock

suspense

it

Silk flower top-suede heart
filled with two pounds of
milk or dark chocolates
with assorted centers.
Compare at 4.99

WHITE RAIN

LADIES

PURSES

Wood

HAIR SPRAY

I

,0111t0

2-LB

KLEENEX
JUMBO

TOWELS

UTO

S an

or
and

len

DINARS

950

se .
143-6257

es

r
,
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BREAKF
MANY WAYS — Breakfast doesn't have tO be the same old bacon ahd
eggs, as shown by the wide variety of foods eaten for breakfast in Europe. At top left an
Amsterdam family is having soup. At bottom left a group of Germans are taking a
midmorning break for a second breakfast. It's the German equivalent of the coffee break
except that the men here prefer beer to coffee. At top right, a French girl is having a pastry
with her morning coffee, and at bo m right Lord Olivier is breakfasting on scrambled
eggs and fish.

DRYER

Here's the Answer Eg
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We have linoleum flooring in air kitchen.- It is still -in
good condition, but we want to
change the color. Can it be
painted?
A — Use a good quality floor
enamel and give it two coats,
with plenty of drying time between coats. The most important step in the procedure is the
removal of any wax that might
be on the linoleum Use a regular wax remtwer or some denatured alcohol and steel wool.
Q. — We had our house [mink
ed last summer. We aren't exactly pleased with the color and
are thinking about redoing it,
this time ourselves. Our neighbor has the same kind of
shingles as on our house, but
used stain rather than paint to
color them. Can we do the.
- MOW

A
No. Once paint has been
used on wood shingles, you cannot UK stain Over it litilets you
want to go through the awesonic joiroi removing -all -the
paint. The alternative is to wait
years until the paint has worn
off. You'd be better off to stay
with the color you- have for
another couple of years. then
repaint. If you simply can't
stand the color and want to
change it at -the fir* opportunity. go ahead. hilt do it with
the realization that any failure
in the first paint job will snow
up in the new MN.
Q. — We're going to put up
- some wallpaper soon We did a
similar jab a few years ago and
used one of the wooden rollers
to press down the Seams. but
'the man we bought the new
paper from says not to use a
roller He says the seams
should be patted 'down- witit-sc
nge. Is this something new?
A. — ft sauna-very much as
.
•

LADIES BIKINI

though your new wallpaper is
textured or embossed. In that
case, it is not wise to use a
roller, a sponge is excellent
and, as the dealer said, pat
down the seams, don't rub back
and -forth as you did with the

roller.

i For either of Andy Lang's
booklets, "Wood Finishing in
the Home," or "Simple Plumbing Repairs,- send 30 cents and
a long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How. P.O
Bet 477, Huntington, N Y
1179, Be strt4e to specify which
booklet you wart )

* Regular
* Hord ie.:, Hold
* Unscented
13-ounce size

5.99

PLASTIC ASSORTMENT

PANTIES

YOUR CHOICE

91Vcalues

•

Qf — In a hot water tank,
why does the cold water enter
from the bottom? Wouldn't it be
simpler to have it flow into the
tank from the top?
A. — Yes, it would be simpler. But then the cold water
wauld immediately mix with
the hot already in the tank. The
result would be constant lukewarm water

at 41e
Each

-Our Reg. 99.t

Colorful, patch bogs
in suede with white
lacing. Pastel colors.
Compare at

By ANDY LANG

11110 ,111111"

1

CLOTHES

Compare

New styles of stars, stars &
stripes or white, black, red
and royal with trim in this
all nylon stretch bikini One
size fits 4-to 7. -

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Room Size

RUGS
'o 1.99

bu. Laundry Basket
Dish Drainer Set
44 qt. Waste Basket
6 gal. Trash Can
4-Pc. Bowl Set w Cover

PAIR

BEL-AIR SHOPPING- CENTER
Acres of Free Parking
Phone 753-8777

9'X12'

ANK PIER

Assorted Colors

ONLY

11A44

.40
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NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

To qualified buyers,
after a down payment of
$195, cash or trade. The
balance due is $1987.75,
payable in 36 monthly
installments. A finance
charge of $357.81, at an
APR of 11.08 per cent
and a total note of
62345.56. Kentiteky state
tax and license additional.

Surcharge RHaesmoBveeedn
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
753-8850 800 Chestnut
1970 MODEL TRIUMPII 500.
New motor, good shape. Phone_
F14C
753-8527.

If You
Miss Your Paper
Phone.
753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or
753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

INVITATION FOR BIDS

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERV
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TERRY SHOEMAKER is not
associated with the S & S Standard Station in Hazel, KenFl4P
tucky.

$195°' Down
Per Month
'6515
172 Model 111

NOTICE

Call
753-1916
•
•

FRIDAY SPECIAL
Our Good
Tasting FISH
All For

F.
=
s

a

YIN
tat • Ye

DINNER

29 Here Or Go!

$

Triangle Inn
753-4953
HP. FREE grease job with oil
change. Cirgarettes 5.25 pack.
$2.50 Carton. 4th St. Ashland, 400
F12C
N.4th.

ELEXTROLUX SALES & Services,Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington,Kentucky.
TFC

Due to the tremendous response to the sewing machine
Specials which we advertised in this weeks Ledger and
Times. The Murray Singer Sewing Center is offering 2
more great buys of floor model machines.
1971 Model 756 Touch and
Sew in attractive Early
American Maple desk.
$100.00 Off Original price.

1971 Model Golden Touch
and Sew in handsome
Fruitwood Cabinet. New
warranty.

Pictured Above Are Two Outstanding Buys In Large Older Houses
ON THE LEVI'is A TEN Room Rot WS on large lot, loesad-.....0b1 .THE RIGHT IS A,NINE ROOM HOUSE WITH
on Main Street. This house is partly carpeted. Has dining
room, large living room, and in good condition. Ideal for
large family or income property.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE FINER HOMES IN
GATESBOROUGH. Has four bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths, central
heat and air, carpet, den, dining room, range, dishwasher,
disposal. Large two car garage, concrete drive to street. Lot
has 200' frontage and several nice shade trees. $36,750.00.

TWO
baths located on lot with over an acre. This house has new
cabinets, new carpet, new inlaid. You must see the inside to
appreciate it. Has carport, large shade trees and priced
under $20,000.00.

CALI

A GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY WITH SMALL INVESTMENT and low overhead. A good grocery and gas
business, has small apartment in building.
GOOD 40 ACRE FARM LOCATED NEAR BLOOD RIVER
CHURCH IN TENNESSEE Has five room house, tobacco
barn, stock barn, goodie* ponds and fences and pricedat
$15,900.00.

V ON NORTH 7TH STREET WE HAVE A THREE BEDROOM
1969 CORVETTE convertible. The Calloway County Board of
/
2 baths, full basement. Newly decorated, new
BRICK with 11
E
See this now at
RT.; A.M-FM radio. $3,000. Will Education, Murray, Kentucky
room and bedroom and priced at only $16,000.
in
living
carpet
E
.
LOCATED AT PALMORE IN GRAVES COUNTY IS THIS 20
F14C
753-2562.
sell or trade. Phone
will receive bids for the conPossession with deed.
=
acre farm with mOdern house, two barns, storm caller.
struction of Addition to Calloway
Owners will consider any reasonable offer.
1971 FORD STATION wagon, County High School, Murray,
Your Singer Approved Dealer
country squire automatic Kentucky until 7:00 p.m. on the
E- AT 423 SOUTH 9TH STREET WE HAVE A THREE
Open 8:08 A.M.-9 P.M. Mon.-Sat.
WE HAVE LARGE BUSINESS LOT WITH TWO GOOD
transmission, cruise-o-matic,_ 6th day
March, 1072,_at_ the
.BEDROOM FRAME house on large lot. Has gas heat,
FlIVISF-S LOCATED on North 4th Street. The houses are in
war steering, brakes,libido** Calloway,. County Board of
1:60 P124:1111 PM Snaky.
= fireplace in living room,two glassed in porches for $8,500.00.
a- nd seats. Air Conditioning, Education, Murray, Kentucky,it
_y_ggygood_sondition and will show a good income until you
k_ If sold before furniture is moved, will include furniture now
arsready to use the lotfor Softness. $25,000.00. stereo AM and FM, trailer hitch. which time the bids shall be
house.
in
Price $3,850.00. Phone 753on
Mechanics
TRAINED
HI!
publicly opened and read aloud.
GRAND OPENING, February
WE HAVE SOME OUTSTANDING' BUYS ON SSOME
3078.
F14C
duty. All work guaranteed.
The project consists of: Four (4) Where? The 4th St. Ashland 12th. S & S Standard Station in -2- LOCATED AT 1305 WELLS BLVD., WE HAVE AN EXTRA
OUTSTANDING LOTS, both business and residence. On
-classrooms; for Science, Art, & Station,400 N.4th. 753-9143. F12C Hazel. With fill up of.gas_,_ a free r: MCP two tredrOOM keine .#X1 brick home with Sat'ar.LChestnut Street we have a business lot with over 40,000 sq. ft.
car wash.
CARD OF THANKS
-FIIC
Business.
- On Johnson blvd. and Whitnel a business lot over 30,000 sq.
utility, kitchen and dining area. One extra large bedroom.
- 7 Nice cabinets, with cabinets and book shelves in living room.
ft. On South 4th Street at Sycamore, business lots from
contract
forms,
Proposed
MILDRED CANADY is agair E
We wish to express our sincere
This house is one block from University campus. Priced at
$3500.00. A beautiful residence lot on 121 Highway, 126'x256'
plans and Go on a "Health & Wealth
including
documents,
working at the Kut-N-Kurl E $17,000.00.
thanks and appreciation to our
with large shade on West side of property. In the Lynn Wood
specifications, are on file at the Kick With Our
Beauty Shop, located in the
many friends and relatives for
Estates
Subdivision we have two large lots with some extra
Calloway County
of
the
VEGETABLE
office
PLATE
Southside Shopping Center. She E ALSO NEAR CAMPUS IS THIS THREE BEDROOM BRICK
the many kindnesses extended to
large
shade
trees. We have a lot 129'x150' at corner Cardinal---1Murray,
Education,
3
for
$.69
of
Here
or
Go
specializes in hair cuts and E with two baths. Central gas heat, carpet, large paneled den,
us since our home and contents Board
Drive and Richerson, priced very reasonable. In the Broach-,-I
be obtained
may
Kentucky
and
permanent
waves.
Call
753-1682 E large kitchen and dining area. Priced at only $22,500.00.
were destroyed by fire. Your
Addition we have lots from $3650. In Camelot Subdivision we E
MANGLE INN for appointment.
•
1972 at the
F11C
many gifts and contributions of after February 14th,
=
have
large lots priced from $2250.00.
ArKerr,
Gresham
&
7
=
money are sincerely appreciated. office of
LOCATED ON 641 SOUTH, APPROXIMATELY THREE
=
Engineers, 215 Century
chitects
-11fai God's richest blessings be
two.
City
limits
is
this
extra
nice
FROM
MILFS
bedroomWHATEVER YOUR REAL ESTATE REEDS ARE YOU I
Building,P.O. Box 155, Paducah,
Irith each of you.
brick with new shop building. House has carpet, electric
WILL FIND IT PAYS to Check at ROBERTS REALTY. WE i
Kentucky, (442,54391. Copies of
=ett and Frankie
heat, utility room. Priced at $22,500.00. If you Deed a home.
HANDLE RENTALS. We now have DUPLEX and a Fur- =
may be obtained
documents
the
1TP
E. and shop you should check on this one.
•
nished Apartment for rent.
==
,
,
by depositing $25.00 with the
- FERRY-MORSE E
set
of
each
for
Architects
E
We wish to eiPress our sincere
'
New, Convenient ...
thanks and appreciation to our dciturnents so obtained. Twenty
friends for the kindnesses shown Five ($25.00) will be refunded to
-SEED TAPES and PACKAGED SEED
to us during the illness and death each plan holder who returns
(Vegetables & Flowers)
of our loved one, Raymond plans and specifications in good
Colson. A special thanks for the condition to the Architect within
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE .. .
flowers, food and cards. A very ten (10) days after bid opening.
a
special thanks to the nurses and, Copies of the documents will alsoL
SEE
. Phone 75,34787
s
=
Doctor Hopson of Murray be on file at the following plan
Hospital, to Rev. Gerald Owen rooms:
your lawnmower. Rotofor his comforting words, the
GENERAL DO YOU want to bet your house HI! GET
ASSOCIATED
saw repaired.
singers, Blalock-Coleman CONTRACTORS -won't catch on fire? That's tiller or chain
Station,
Ashland
Where'
4th
St.
Funeral Home for their kindness.
exactly
what you're doing if you
Paducah, Kentucky
F12C
May God bless each of you is our
don't have adequate fire 400 N . 4th.
prayer.
F. W.DODGE CORPORATION ,protection. Why not see Doug
Wife, Lorene Colson, Brothers
Willoughby at MFA Insurance
Evansville, Indiana
and Sisters.
1TP
Wise Families
Company for the protection you
Memphis, Tennessee
HOYT ROBERTS or RAY
ROBERTS
need. Homeowners, farm
St. Louis, Missouri
We wish to thank the people for
bid bond owners, mobile homeowners and
A
satisfactory
Can 753-1651
E 505 Main Street
the phone calls, flowers and
renters insurance. Phone 753cards we received. We also wish executed by the bidder and ac- 1222.
F
15P
amount
with Shoe Repairs
to thank Dr. Hutson, Dr. McCord ceptable sureties in an
FOR SALE
NOTICE
and the nurses on the second and equal to five 15)percent of the bid BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
NICE 2 bedroom home, gas 40 ACRES of good farm land, 12
each
shall
be
submitted
with
central heat, fire place, miles west of Murray, half mile
fourth floor at the Calloway
for
rent
or
Rent
applies
to
sale.
proposal. The successful bidder
drapes, good location to South off Highway 94. Priced at
carpet,
County Hospital.
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.,
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
grocery, hospital and school. $150.00 per acre. For information
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCuiston will be required to furnish and across from Post Office, Paris,
CALLOWAY
KENTUCKY,
performance
F14C
Possession with deed and only phone 7534072.
and Family.
1TP pay for satisfactory
F11C 607 S. 4th 753-9885
Circuit Court Howard Payne, Jr.
and payment bond. Attention is Tennessee.
$9,500.00.
Helen
Plantiff,
versus
Mary
that
not
less
My family and I wish to thank called to the fact
2371/16x35"
Payne Defendant.
Good two bedroom home, nice LARGE TWO bedroom brick.
our friends and relatives for all of than minimum salaries and
Thick
OF
SALE
NOTICE
.009
lot,
quite street, needs some Has large den, living room,
forth
in---the
wages,
as
set
your prayers, cards, phone calls,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to
virtue
of
a
judgment
and
By
repair.
tu,settle estate. dining room, kitchen with built-in
paid
on
These piatekarejnifect Give us Selling
and flowers during my recent specifications, must be
stove and dishwasher. Carpeted
of
sale
of
order
the
Calloway
a bid. illness. A special thanks to my this project.
Circuit Court rendered at the for siding or- róoffngi.
2 nice lots in Westwood Sub- throughout. Carport with outside
neighbors and friends for the food The Calloway County Board of
NO. 13
FEBRUARY 11, 1972 January 9 Term thereof 1972, in barns, for placing
division, ready to build and only storage. See at 1309 Overby. For
and kindnesses since our return Education reserves the right to
appointment phone 753-6650. F23C
the above cause, for the Division
$2,200.00
each.
home. Every expression of reject any or all bids or to waive
.
distribution of real property around bottom of
and
Good year round cottage on CORNER LOT,
concern has been appreciated 'any informilities in the bidding. KATHLEEN TURNER'S Beauty I TERRY Shoemaker, Route 2,
Henry -and South
its cost therein I shall mobile homes to keep_
more than I can say and has been No bid shall be withdrawn for a Salon, 208 South 12th Street is Hazel, will not be responsible for and
Kentucky Lake in nice sub- 16th Street. Exceptionally nice.
offer for 'sale at the
proceed
to
the
wind
a constant source of en- period of forty-five (45) days happy to announce the addition of any debts other than my own
out
and
division.
snow,
Water, electricity and To settle Loyd Henry Estate. Call
Court House door in the City of
etc. Two bedrooms, living.room,
couragement and strength to us. subsequent to the opening of bids Virginia Beach to her beauty after February 8,4972.
Eunice M.Henry,753-2663. F15P
Murray,Kentucky,to the highest and for many other
den, large kitchen, on large
Please feel free to visit me any without consent of the Owner. staff. We invite you to take adTerry Shoemaker
F16P bidder, at public auction on the
uses
such
as
shady
time.
lot. $9,000.00.
vantage of Virginia's many yeara
28th day of February, 1972, at
Nice shady lot 75'x185' in Blood BY OWNER, 63 acre farm, and
God bless
- you,
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD or experience in the field of
"building
out"
o'clock
P.M.,
or
thereabout,
1:00
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
River subdivision for only modern brick house. Good stock
Commodore Jones and OF EDUCATION
cosmotology. Phone 753-3588 for
credit of six months, the
a
mice
upon
or
rats.
barn. New tobacco barn. House
installation.
Phone
753-7850. TFC
$425.00.
family.
1TP
appointment.
FIIC
following described property, toGalloway Insurance & Real has three bedrooms, den with
Bill Stubblefield Chairman
'wit:
. SOME PRICES LOWER
Estate Agency, Murray. Ken- Fireplace, living room and bath,
*
William B. Miller, Superinc
Lots No. 17 and 16 in Block No. 2
kitchen with built-in stove and
- NEW YORK AP - The tendent
tucky. Phone 753-5842.
F10-11 .
cell
at
Fl4C
in Bishops East View A lion
dishwasher, central heat and air,
Metropolitan .Opera began a
(Gilbert's Place) to the Cify of
ticket pricing experiment Jan.
double carport. Phone 492Ledger & Times
4. with the last five rows of the
Murray, Calloway County,
AUTOS FOR SALE
SMALL FARM: good location; 8385.
ITC
Remember.
...
Only
orchestra and in the grand tier
Kentucky, as shown on plat
business or future investment.
N.
4th
St.
103
'boxes at $12.50 on Tuesday. 1972 CHEVELLE SS 350 cubic
recorded in Deed Book 31, Page
One mile
East Murray, ap 33 ACRE FARM. Good house
Wednesday and Thursday eve- inch, VI, power steering, air
406 in the Calloway County
Murray, Ky.
proximately 10 acres pasture with bath, new well. 30 acre
nings. They previously were conditioning, 3 speed, automatic
Clerk's office. Said lot being
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. cropland or
offers the 8-Year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty!
$16.50.
will sell house with
transmission,fpctory stereo tape
conveyed herein being 50 feet
Cozy older
7 room house, one acre. Phone 435-5432, F12P
Next season. the Met proba- player and radio. Phone 753FOR SALE OR TRADE L
and
150
East
and
South
feet
North
modern.
For
bly ,:iritt offer those tickets- at 3111.
appointment call
F16(•
and West.
436-2173.
those prices, for subscriptions
TFC BY OWNER three bedroom
225, full
Electra
1965
BUICK
purchase
the
price,
the
For
Now, there is nothing between 1966
Center
house with air cdnditioner,
Shopping
Central
Ph.
Belvedere
4
PLYMOUTH
753-5865
See
at
907
power,
factory
air.
purchaser . must execute bond,
$10.75 each and $16.50 each, in
door, automatic. Also 1967
FI2C Pt STORY BRICK Veneer on drapes and some carpeting. 204
with approved sec' urities, bearing Vine.
subscription ticket prices
Elm Street. Basement, four South 15th Street. Phone 753Plymouth Baracuda Fastback,
legal interest from the day of
bedrooms, dining room, kitchen, 8213.
273,
V8,
4
speed.
Phone
F14C
753. Motivation pays
sale, until paid, and having the WOULD LIKE to sell or trade
111rbaths, large living room with
Fl2P
SYRACUSE, N. Y. iijPit 8441.
force wrd effect of a judgment. 1971 Eagle Mobile home flu a
ep_Iir lace. Phone 753-8556. FI4C
- A motivated student atBidders will be prepared to small home in or around Muriny.
KEENLAND DRIVE; 11
/
2atory, 3
Syracuse I niversity can save 1967 AUSTIN Healy Sprite. Good
comply .promptly with these Phone 753-4759.
FI7C
bedrooms, 1,-2 baths, carpeted
$3.232 of the cost of a tires, low mileage. Priced to sell.
term.'WANTED TO RENT
-living room and separate dining
bachelor's degree by nom: Phone 753-6564.
Fl2C
POR SALE OR TRADE grocery.
Frank Ryon
room. Kitchen with all built ins,
plotting requirements in three
Master_ Commissioner Doing good business, reason for WANT'TO RENT larul for soy family-room, library and laundry
yPtiflt and ADP ItItillfTter rather111112-FORD-1410n pickup in top
Calloway Circuit COurI
selling, retiring.,phone 753beans, approximately 100 acret. -with shower. Phone 753-7295 after
than the customary four years condition,.
-aiel extra sharp
F11-18-25C 786.1 •
If he so chooses.
March 9C Ovir Ward,492-8591.
Fl6P 4:00 p.m.
F12C
Phone 753-4141.

100 S
Phone
Home
r

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
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SPRING, NEEDS

* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

--MURRAY NURSERY

SAVE

Keistler's Sho:
Shop

\

\
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\

\

ALUMINUM
PLATES
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Painting;
guarantee
paint. Fro
Todd, 753-

BULLD02
also bank
topsoil. Pt
354-8161 at

HARRY
Rewiring
Electric H
too small.
Sycamore
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beginners
Phone 753

SEPTIG-'
hoe work.
5933.

FOP. ALL
alteration
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PERSON)
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2145.

FURNITL
all work ,
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Antique o
McCoy,75
HELP
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full-or par
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Phone nu
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ministrato
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MittAMS

25' each

When Buying-A Color TV

CURTIS-MATHIS

TV SERVICE CENTER

sts
lost
PUT
WORK MR YOU
TO
4

1)

EMPLOY
typewriter
Local inte.
details,
Manager,
Pa.

WANTEI
come to
each day
5:00p.m.

WANTED
operate d
general m
daily. Mu
good refe
calls. Al
Smorgasb

WANTED
light houo
week. Pho

FOUR DC
Shoe par
this muc,
commissil
ever. NI
equipmei
program!
M. Bist
Brockton,

tel

1,598
I
tobacco;
' tobacco;
tobacco.
Eause,pt
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HERE IS A LOVELY FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
at 1504 Dudley on 100'x150' size lot. Has all the features
normally expected in a quality house and priced at only
$45,000.00.
HOW 'ABOUT 1711 FARMER FOR AN ADDRESS A three
bedroom brick veneer on good size lot with one car garage is
waiting to be bought for only $19,000.00.

l'. FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

YIMITIS
Lot YOtlf Home

Are Poison

CIL
IIII 11.,1 1jA

FOR SALE
BARGAIN!! SINGER Sewing
machine, nice cabinet. Excellent
working condition with all attachments. $60.00. Phone 7536496.
F12C

ROACH'S

Do not be deceived! Termites work ?4 hours
r round .. . Winter iitiumme

iTH TWO
has new
)inside to
xl priced

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
ant
Pest Control

1ALL INand gas

um S. 13t,

treet
Aturrayrity.
.
Phdfie 753-3914 Day or Nite
-Owned and Operated Over 20 hart- r Licensed by State of Kentucky
,
p Member Chamber of Commerce

D RIVER
tobacco
priced 90,

THIS 20
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until you

EE.
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E
7
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30,000 sq.lots from E
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ror information
Fl4C
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ien with built-in
isher. Carpeted
ort with outside
109 Overby. For
le 753-6650. F23C

lenry and South
eptionally
nice.
nry Estate. Call
753-2663. F15P

acre farm, and
Ise. Good stock
co barn. House
orris, den with
room and bath,
It-in stove and
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hone 492ITC

4. Good house
( well. 30 acre
sell house with
35-5432. Fl2P

hree bedroom
r conditioner.
e carpeting. 204
Phone 753F14C

IVE; 11
/
2gory,3
baths, carpeted
separate dining
ith all built ins,
ary and laundry
Ine 753-7295 after
F12C

•

INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
FOR RENT
painting; any size job. All work
guaranteed. Use first quality PROFESSIONAL OFFICEspace
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve available. For information
Todd, 753-8495.
February 28( contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
Savings and Loan, Main Street in
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
354-8161 after 8:00 p.m.
-T_IPC -a,.feted
HARRY'S ELECTRIC!! heat and air: Built-in stove.
Rewiring, Service Changes, •Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC
Electric Heat Specialist. No job is
too small. Reasonable rates. 1108 28 ACRES BEAN land. Contact L.
Sycamore. Phone 753W. Dixon, Route 1, Hazel, KenFlIC
2367.
February 1K tucky.

by Bostonian & Jarman
Solids-Patent Leather 2 Tones
Suede & Patent Leather
New Shipment

SHOES

)

And

SUM

SPORT COATS
Latest Selection
Short and
Long Sleeve

SUMMER

SHIRTS
Knits and
Stay Press
and selections in all patterns
All Fall and Winter Merchandise
GREATLY REDUCED
We have remod717:77%yrno and shop aroun
North THE COI:LEGS Murray,
15th St
Ky.
SHOP
Across from MSU Library
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

OPEN:
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

PIANO MAJOR at the University TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile
will give private piano lessons for from Murray. Phone Jimmy •
1
2'x61
/
2'
beginners or advanced students. Stallons, Cadiz 522-6332. , F22P TWO WHEEL trailer, 3/
bed. Hardin Morris, 1517 CarPhone 753-3549.
FI2C
FURNISHED 2 bedroom brick tViaTtkive. Phone 753-7911. Fl2P
SEPTIO• TANK cleaning, back duplex, electric heat, air conhoe work. Pnone Rex Camp, 753-1 ditioning and carpet. Available AKC TOY Poodles, two males.
Phone 753-9869.
F12NC
5933.
TFC now!809N. 16th.Phone 753FI4C
5140.
FOP. ALL your home additions,
ZENITH TELEVISION, 23",
alterations, remodeling, etc.
black and white. Good condition,
Free Estimates.Phone 753reasonable price.Phone 489111211.
TFC
2326
FI2NC

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
Fast of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
,..month. Call 753-6202 or 753TFC
3648.

Merchandise

6111V

Protect Your Home!

AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
puppies, 6 weeks old. Special
prices of $50.00 and $60.00. Phonii
F16C
753-4469 after 6:00p.m.
TWO REGISTERED polled
Hereford bulls. -Lamplighter
bloodline. One 9' metal garage
door. See Hewlett Cooper or
F 11
phone 753-3336.

1969 MOBILE HOME,10's51',all
1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low electric. Also 16' Starcraft boat
Fl4C with 75 H.P. Johnson motor. Will
mileage. Phone 767-2032.
sell cheap. Phone 753-6995. F11C
CLEAN CARPETS the save and
FURNITURE REFINISHING,
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent 1953 FORD, good condition and
all work guaranteed. Free pick
WESTERN AUTO
electric shampooer $1. Big K, 1970 Kawasaki Trail Boss. Phone
up and delivery. Free estimate.
Belaire Shopping Center. F12C 753-2300 or see at 1713 Calloway
of
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Home
FI1C
Ave.
McCoy,753-3045.
Marchl6C
The Wishing Well
1964 ALFA ROMERO Sprint
completely rebuilt, 5 speed OLD UPRIGHT piano. Very good
HELP WANTED
TWO BEDROOM brick house on synchronizer, double overhead condition. Phone 753-4447 after
WANTED: R.N. and
Clark Street. Electric heat, large camshaft excellent condition. 5:00 p.m. and all day Saturfull-or part time, salary excellent living room, dining room, kit- Call Paris 642,6536 after 5
day.
Fl4C
and fringe benefits. Call or write chen, utility and storage room. p.m.
Fl2P
CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES,
The Mayfield Hospital, 203 East Close to University. Phone 7531'2
North St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066. 1980.
Fl1P HAND CROCHETED children's make excellent pets. Phone 753F14C
3110.
Phone number 1-247-5320. Mr.
and adult berets,scarves, purses.
James W. Standifer Ad- OFFICE SPACE, adequate Only a few left. Priced very
ministrator. Mrs. Nancy Scott parking space. 711 Main Street. reasonable. Phone 753-5964. F11C REGISTERED IRISH Setter, six
months old;from champion field
R.N. Director of Nursing. F12C- phone 753-7846 or 753_1409. Fick
show lines. $50.00. Phone 436and
SAVE BIG! Clean rugs and
F14C
EMPLOYED MAN. Repair TWO BEDROOM apartment. upholstery with Blue Lustre. 2437.
typewriters part-time. We train. Also will do babysitting. Ex- Rent electric shampooer $1.
Local interview. For application perienced. Phone 753-7503. F 12C Begley Drug Store, Central REFRIGERATOR, APARTsmall
details,
write:
Regional
F12C MENT size electric range,
Shopping Center.
heater.
cabinet,
220
electric
Manager, Box 25, Glenshaw,
VALAFtAH.
Lee
BEAUTIFUL
Small light-line stove, radios 303
Pa.
Fl2C Apartment, unfurnished, 2
'S PLATE
F4P
North 12th Street.
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
loader 12 years)
BABY-SITTER
to
Carpeted.
Air
WANTED
utility, and bath.
-Mastoid 2 vegetables or
30".ELECTRIC STOVE, $45 00.
Dishwasher, french fries...$.49 Hefe o
come to my home a few hours conditioned.
19"-portable TV, $20.00.21"
each day. Phone 753-9913 after refrigerator, stove, garbage Go 753 1953
Zenith
color TV, new poture
F16C
F14C disposal. Phone 753-3865.
5:00p.m.
tube, $145.00. 1964 Chevrolet van
TRIANGLE INN
truck, $195.00. Bed frame,
WANTED "RETIRED" man to 1.44 ACRES dark fired tobacco
mattress and box, $25.00. Phone
operate dish machine and do base. Good barn. Call W. J.
MAGNOLIA MOBILE home, 436-5570.
Fs14C
general maintenance. Four hours Garland,489-2520 after 6:00
13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
daily. Must be neat and have p.m.
F14C Estates. Central heat and air, all
HONDA 160 CL.Phone 753No phonoe
good references.
electric, heat tape, underpenned. 9974.
F14C
calls. Apply C,olohial House FURNISHED ONE bedroom
Two bedrooms, large bath,
F
15C
Smorgasbord.
apartment,$65.00 per month plus washer and dryer included, fully
F14C carpeted, new drapes, recently APRICOT POODLE puppies. 8
utilities. Phone 753-4910..
weeks old. Phone 753-3056 F14(
WANTED: MATURE lady to do
painted, Many other extras. You
light housework three days a MOBILE HOME, two ,bedrooms,
must see to appreciate. Drive by 1971 EAGLE MOBILE home
F11C all electric, air conditioned.
week. Phone 753-3640.
and look, then call for ap- 12'x60', two bedrooms, two full
F14C pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or
Phone 436-2145.
baths, fully carpeted, central air
FOUR DOLLARS an hour. Knapp
762-2851 (work).
March 6C conditioning. Phone. 753-7606
Shoe part-time salesman earn
WANT TO BUY
around noon.
- F17(
this much and more because
than
commissions are higher
DO YOU need money? Wanted, JAP STRAW for bedding. 40
ever. No investment! Free good used light chain saw; good cents per bale, 35 cents for 50 'TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces
equipment! Free training /
1
2 ton truck, not more than five bales or more. For lease, 2.07 East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
program! Interested? Write E. years old; two used oil drums; dark fired tobacco. See Clovis finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
M. Bistow, Knapp Shoes, run down, beat up Timex wat- Byerly, Route 6, Murray, phone month. Call 753-6202 or 753F12C ches. Phone 753-2959 or 436Brockton, Mass.02401.
753-4733.
F151
)
1 641k
Fl1C
5430.
MOVING!!MUST sell fast. Port. STAMPER COAL Company has
FOR LEASE
tape
recorder, Mono fape plenty of 7x4 washed lump and
TO BUY 10' and 12' wide recorder, 8 track tape deck, two No. 6
1,598
POUNDS
BURLEY WANT
oil treated stoker coal. The
mobile homes. Must be in good lamps, set of -encyclopedias,
tobacco; 515 acres fire cured
beat is cheaper. Stamper Owl
shape. See Brandon Dill at Dill's portable television, stereo, shag
tobacco; 2.06 dark air cured
Company, 501 West Broadway,
Court or write to P. 0. rug, braid rug. Phone 753tobacco. Contact Hurt & Hurt Trai:zr
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247Box 567,Murray,Ketittidti.
fejL
FLIP
Farms. phone 8161.2691.--,-F15C
Fl6P
PERSONAL INCOME taerservice by appointment. Phone 4362145.
F29C

PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most
types of businesses. Call for details.

New Spring

Carry Germs

o•
PESTS

FOR SALE

A FINE WELL BUILT OLDER HOUSE FOR $7,500.00,
located at 114 South 10th Street is a good bargain. This house
is two story with gas and Mectric heat with two bedrooms on
first floor and the.. bedrooms on second floor.
10'x55' TRAILER AND'4 ACRES, MORE OR I-FASS of land,
located two miles East of Almo. Extra 9'x12' room built on.
Price $4,400.06.
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE ON ONE AND ONE
HALF ACRE lot, one fourth mile off of Highway 121 on Penny
Road is now available for sale. Must see to believe for
$8,500.00.

NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES with 1 bedroom,
large family room. Ideal weekend home, but built for per- ON WILLIAMS STREET less than one year old 3 bedroom
brick veneer on wooded lot, has all carpet, all built-ins in
manent dwelling. $15,000.
kitchen, central heat and air, lots of closets. Garage and
priced at only $27,000.00.
NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX. Two bedrooms each side.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer & dryer NEW HOUSE ON EARL COURT in Circarama has 3
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.
bedrooms, built-ins in Kitchen, living room, 2 baths, utility
room and carpet. Al4o central heat and air, gargae. Only
LOOKING FOR A FARM with good brick home? We have it. $25,000.00.
60 acres of land on 121 South.
ONE HALF MILE WEST ON 94. Large home on two acres of
20 ACRES ON BLACKTOP ROAD. Three bedroom brick and land, has five bedrooms, dining room, living room, family
frame modern home on Faxon Road. Real nice. A bargain at room, basement, and extra large work room. Has central
heat, large stock barn,and 4 car garage, owner leaving town.
$21,000.
AT 1013 STORY AVE. Four bedroom brick veneer,11
/
2,atory
lc. has 3 bedrooms upstairs with lots
of storage and one
bedroom gown. Living room,Ititchen and den combination,
1% baths,/ car garage, unattached. This place can be bought
at a bargain.

FIVE MILES WEST OF MURRAY welave a one year old 3
bedroom brick veneer. Two baths, large family room, extralarge kitchen and utility room. Located on large lot on paved
road. Price only $23,000.00.

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM located at 216 Irvan St., living
REAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY. Fine 28 acres for room, kitchen and large utility room, carport and has steel
development. On Utterback Road about 1 mile north of city siding, with very little upkeep, Price $10,500.00.
limits. Three bedroom frame house. $32,000.
JUST FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641, real nice 3 bedroom,
_IN LYNN GROVE on I20'x322' lot. Brick veneer, three bath, large family room and kitchen combination and living
bedroom, modern home. Owner is leaving town and would room. Also utility room, large closets and carport. Lot
like to have a bid. With very little decorating this would be a 112'1300'. Price only $30,000.00.
nice home.
AT 1702 COLLEGE FARM ROAD,3 bedroom, brick veneer,
N.E. OF MURRAY about 8 miles from Murray. 63 acres of has living room, and family room. Lots of closet space, new
good farm land with year round creek. Lots of blacktop carpet and newly decorated inside and out, has fenced in
frontage.-Corn hesP and tobacco base. Fish pond. Priced to back yard and nice trees in front only $20,000.00.
sell at $17,900.
FOUR BEDROOM, two story home in Circarama, central
heat and air, 2/
1
2 baths, carport, family room, living room,
ON 94 WEST NEAR TRI-CITY. 29 acres and 44 mile of highlarge utility, all built-ins. Also two car garage, covered
way frontage. Horse stable, chicken house and fenced for
patio, two extra lots go with this home.
cattle. 15 acres of woods. Owner will consider mobile home as
down payment. Reasonably priced at $15,900.
EXTRA NICE THREE BEDROOM BRICK in Meadow
Green Acres. City water, 11
/
2 baths and all carpeted. $28,500
10 ACRES COMMERCIAL on 641 South, adjoining city limits must see to appreciate.
•
sout/101 Uncle Jeff's. Call for details.
IN KINGSWOOD we have three, 3 bedroom brick veneer
homes. All have central heat and air, carpet, built-ins and
CORNER OF SOUT'H 16TH STREET AND KIRKWOOD nice lot. Ranging in prices from $25,500 to $37,500. Two of
DRIVE. Three bedroom brick veneer has two baths, hard- these owners will give possession with deed.
wood floors, garage entrance off of Kirkwood. This is a nice
1711 COLLEGE FARM ROAD. White brick with large
and priced at only $23,500.
family room
and three bedrooms. All built-ins and
refrigerator with ice maker included. Garage. $22,500.
it.sey. 70 acres ten- 12% mike -NAY. td
III ACRE)!
eral outbuildings. A
diede.Three
NICZ HOME ON SOUTH 7th Street. Newly decorated and
1
rainy good buy at
fully carpeted. Gas heat and air conditioner. Reelly a
comfortable small home. $8,500.
OTHER LAKE PROPERTt in various locations along the
BEAUTIFUL COLONIAL FRAME on North 7th Street has 4
lake including houses and lots in a wide-price range.
large bedrooms, living room, dining room, 2/
1
2 baths, family
room. Worlds of closets and storage space. Basement':
ALSO LOTS IN THE CITY of Murray and suburbs.
central heat and air, has large storage building in back yard.
ONE OF THE BEST IDTS in Murray. On Keenland Drive -Nice large lot.
between 16th and 17th Streets.
ON MARTIN'S CHAPEL ROAD.neit do-cite the church, 3 • GOOD INCOME PROPERTY on Olive-St House with four'
Jiandota(
0 joaseticar garage Located_ bedrooms and 2 baths. Four completely furnished nation 2 acre lot, has aluminum siding. Very attractive place at ments each with bath- iin("I'Peted• I
only $19,950.
ALMOST COMPLETED. 2/bedroom brick veneer on Irvan
Street. Large closets, living room, dining room. Built-ins,
been
has
Sycamore
1509
at
HOME
VENEER
THIS BRICK
gold carpet throughout except kitchen and bath, which has
living
large
built-ins,
has
kitchen
redecorated, new carpet,
mei tile. Baseboard heat and shower over bath, lot has nice
for
grill
room with fireplace, derraLso has fireplace and
trees. Priced to sell.
are
We
lot.
wooded
deep
air,
and
heat
Central
cooking.
looking for a bid on this home.
GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Roberson's Hill-Burger
on South 4th Street. Good terms to right party. Good yearly
equipment,
CLEAN UP SHOP located on S. 4th St. Has all
business. Bar-B-Q Pit serving all types of meals. Buy all
worlds of touchup paint. Large storage in back, lot size 100 x
equipment, two buildings and good well. Lease the lot for an
250'. Here is a real good buy.
long as you like, call 753-7724 for details.
HERE IS A NEW BRICK HOME for someone who wants to
live in the country with all city conveniences. Has4iree
bedrooms, large lot. Located 2/
1
2 miles south of Lynn ove
on paved highway. Price just $21,000.

ON POTTERTOWN ROAD % mile off 94 east, 3 acres, nice
3 bedroom frame house with basement. On city water, a good
buy for someone. $14,000.

EIGHT ACRES more or less between Coles Camp Ground
Church property and the watershed lake Perfect place to
build a home.

AT CORNER OF WOODLAWN AND VINE 3 bedroom
brick
veneer, under construction, has central heat and air. Shower
over bath, gold shag carpet and beautiful wooded lawn.
Buy
now and pick your own colors. Priced only $19,500.00.

AT 304 WOODLAWN a newly decorated three bedroom brick
veneer. Large living room storm doors, windows and carport. Lot size T0'x160' some carpet Good buy at $19,000.00.

EXTRA NICE and modern 2 bedroom brick on corner lot.
Located close to shopping center. Family room and kitchen
combination. Lots of built-ins. $25.500.

Guy Spann
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Home Phones:

Realtors
Guy Spann 753-24587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725,
Jack Persall 753-8961

Louise Baker 753-2409

Onyx Ray 753-8919
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761

AssociatesBud4$ykes 75-3-3465
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Effis••• World News-In Brief
arm
Ike__
MI
Tax
Ma
d
tmentaddi
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Are
In_lidtalrLin Power Cuts
Discussed This Weekend
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Nixon has drawn the line
against further concessions to
the North Vietnamese until
they negotiate on his eight-point
peace proposal_ "The next step
is up to the enemy," Nixon told
a surprise news conference in
his White House office Thursday.
Nixon also --hit somewhat
harder than previously at
Democratic White House hopefuls who have criticized his latest peace plan, saying: "The
responsibility for the enemy's
failing to negotiate may have to
be borne by those who encourage the enemy to wait until after the election."
Nixon opened his news conference by giving a general
rundown on plans for his trip to
Communist China. He also
touched on taxes, busing and
U.S. relations with India, Pakistan and Bangladesh.

-.--- York Times also reported that
Irving is seeking a deal with
federal authorities.

(Cestimsed from Page 1)
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Broadening this limited mously approved today a bill to
was put before the Advisory
government for money.
U.S. and South Vietnamese land mine Thursday night.
blackout, which began Thurs- establish a computer service
Interon
Commission
A man wounded earlier by
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Vietnam,
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slash
factories to
day in favorable terms by ElMajority Leader Dee Had,
mission 'pointed out that the today in some of the heaviest the death toll to 243 people in
consumption by 50 per cent- dleston, D-Elizabethtown, said
WASHINGTON (AP)-Here, liot L. Richardson, secretary of
Planning Commission was raids of the Indochina war. 24/a.years of bloody feuding.
meaning shutdowns of machin- the measure, which now goes to at a glance, is what President Health, Education and Welfare.
merely following the law in Some 400 strikes were launched
ery and layoffs of workers.
Robert E. Merriam of Chithe House, would allow blind Nixon discussed at his ThursSAPPORO, Japan (AP) turning down the recom- against North Vietnamese infilIn addition to these biggest businessmen to obtain informa- day news conference:
cago, commission chairman,
mendation to rezone the city tration corridors leading to the Barbara Cochran; a 20-year-old
users of power, a larger num- tion by telephone from a cenyet
and
is
directly
There
said Nixon "said
PEACE TALKS:
park. No great change has Central Highlands-where a big skiing whiz from Richmond,
ber of medium-size plants- tral data bank. He said around to be a response from North
unequivocally to the he had not
plade in the area to enemy offensive is anticipated Vt., picked up a third Winter
'
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) - taken
more than 20,000-were banned 300 persons in Kentucky could Vietnam to Nixon's eight-point made up his mind."
rezoning, he said.
deserve
Rep.
P.
13Jr.,
William
Curtin
this month-and against Com- Olympics gold medal for the
from using electricity four days benefit from the service,
24The plan described to the
peace plan, and unless Hanoi
in
spoke
also
Lowry
C.C.
Mrs.
Thursday
polthat
warned
Ky.,
munist staging areas, base United States today with a vica week.
Gov. Wendell Ford has in- joins in genuine negotiations, member commission would inrezoning and camps,supply depots and troop tory in the women's special slaAs coal stocks dwindled fur- eluded money for the project in "there will be no further con- volve a value-added tax of lution in the Kentucky River is favor 4:4 the park
lom.
sale.
concentrations.
. ._
ther, the government also his proposed 1972-74 budget.
about 3 per cent, raising $18 threatening water supplies, in
cessions on our part"- _
The American men continued
Councilman Rex Alexander
the state's Bluegrass area.
Heavy action also continued
banned the use of electricity
THIEU: Nixon called cou- billion. Of this, $5 billion would
The Senate also passed and
"The beautiful Kentucky," said that the Federal matching on the ground where the Saigon to be shut out, however.
Saturday for heating offices, sent to the House a bill which rageous South Vietnamese
Curlin told the Lexington Rota- money is assured and that it command reported 23 enemy
shops, theaters and many other would require all publicly President Thieu's announceClub, "is no longer a clean was his opinion that the Plan- attacks plus 38 government opry
(Continued from Page 1
owned vehicles to carry an offi- ment that he would step down a
with sweet water. where it ning Commission had all the erations of battalion size or
river
month before any elections that
cial insignia on the doors.
Independents have until Sept. serves the thirst of Lexington information needed with which larger. At least 29 South VietSen. Nicholas Baker, D-Louis- result from a peace agreement. 22 to file.
and other Bluegrass cities. : ,to make a reasonable decision. -,oamese and 149 Communist
ville, said the bill, which ex- And, Nixon said, any new priU Webublican
Dates
"It is not a bad river but ev- He said that the best property troops were reported killed in
tends a present law applying to ponds made will be jointly of- nominating convention and
ery year it slips a little more. for city park is next to city - the widespread actions.
state-owned vehicles to city-and fered by Washington and Sai- primary. Democratic conLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) schools so that facilities of both _
And we watch it go," he said.
Kentucky's
burley tobacco seavention date not set.
sued.
be
could
WASHINGTON (AP) - county-owned cars, said the gon.
The 6th District congressman
LOS ANGELES(AP)- The
CRITICS: "All have a right
Filing date for Republican said the solutions to the probJames Rickman indicated Los Angeles Times said today son ended Thursday as the LexCrime is costing the nation's measure would prevent publicly
cooperation is that author Clifford Irving and ington market sold 67,874
businesses an estimated $16 bil- owned cars from being misused to say what they want. They nominating convention which km "are already there but we that
pounds for an average of $74.49
lion a year and increasing at for private purposes. The vote must decide if it's right to say will be July 17. Democrats have have not reached a stage of needed on the-park issue.
d__his research aide have admit.
per hundredweight at 1S-final
---RoY Starks sat
.
an alarming -rate, the Com- was 33.1 with Sere. Norman it." Seme-'critics might-he en- not -§et date.
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authorities
Independents have until Sept. crisis, the answers and the so- that he could see no urgency in they never met industrialist sale.
merce Department reported Farris, R-Somerset, dissenting. couraging the enemy rather
Other bills passed and for- than encouraging an end tO the 23 to file.
Thursday.
lutions will no longer save this rezoning the city park and that Howard R. Hughes, the subject
On dark tobacco markets,
war.
A study prepared by the de- warded to the House would:
And without this river in his opinion the entire affair of Irving's purported "auto- western fire-cured brought an
river.
penminimum
than
talk
More
--Guarantee
TRIP:
,
CHINA
partment described its estimate
had been given far more time biography."
The bearded, unwashed the Bluegrass is doomed.
average of $56.86 per hundred
as conservative and added that sions of $1013 a month for re- solutions will corhe from the hippie came walking down the
"Why must we wait? Why and importance than it
Irving and researcher Rich- pounds Thursday on a volume
businessmen appear too passive tired police and firemen ip sec- Peking trip, which Nixon will street barefooted. He had a must we watch our river die?" deserved.
-Lard R. Suskind reportedly re- of 156,920 pounds, the Kentucky
. Councilman Melvin Henley_ -fused to spell out details of how- Agriculture Department reportin adopting preventive meas- ond class cities. l_bill_was_etert next Thursday-_____ large duck under his arm.
amended to insure that any koINDIA-PAKISTAN: During
ures.
A well-dressed young lady,
The congressman said he then produced a proposed or- they created the manuscript ed
The survey covered only "or- crease in Social Security bene- the war, Nixon said, he was not walking toward him, asked; -would support legislation pro- dinance which he asked to read. until they get assurances that
At Hopkinsville's eastern firedinary crimes" such as bur- fits would be reflected in pen- anti-India, but was antiwar. "Say there-where are you going viding that "nobody has the The ordinance made it legally Irving's wife, Edith, won't be
possible to rezone the city park. prosecuted by either U.S. or cured market, 153,798 pounds
glary, robbery, vandalism, sion benefits up to a maximum And he said the secret papers with that pig?"
right to foul our waters."
leaked from the White House
shoplifting, employe theft, bad of 5 per cent.
It passed on a seven to five vote, Swiss authorities, the Times were sold for an average of
"What's not a .pig, stupid,"
-Prescribe a speed limit of may yet be the subject of court said the bearded one rather
checks and arson and excluded
after the motion was made by said. Meanwhile, The New $61.26 per hundredweight.
losses caused by organized 25 miles an hour in school proceedings against those who coldly. "It's a duck"
Henley and received a second
let them out.
crime or crimes such as air- zones.
by John Scott.
"I wasn't talking to you,"
The Senate passed and sent
TAXES: No tax increases answered the girl. •'I was
plane hijacking and embezzleMayor Ellis said that this was
to the governor HB24 to prohi- this year.
ment.
the first time in fourteen years
talking to the duck.
The department's estimate bit legislators from serving on
that a city ordinance . did not
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
added up to $15.7 billion, in- the governing boards of state
originate with the City Attorney
Lynn Lassiter of Murray was
cluding $3.3 billion for pre- colleges and universities. Sen.
and was not read by him.
Gene Huff, R-London; Pat treated Thursday at the
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19711 Buick Grand Sport, 2 door hardtop, air and power,
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went
Committee
Mack Walters, D-Shelbyville, suffered a laceration of the
study said.
factory tape player, one owner, local car, Clean as
session Thursday to discuss a park will be rezoned.
lower lip in an automobile
Other losses estimated were voted against it.
The general purpose of those
new.
bill that would excontroversial
Other bills approved and sent accident, according to hospital
$4.8 billion by retailers, $1.8 bilBillie Wells, retired farmer of tend collective bargaining who wish to rezone the city park
officials.
lion by manufacturers, $1.4 bil- to the governor would:
is to sell the park for ap1968 Buick Electra Limited,4 door hardtop, full power and
Murray Route Three, died this rights to firemen.
-Require city clerks in cities
lion by wholesalers, $2.7 billion
factory air, one owner,local car, Clean as a Whip.
morning at 3:25 at the MurrayIt was the first time during proximately one-half million
by services such as hotels and below the first class to file with
Calloway County Hospital. He the current General Assembly dollars and use this money with
hospitals, $1.5 billion by the county clerks records of assess1970 Cadillac Sedan Devine, 4 door hardtop, full power
was 75 years of age.
session that the meeting of a matching Federal funds to buy
transportation industry, and ments for property improveand factory air, Factory tape player, one owner,
The deceased was a member standing committee in either other land and develop it. Those
$200 million lost through arson. ments.
Tennessee car, Sharp as a brier.
of the Lone Oak Primitive the Senate or the House was opposing the idea wish to obtain
-Reclassify Wihnore in JesBaptist Church. He and his wife, closed to the press and non- other land and keep the present
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eight
necesdidn't
he
said
grandHe
p.m.
room.
-congregation. There is no underwent lung surgery about a
-HB97, requiring the same
1964 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door Sedan, power.
Mrs. Freda Steely, president,
obligation in attending the year ago, was attributed to rates to be charged for political children; eight great grand- sarily feel the presence of rechildren.
disthe
hamper
would
the
be
will
annual
this
said
porters
class.
pneumonia. Funeral services advertisements as are charged
1962 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door Sedan, Drive it off for $100.00.
Funeral arrangements are cussion but he thought it had kickoff breakfast for National
Nursery
facilities
are were held at a Memphis funeral for other types of advertising,
incomplete, but friends may been made clear at a previous Beauty Salon Week February
provided during all classes and home with burial in Oak Wood passed 87-1.
1967 Pontiac Station Wagon,4 door power and air, red as a
13-19. A proclamation has been
the service of worship.
Memorial Garden there.
-HB66, extending the time call at the Blalock-Coleman meeting Wednesday that
fox and priced to sell.
Home
Funeral
after
p.rn.
four
closed.
be
would
session
and
week
this
apfor
signed
Thursday'
Born Nov. 5, 1935, near by which workmen's comLt. Gov. Julian Carroll., pears in the Ledger & Times
Puryear, she was the daughter pensation claims have to be today Friday).1
1967 Pontiac Station Wagon, 4 door, power and air, red as
president of the Senate, com- today.
of William "Bill" Morris and submitted from one to two
a fox and priced to sell.
unhis
was
it
that
later
Loretta Duncan Morris, who years, passed, 89-0.
mented
survive. She was a Baptist.
derstanding all committee Devaluation victim
-HB182, licensing and regu1969_ Mercury Marquis Brougham, full power and air,
ITHACA. N. Y.(UPI)Besides her parents, she lating landscape architects,
meetings would be open unless
Eleven persons were cited
locally owned, clean as a whip.
yesterday and last night to leaves her husbarel, Gerald passed 88-3.
the committee decided to go Devaluation of the dollar has
wiped about -360,000 in
appear in the Murray City Lewis; a ten-year-old son,
At its Thursday session, the Federal State Market News into executive session. He said, purchasing power out of the
1969 Ford LTD Brougham, full power and factory air,
Bryan Lewis; a daughter, Mrs.
Court.
however, that he didn't believe current
House passed only two bills, in- Service February 11, 1972
book buying budget
stereo radio, one owner,local car,Slick as a mole.
State Detective Joe Hill and Debbie Eaten; a granddaughtn cluding an 150-page document Kentucky Purchase Area Hog a vote of an entire committee for the Cornell University
Special Investigator Haney Rachel Estep, all of Memphis; updating Kentucky's corpo- Market Report Includes 9 was necessary to close the ses- Libraries. This means •about
cited one person on illegal five sisters, Mrs. Wilma Harbor ration law, but more time was guying Stations
sion unless a member specific- 6,000 of the nearly 60,000
of Nashville, Mrs. Susan Ball of
possession of alcohol.
foreign published books and
Act. 1092 Est 2ono
ally requested one.
Receipts:
Saving
Daylight
debating
spent
Rome, Ga., and Mrs. Mildren
Brand New
The Murray Police DepartHe said he would encourage periodicals that were to have
Barrows
and
Gilts
50
cents
either
on
of those.
'Attie, Mrs. Rita Spence and Time than
been
to
added
1971
Cornell's
remain
to
meetings
PONTIAC
ment cited three persons for Mrs.
future
VENTURA II
all
lower
Sows
steady.
House Bill 178, passed 93-0, is
Edna Eldred, all of
both the press and the collection this year will not be
speedingt_one for driving while Memphis; three
to
open
1-3
lbs.,
2
200-240
US
door
25.75-26.00
coupe
uniform
the
of
adaptation
an
brothers,
purchased. gays Hendrik
intoxicated, one for speeding Thomas Morris of Memphis, model business corporation act. US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 26.00-26.25 public.
Edelman. assistant director of
reported
of
was
out
bill
and driving while intoxicated, William Morris Jr.. of Thailand.
The
US 2-4 200-240 lbs. 25.50-25.75
libraries.
one for illegal possession of and Duncan Morris of the Air
FOURTH TERM
US'2-4 200-240 lbs. 25.50-25.7$ committee with five affirmative
Large Selecti011 Of New Cars
GANDHI ASSASSINATED
Choose From
alcoLol, two for public Force in Albuquerque, N. M.:
Franklin D. Roosevelt was
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 25.00-25.50 votes ald Sens. Norman Farris,
Jan.
On
1948,
20,
Mahatma
term
fourth
11
,
WhiteRay
a
to
as
-Somerset;
inaugurated
drunkenness, one , for no and
US
3-4 260-230 lbs. 24.50-25.00 R
grandparents,
Mr.
Green; and Walter Gandhi was assassinated by a
aalLiatIllert of the United
,
sr
.
d_mr&x,j.aainia
_,„,,,,,,..geerAtzl.licerite, reckless
Avil
.
c er, Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Duncan, all on an. ,
driving, no city auto
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 22.00-23.00 Reicher , DANIEL WEBSTER
and no state inspection sticker, of Puryear.
US 1-3 300450 lbs. 21.00-22.00 jog. The bill contained several
ANTON CHEICHOV
oti
Daniel
contents
the
She also leaves a number
--amendments,
Statesman-orator
and one for no operator's
at
22.50
few
Anton.
Rusetan
writer--Main-Wee o
which weren't immediately dhe -Webster was born on Jan. 18.
license and no state inspection wicks, aunts and cousins ifl Chekhov was born on Jan. 17,
US 2-3 450450 lbs., 20.50-21.50
•
Puryear.
" sticker.
1.
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Here's How

FOR CORRECT

TIME,sod
TEMPERATURE
uncommon dilemma may be to
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer • cover the gap with a one by oneand-a-half inch board (or largHow do you rid your house of
er, if needed), driving the nails
rodents? Is it unhealthy to paint
in on a slant Stain the molding
indoors in winter? What do you
to match the flooring before
do 'about dryness caused by a
installing it for a clean project.
heating system? Or a new heatOr you might prefer to fill the
ing system that exposes a floorfloor gap with plaster and run
ing gap at the walls?
carpet to the walls.
Those are a few problems
Another woman has a comthat beset house dwellers in
pulsion to paint a filthy dining
winter
room but hesitates because a
For example. because of a
boy became violently ill when
misunderstanding, one family's
she painted his bedroom furninew baseboard heating system
ture. Will these fumes rise to
was installed three inches
the bedroom floor and create
above the floor, and the floorproblems, she asks.
ing, with its molding removed,
Excellent ventilation is
no longer meets the walls. The
needed when one must paint in
homemaker wants to have the winter To avoid fumes, rooms
gap hidden without raising the
dust when the house carmot be might be painted early in the
aired properly What can be day and aired thoroughly while
the family spends the day away
done?
One neat solution to this not from home. At night, further
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Zry air,
Hounds •

airing will be needed even if the
hoqse becomes cold. Big paint
jobs .should really be left until
spring when every room in the
house can be properly ventilated.
One family in an old house is
being overrun with all sorts of
rodents including rats whose
presence is attributed to the
removal of an old chicken house
not far from the dwelling. The
animals need a new house. The
family is afraid to use poisons
because of possible harm to
children and pets.
The best way to eliminate
such pests is to block entry to
the house. The foundation
should be inspected to see if
there are holes in it or under it.
If squirrels are entering the
house, inspect the attic on a
tree side. Putting mortar in the
foundation and sealing up holes
in the attic may keep out these
unwanted creatures.

), power

ind air,

DUG CEITERS
DUTCH
MILL
CANDIES

• $100.00.
red ass N

r, red as

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsfeatures
A cucumber and two cabbages are the All-America vegetables for 1972
Cucumber Victory iS flavorful, dark green and, most important, disease resistant. Winner of the bronze medal it is a
female or gynoecious hybrid,
which means it has a preponderance of fenale flowers,
contributing to neiwy yield.

Changing or intensifying the
colorof wood without hiding the
grain requires the use of stain.
Let it not be supposed,
though, that getting the precise
Shade oldesired-color is a mere
matter of applying stain. There
is nothing more unpredictable
in the world of wood finishing
than the exact shade that will
emerge after the stain has been
put on
There are two. reasons for
this. One is that each man
TactUrer has his own idea o e
color that, is meant br•-mahogany," "maple" or whatever. The other is that the type
of wood on which the stain is
used has an effect on the final
color. In the first case, stains
made by different companies
produce different shades on the
same wood. In the second, the
same stain produces different
tones ,on different kinds of
wood.
- -Via these color va-riatioril
that make the staining of wood
so fascinating a hobby, permitting endless experiments to
achieve both desired and unusual results. But a person who is
trying to get a particular color
'on a piece of furniture being
refinished is not especially interested in being fascinated_ He
should, therefore, use an inconspicuous part of the furniture,
such as the undersia of a table,
to determine whether the color
is_suitahio
Should the test -disclose- that
the color of ttle stain is either
too light or too dark, something
can be done about it. If you are
using an oil stain, it can be
made lighter by adding a little
turpentine to it The intensity of

Victory is crisp and top-rated
for size and shape for a slicing
cucumber Because of its resistance to both powdery and
downy mildew, which often
turn cucumber plants white,
and to scab and mosaic, Victory
can be used over a wider range
If the alternative must be of climates than other cucumpoison, children must be kept in bers It also has considerable
a room that can be sealed off tolerance to angular leaf spot
from the rest of the house, and and to anthracnose, two more
should be farmed out to production problems.
friends or boarded at a kennel
TheeabbagesareRubv : •
for a few days. Keep a record of an early variety, and Red Head.
where the poisons have been a later type. Both are reds,
put so they can be located and Ruby Ball winning a gold medal
removed before children and and Red Head a bronze award.
animals are given the run of the
All-America Selections sumhouse.
med up judges comments on
The vacation period away Ruby Ball. from Pennsylvania,
from home is' a good time to New York State and California
depest. The holes can be as "A unique early red," "It
plugged up and the pest killer will take over the early red
placed strategically about be- cabbage market .' ' and -an outstanding early red." Good
fore the family goes off.
Another winter house prob- words also came from South
Carolina, where Ruby Ball prolem is dryness that results from
'
d "'V de51*e- higir
he.ariritsysteirill'IVne. WOnlall --dlieed alt°e
infuriated that her furniture temperatures.
Ruby Ball is a first generhas survived for centuries only
ation hybrid, uriform, with
to become susceptible to the
short core, solid and sweet. It
house dryness caused by a new
produces five-pound heads.
heating system. Humidifiers
Red Head also is an Fl hyare too large for her small
brid, has fine uniformity, exbouse, she says.
cellent flavor, compact head
Smaller humidifiers, a little
rger than the sickroom kind: and dark Color.
Both, red cabbages are recan provide quite a bit of moisture. These may be used in a Ported excellent in salads and
bedroom for several hours be- delicate as a cooked vegetable..
The vegetables were tested in
fore one goes to bed.
In the living area' a small• 27 gardens in the United States,
humidifier can be used during Canada and Mexico. All-Amerithe night because the room is ca says only the best vegetables
usually larger than the bed- are considered for an award
room and dispersing the water
As a reminder to gardeners
may not cause problems with looking for other top varieties.
furnishings. One should check here are a few recent-year vegto make sure these small units etable winners.
-do not loosen wallpaper. If waW------1971
Xtra Sweetcovering shows signs of loosen- sweet corn.
-humidifitr- Vtatr1ni-7.- W70 --binall-Fry toinalo-anddiscontinued. This type of hu- Waltham Butternut winter-type
midifier may be found in some squash
drugstores.
Some people prefer to place
Someone asked Purdue Unipots of water around the heat- versity extension entomologist
ing system. These can be at- Glen Lehker why so many diftractive containers which do ferent pesticides were needed,
not detract from the room's saying it seemed that three or
appearance. But the main prob- four would be enough.
lem is that they must be con- —"Would three or four di ugs
stantly filled, and most people be enough to treat all kinds of
consider that routine a nui- human ailments?- Lehker resance
plied. "The same principle applies to pesticides.•'

and fac-

lute.

1AL

tory air, •
tole.
_

recommends two coats of the
finish, spaced at least 12 hours
apart. Twenty four hours after
the second coat, a paste finishing wax is applied

753-6363
ex-wag-to

MIMS HANK

_
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That Way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use-our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs-any season of the.year-with a sea
nro. the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Ketat, Office Manager
305 North 4th Street
Phone 753-511N

If plants such as tomato and
potato appear stunted and eventually die by mid-July it could
be caused by a walnut tree
growing nearby. There is evidence that the black walnut exerts a detrimental effect on certain plants if their roots or bark
actually touch. This includes
apple, blackberry, alfalfa and
heath.
By contrast, we are told, certain plants, such, as Kentucky
bluegrasses, often grow better
beneath walnut trees
The substante involved is
Juglone, a napthaquinone considered valuable in treating
some skin diseases

SAVE UP TO $28
ON PACKAGE "A":
• Special Paint
• Special Seat Trim
• Foam Seat
(Custom only)
• Bumper Guards
• Bright Drip
Moldings
• Explorer Plaques
• Bright Hub Caps
• Vinyl Door Trim
Panels(Custom)

SHE'LL
LOVE
DUTCH MILL
VALENTINE
CANDY

and air,

the color also can be controlled
by the time lapse between the
application of the stain and
when it is wiped off. The longer
the stain is left on, the darker it
becomes. The time period can
be as little as 5 seconds wiped immediately after application - to as much as 30
minutes or an hour. In making
the test, be sure to note the
wipe-off time.
If you are using a water
stain, the tightening of the color
is accomplished simply by adding a little more water to the
.
mixture than the directions
With a. non-grain raiting stain,
the thinning material is either
denatured alcohol or a special
solvent mentioned on the container label. Darkening either
of these stains is not as simple.
. It must be mixed with a black
stain of the same kind, using
great care not to get a too-dark
result.
Generally, sealing the wood
before applying the stain will
keep the stain from penetrating
too-deeply and thin coloring the
wood too much. Some professionals say all wood should be
sealed before staining regardless of the depth of color
desired, their theory being that
the sealer assures a more uniform adhesion of the stain._ .
There is also a school of
thought that believes a sealer.
such as a thinned coat of shellac, should be placed over the
stain to keep it from bleeding in
the future. Another view is that
..this step is. unnecessary. After
much experimenting. I have decided that it is best to use- the
sealer both under and over the
stain. However, no sealer
should be used under the socalled stain-wax finish. With
that product, the manufacturer

DAY OR NIGH

SAVE UP TO $66
ON PACKAGE "B":
Package "A" plus
• Meg Wheel Covers
(F-100 only)
•Spear Mo:dings
• Bright Swing-Lok
Mirrors
• Bright Box Rails
(Long WB
F-100 only)

SAVE UP TO $125
ON PACKAGE "C":
Package "B" plus
• Power Steering
• Automatic
Transmission

'Price reductions based on manufacturer s suggested retail prices which are not
determinative of dealers actual selling prices See your Ford Dealer for his terms

The only candy in'town made from pure cane sugar
From
NILE STYLE—coiled
diamond snake slithers onto a•
diamond headband to highlight
EtY146-ext-iity4,--harn•lbp-dre•4041-by Parisian Fernand Aubry

SAVE UP TO $212
ON PACKAGE "D":
Package "C" plus
• Air Conditioning
• Tinted Glass

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Stamps In The News
- fht SYD KRONISH
_
The third stamp in the American Poets series - an 8 center
honoring southern poet Sidney
Lanier - will be msued Feb. 8
on his birthday in Macon, Ga..
-- his birthplace.
Previous American Potts
•• series stamps hav, honored Ed'gar Lee Masters and Emily
Dickinson.
This new adhesive features a
profile portrait of Lanier taken
from a Cummins photograph
made in Baltimore where Lanier was a teacher at Johns
Hopkins University. The portrait is black but in the lower
left is the lettenng "8 cents
U.S." in reddish brown Centered beneath this, in blue, is
the name "Sidney Lanier." At contents lists 103 categories. zi
the bottom of the stamp, also in of which relate to revenue adreddish brown. is the in- hesives and stationery.
scription "American Poet."
A new feature of the 1972
Collectors desiring first day catalog is a listing of the souvecancellations should send re- nir cards produced by the U.S.
quests to "Sidney Lanier II-cent Post Office and the Bureau of
Stamp. Postmaster. Macon—Engraving and
Ga. 31201..ke proper re- or distribution,--al-piaiLltelic
mittance. money or certified events.
check, must be enclosed.
The cost for the publication is
$7.25 and it's available at your
local'dealer.
•
- •
-The Republic of China in TaiDID'YOU KNOW THAT ...
wan has marked its first participation in the Winter Olympic William H. Rehnquist, new apGames by issuing three new pointee to the U.S. Supreme
stamps. according to the World Court. is an avid collector of
U.S. stamps and maintains an
Wide Philatelic Agency.
The theme of the three. interest in 19th and 20th century
stamps is skiing which has issues . . Papua-New Guinea
grown in popularity on Taiwan soon will issue a set of four
with its high mountains and stamps which will illustrate unusual native reptiles. Despite
many ski slopes.
Depicted are downhill skiing. their names, these reptiles are
-cross country and giant slalom. harmless . .1 Ecology is becomplus the official Olympic sym- ing a. popular subject for
bol in either the upper right or stamps throughout the world
and the latest to dwell on this
left corners.
The statist* an available'kr--theme is Portugal which has
issued four new adhesives enyour local stamp dealer.
titled "Conservation of Na. A gift shop entitled
Although most nations issued ture."
Christmas stamps with a reli- "The Philatelic Gift Boutique"
gious or Yule spirit theme, the- has been opened by the U.S.
—Postal Service • in two cities,
Republic of Zambia's stamps Detroit and Washington, D.C.
local
of
depicted" three species
Several others are planned for
fish.
other cities.
-

Hy IRVING DESF(1R_-_,_, Plimpton has become the living incarnation of Walter Mitty,
- -AP Newsieatures
QUESTION: Could someone the legendary average man who
with no background of photo dreams of being a star in every
experience become an "over- field. Plimpton is also :a pernight" photojournalist" Would suasive talker and a prolific
writer. The result of the coma major magazine let him
been a series of
tackle a possibly dangerous Af- bination has
that have been
rican assignment which called experiences
made into best-selling books by
for use of a precision camera
him and television documentaand long telephoto lens"
ries about him.
provided
ANSWER: Yes
the applicant for the assignment is George Plimpton.
author, and successful achiever
of an astounding range of adventurous exploits.
This is a tribute to an extraordinary man for normally
photographic knowledge is absorbed gradually and skill
comes only with experience in
knowing and handling one's
camera equipment.

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 11, 1972

sit KRAY, KENTUCKY
pher Plimpton set out to photograph Ahmed, a huge rogue elephant in Tanzania, was not "the
impossible dream " Because
Ahmed was so elusive. unpredictable and raFely photoand
Moore
ArChie
champion'
There was the time, for inLife magazine agreed
graphed.
pro
ce
quarterti#ek
played
a
stance, he pitched for a major
worthy assignment.
a
was
it
football
team.
league baseball team from
In Walter Mitty dreams there They assigned one of their star
which came a book, 'Out of My
photographers to give
League." He appeared in three were other areas of greatness staff
tournaments on the profes- besides athletic arenas and Plimpton a one-day crash
sional golf tour. The result wag_ George Plimpton followed suit- course in camera handling.
'He played percussion with thr,- "
another best-seller, "The Bo- bey-worked with a -35mm
New York Philharmonic under
gey Man.
single lens reflex Nikon PhoLeonard
baton
Bernstein's
and
He also played professional
tomic FIN equipped with a motennis against Poncho Gonza- played tournament bridge with tor drive and accessory lenses
lez. boxed three rounds with Oswald Jacoby as a partner In including a 500mm f/8 teleformer light heavyweight movies, he was a cowboy who photo.
After an intensive workout to
shot it out with John Wayne in
"Rio Lobo." And in the circus, become familiar with settings.
he did a turn as an aerialist on adjustments and changing lenthe high wires under the big top ses, a trip was made to the
before a live audience
Bronx zoo for test shooting.
With this background, the This was followed by a session
proposal that novice photogra- at a Long Island polo field to

prepare Plimpton for the type
of fast animal action he might
encounter in the field.
Having completed his concentrated training, it was off to .
Africa
Was the assignment successful?
The evidence is tangible
enough - an eight-page spread
in Life with Plimpton story and
pictures. It features, of course.
Ahmed the elusive elephant.
and includes other scenes of
African wildlife he photographed
In addition, as with other
past exploits, the story of the
photo crash training course and
his Tanzanian experiences were
recorded by a movie crew. The
-documentary.'Plimpton' African Adventure." will be seen on
ABC-TV the evening of Jan
3Ist.
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LOUISVILLE-Filling out a Federal tax return may be
easier than many Kentucky
AFRICAN ADVENTURE by "overnight" photojournalist
taxpayers may have been led to , George Plimpton included photographing Ahmed, a notorious
J.
believe, according to Robert
rogu, elephant in Tanzania. The novice photographer used a
Dath, District Director of In-- 500mm telephoto on a Nikon Photomic FTN camera to get this
picture of the elusive animal.
ternal Revenue for Kentucky.
This year the IRS directed a
special effort toward improving
the instruction booklet that
comes with Form 1040. For
example, in the 1971 booklet,
instructions that deal with
significant, specialized filing
information are highlighted in
outlined boxes.
A sample filled in form included in tile instruction booklet
accompanying the tax form
shows how the taxpayer can
prepare his own return, if Ii)
the taxpayer's income is under
The 1972 edition of Scott's
only
At Stamp Expo '71, sponsored $10,000,(2) it is made up of
Specialized Catalog of United
wages and not more than $100 in
ColStamp
International
the
by
from
cry
far
a
is
stamps
States
dividends or interst, and (3) the
the first book of this title pub- lectors Society in San Frandeduction is used.
standard
exhibit
one
was
there
cisco,
lished 50 years ago.
Dath pointed out that up to 30
The 1922 edition contained 67 which fascinated young and old.
small pages white the latest one neophyte collector and special- million taxpayers may choose
has 763 pages covering all ma- ist alike. It was the showing of to take the standard deduction,
Calling all thrifty Homemakers, Professional Decorators and Dealers to our Drapery and
;, terial for.those who specialize -mistakes" in the illustrations which is 13 percent of adjusted
drious stamps of the world. 'Vass income for 1971,--will-Upholstery Department. Sayings of 401k-50% yes even 60% on first-quality fabrics-from
a-rAmerica's Finest Mills. Compare our trailiendous selection, compirrour fine quality,.comuP
12
This
0WO.
11.nalimum
pare our unbelievable low, low prices.
from 10 percent and $1,000
the preceding year.
Many taxpayers may again
have the IRS figure their income tax and retirement income credit. On request, the
IRS will figure the tax for
._persons with incomes of $20,000
or less, who take the standard
deduction and whose income is
solely from salaries and wages,
First Quality, Full bolts from Famous Namt
dividends, interest, pensions,
a few of the mills and the fine fabrics
and annuities.
IRS
Again, on request, the
From these fine Mills
Choose from these fine Fabrics
will also compute the tax• RIVERDALE
•Hreayy Antique Satins
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY
•54" Decorator Prints
payer's retirement income
•CHARLES BLOOM
•411" Handscreened Prints
credit if he provides certain
•100% Glass Solids a. Prints
•SENECA
.72" 100% Glass Sheers
•GOLDING
information. Instructions on
•Imported Jacquards And Brocades
•WELLINGTON SEARS
Schedule R of Form 1040 exand many, many others
and many, many others
be
must
plain which items
price....
low
low,
All at one
provided.
After the IRS figures the tax
on a return, either, a refund
check or a bill for the tax due
will be mailed to the taxpayer.
If bills for the tax due are paid
within 30 days, taxpayers will
Tremendous Selection . .. Unbelievable savings..
not be subject to interest or
ZODIAC SIGN?-- It's a puzzle whether thia
penalty charges.
Tokyo car owner is publicizing his rat-exterminating builThe 1040 packages have a
nets or marking 1972. the Oriental "year of the mouse."
'
peel-off label on the front cover
"
of the material taxpayers
receive in the mail. The label
carries the taxpayer's name,
First Quality, 54" Upholstery Fabrics from Famous Mills. Full
a._dress, and social security
Here are just a few of the_firie fabrics in this group.
number.
•Heavy Nylon Tweeds '
•Imported Printed Linens.
Taxpayers should remove the
label from the front of the
*Heavy Brocades & Jacquards
•Imported Massless*
package and place it in the
and mCny, many others
name-and-address block of the
1040 they file. This eliminates
the need to fill in the name,
Save from 63.00 to $5.00 a Yard on 100% Olifin
address, and social security
number blocks on the return
and reduces the likelihood of
delays in processing the return
and the risk of error in crediting
First Quality IOU'. 01 if in Herculon, the new Upholstery
the taxpayer and if there are
Fabric that outwears all others. Scotch Guarded, water
any errors in the information
repellent, in a tremendous seection of tweeds, .printi.
on the label, the taxpayer
stripes, plaids and fancies
should make corrections on the
label itself.
This year's tax packages
schedules
include
again
generally based on needs indicated by the taxpayer's past
filing history, Dath stated.
However, he said if taxpayers
need additional schedules, they
can get them at the nearest IRS
office and he reminded taxpayers that they can obtain
answers to questions they may
have by calling IRS offices in
Louisville, Bowling Green,
Covington, Lexington, Owensboro and Paducah, Kentucky.

— (Evangelist- Mgr)

_Pautlfiornhiff-- Pastor •

Mill to You Savings on Finest Upholstery
aild-Drapety FOrits. .

13.0 Gallons Gasoline

In Automatic Car Wash
With Purchase of
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8.0 to 12.0 Gallons Gasoline

BUDDHLST'S DEMONSTRATE
On .Jan 22, 1965, Buddhists in
Saigon demonstrated at the
U,-3. Embassy and stoned the
U S. library.
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d his cont was off to

Scotts Grove
worship Service
1100 11.111,
Evening worSrua
300stn. .

fit success_

Emmanuel Missionary
•
11a.
Morning.Worship
g Worsh
Even.nip
7 30 r m.
-

s tangible
oage spread
a story and
. of course.
elephant.
scenes of
)hotograph-

Northside
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

........

Arik”?14
.
•#:
.
**.:
;:•.
.
.C:4
7
AltEXCEICC.#1.0.4Kilelial0,201.11•110:1
1
#741, ."
0
.3310:47
9
1
0.. ..,11.
IMICSM:3
MOCCI

'-

•

Christian

11 a m
7p m

7p

Abram Elucili

Nazarene

11 a.m
30p.m.

Korksey Bestial
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 100.M.

"Nearly 80 years ago, we began by
declaring that all men are created equal;
but now from that beginning we have
run down to the other declaration
that for some men to enslave others is a
'sacred right of self -government.'
These principles cannot stand together.
They are as opposite as God and manunon,
and whoever holds to the one
must despise the other."
"Let us discard all this quibbling about
this man and the other man, this race
and that race and the other race being
inferior, and therefore they must be
placed in an inferior position...let us
discard all these and unite as one people,
throughout this land, until we shall once
more stand up declaring that
all men are crested equal."

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10 00
Worship Service
11 00

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
fl a.m.
Evening Worship 6.:30_11.0a._.

•
.
.•4
'Vb
e.
.• ..•,
0
!
••:".
•• •

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m
7p m

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m
p rr

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
Wor.hip
Evening

Ile.M.

wo,sh.p

Russells ChapelUnited
Sunday School
10 ILen
•
Morning Worship
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. tat IL
3rd Sundays, 7 17 m,--1191
.
-84-40I•
Sundays
-tyswe Ore
Worship Service at 9:45 a m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m 2nd & 4th
:Sunday ,
•
COPS'S Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday, 10 45 a m 4th Sunday
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a m
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6.30 p m.
1st 6. 3rd a. 4th Sunday

Lone Oak Primitive
1st. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd. Sunday
2:00P.M.
Faith Baptist
11A.M.
Morning Worship
673011. M.
Everting Worship
-

.„.

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saintsioa.-m. :Sunday School
St. Leo Catholic Church
•
Sunday Mass tam Ila
m
Saturday mass
6:31
Christian Science
;
ortcsh tiowev
Wa
w
p Service
11 a.m.
Jehovisat'S Mea
-10:30cm
Bible Lecture
:•
ar
Waymon Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services .. 11 a.m , 7 p m
- St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
.m
s aar„
10:130
9
Morning Worship
. Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday SChool
Morning Worship
10 30 a in
Seventh Day Adventist
10 00 a m .
h er
Sabbath
Worshipor
9:30 a.m.
Service

Shady Oaks

0
4,
d,
re4ee•

Boone's Incorporated
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.
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Hviidings

..„

Phone 75.3.JA74

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

#

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin•Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Five Points

i.2 Block E of S. 12th. Phone 75:i-1489

lemMtelmw

Kentucky Pied Ckickest

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads- Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service Open Sundays
,

Try

Our

'Murray Warehouse -Corp.
AIR CONDITIONING
Phone 753-4837

1

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans
E W Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
Phone 75311220

.

Dunn TV & Appliance

Phone 753

Points

Phone 753-3037

South 12th

606

Milt• & MRS. WM. A JONES, OWNERS
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753.74114
4th

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE - MEMBER FDIC
SOO Main - Phone 153-3231
Branch Office So. 12th & Story 753 6655

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TtleStlAY AT 1 P M
Hogs bought

daily

WM E. DODSON, OWNER

PH 753 5314

Allied Radio Shack
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"
A complete line of Electronic Component parts 8. Accessories
Ph. 753-7100
N. 12th Extended

SALES

Hwy 94 i mi. E. Murray- Ph. 753-6415

Master Tiro Sentim_hic.

union

Storey's Food Giant

•

Bel Air Shopping Center

753-3251

RECAPPING

-

SOIVICO CO.

SERVICE tHwOlJGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181

Mil Chestnut

Hwy

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - &diet & Service
Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer

FISH 6
Chicken Peglegs - Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th Murray Ph 751 5267

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Pb' -

No

4th Street

The Ledger & Times

Roberts Realty

Ph 753-4474

605 Maple St

HOYT ROBERTS
Phone 753 1651

REALTORS -RAY ROBERTS
505W Main

403 maple ft, -:•

Murray KI211118Cla

Typewriters
Calculators
115 So 4th

753 1763

Sholar's Auto Repair

Phone

753

205 No ith Street

5002

Fitts Block IL Ready Mix Co.

-MOTOR TUNE UPS
-AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
209 So 7th

7S3.17S1

BUll Di NC. Al OCKS a

READY MIX CONCRETE
MOD 753 3540

Fast Main Street

ii
•

Nile 753 3924

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
SALES SERVICE a, RENTALS
Sales and Service
Adding Machines and

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
The Bus,neurnan s Choice For Fine Printing

Phone 753 1921

RADIATORS REPAIRED

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

'53-S012
Mos 7315w,
rsli •9•0

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

Murray Auto Parts
REBUILT ENGINES

Phone 753-6168

501 N 4th

Hendon's Service Station

Janes Brothoes
Body Shop-

Long John Silvcrs

Ph 753-9999

7th & Maple

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Ph. 753-7150
i Hazel Hwy )
641 S

P8111160 703-2997

& Chestnut

Murray Muffler Service
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

Hwy. 121 W.(Coldwater Rd.) PA. 7534164

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER E.T.D.

SERVICE

PARTS & RENTAL

Phone 753-1319

Shirley Florist
502 N. 4th St.

P11.1124139

North 4th St.

7997

Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky.

C A0/4

MINOR REPAIR S. WELDING

, PENNY CHICKEN • PIZZA- SPAGHETTI
WENN)
PRE E DELIVERY ON ORDERS OP SIAN OR MORE

Pitta's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Wells Electric

D. Grogan Mobile Homes
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John

12th

SALES AND SERV1CF
WHIRLPOOL
ADMIRAL TAPPAN

;la

Five

Beat's"

Trirnholm's, Drive-In

Palace Drive-In

7 Days

Central Shopping Center • 753-6061

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

Air Conditioning Heating-commercui Refrigeration

Phone 753-3734

111 Eat Murray Bait Co

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying Selling- Leasing
Pnone 753-7724
518 W. Main

Randy Thornton

OWAiN-DivisioN

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

753-3/92

Open 24 Hrs.

Phone 753-1713

463 Maple

15c

HAMBURGERS

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE - MAYTAG

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St.-Mallfrey, Ky.-753-3571
NielliMMININIMMeeneM

Phone 753-2202

Ith at Chestnut

So Side Manor Shopping Center

Distributing Gull Products

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING - SHEET METAL

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Aro. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily
Banquet Room Facilities for
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

Industrial Road

Call in Orders 753-7101

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co.

BOWLING AT ITS BEST -- FINE FOOD

JAS D. CLOPTOK

Southside Restaurant

Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Sycamore at 12th

Phone 753-2700

of the Following Businesses:

Stadium Chili

WC3rd-Elkins

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
141$ Main Street

7531937

Put first things first,
Attend Church

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

Hwy 641 North

Phone

Murray, Ky

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue

Through The Courtesy

TOM ANDREWS. YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials! mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken • Fri., Fish
Na.-Vent Ext. 641 - Ceti Hs Orders Co 753-4419

RESIDENTIAL

621 So. 4311

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

Ph. 753-5209

Mayfield Hwy. TN

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

•

Presbyterian

Temple Hill United

Sugar Creek

•;

10 00a.M.
11 00 ern.

Other
Denominations

10 a m
Mornino Worship
11 a in
Sunday School
First Methodist
Worship
8 45 6 10 50a m

11 a.m
Morning worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM

•!0*,
•
.
•*.41

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worshto

lla.m.

Liberty Cumberland
Brooks Chapel United
tp service!. at 9.30 a.rtir-St- -SuT`dav ScIseieAtli: '
11 S.M.
Worship Service
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a m, ard
NortliPlesant &eve •
NiroM1b & 6 p.m, Ith Sunday.
--Sunday Scheel
,
•----.
Worship Service
Bethel United
Oak Grove
'-Worship Services at 11 am 1st
10 a.m. '
Sunday School
and 4th Sundays, 6 30 p m 2nd
• 11411,1.41.. 7 p.m. •
Worship
Services
3rd
Sunday
Sunday. & 9:30 a m.
Mount Pimps* _.
Independence United
Hain.
-Morning Worship
Worship services at 7 p m 1st
Worship
7p.m.
Evening
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m 2nd Sunday,
First
Presbyterian
9 30 a m 4th Sunday
9:30a.m.
Church School
Kirksey United
Worship Service
10:13 a.m..:
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

to give all a chance, and we expected
the week to gross monger, the ignor
ant wiser, and all better and
happier together"

411

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

South Plwesnt Grove
Morning Worship
10 ate m
Evening Worship
6p m
Goal Shepherd united
Service
9 30 a.m.
Sunday School
10 30,cm,

•

They said some men are too Ignorant
and vicious to share in government.
Possibly so. sold we, and by your
c
shOM
oit
pp
lle
ko
vrgx
ottle
,ce
,4,
.1 •00
i id
;
ie11;tyo
y t,
siyto

United, SHY trysts
Sunday School
Evening Worshi
United. New
104.M.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m..7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Itinday School
lie m..73
Worship Services
pin

Flint Baptist
Ilam
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Worship
Evening
':
4
••••.,
ofe, •.
is

!
41
tug

Most governments have been based,
practically, on the denial of equal rights
of men. ours began by affirming
those rights.

Pentecostal -

Memorial Baptist
- Morning Worship
10:21.11./11..
Evening Worship
6:30g.M.

Palestine United
Worship
ept
.iunday. 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins
tUnit-"
Sunday School
10 a im
s?
Worship Service
II a rh

RAZI SeUtit. crAd
7.414:0-84. P_Aeowt.

Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a m
Service
llam
Warship
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7p

Grace Baptist
-Morning Worship
10:4Sa.no.
.7aun,
Evening Worship
•
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
4:200.m.

!.

Methodist

7
A

Murray Christian
VVorsh.p Services 10 45 a m

Hazel Baptist
tie m
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worship

-

ri
aik

First Christian
10 30 a m
1WeeShip Services

It Cm
Op m

•

West Murray
10 SO a.m:
Morning Worship
6 p m.
Evening Worship
Union Grove
10 50a m.
Morning Worship
6 30 p m.
Evening Worship
Seventh & Poplar
i0 40a m.
Worship Service
Sp rn
Evening Service
New Concord
10 50a m.
Morning Service
7p m
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
II a.m.
Morning Worship
6 p.m
Ev&ing Worship

"Far where yew treiswe is, there will par heal be As"

Sinking Springs
a.m.
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worship

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

University
Morning Worship
'0 30a m
Evening Worship
6 00p m.

LLLIt

First Baptist _
Morning Worship
*_:41311.ro. •
580 p.m.
Evening Worship

with other
tory of the
course and
iences were
e crew The
wton: Afri.1 be seen on
ng of Jan.

AWN Providence
Ilam
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 30 p m

Green_Plaiet.
Morning warthog
Evening Worship

Item.
- 461114,AL,_

Spring Creel
Morning WorshiP
Worship
Evening

-MOM Christ --

An investment in Your future

West Fork

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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LBJ NO.36
1 yndon Baines Johnson_ was
Inaugurated as the 36th
President of the United States
on Jan. 20, 1963.

Bathin Was an Art On thi Silver Screen

EDGAR ALLEN POE
Writer--Edgor Allow-Pow was
born on Jan. 19, 1809, and died
in 1849.

By AP Newsteatures
When movies were glamTWO HEARTS WITH NEW_IIVES.._
orous spectacles and growing up to be a movie star,
was -what every girl dreamedabout, film directors turned
bathing into an art, and almost
every star of the silver screen-was filmed in a tubful of bubbles.
In "Male and Female.'
Gloria Swanson was the epitome of sumptuous bathing
when she appeared in a sunken
tub filled with rose water which had been tastefully colored for the sake of modesty.
And Miss Swanson and Dolores Del Rio were two movie
queens who even had exclusive
bath fragrances blended tor
them by Prince Matchabelli.
Joan Crawford personified
luxury bathing in "The Women." She was filmed in a glass
with
0 and marble tub, completescene
4
a cushioned headrest, in a
which called for a run-in with
*ewer cleaner Russell
_her-st,ep-oUo_ghter and a tele'UNDEIGROUND • ART- Here's a mosaic formed by
working in Springfield, Ore. Among the "tesseraewhile
phone call from her boyfriend.
found
he
articles
the
of
i
Ziolkowek
mirror and a perfume bottle.
The film, which was about marare marbles, coins, jewelry, false teeth, bullets, a dental
riage and men, didn't have a
waiximsdor
single man in the.castIn the 1940's the bath was
even the scene of a big productheir
tion number with a dozen dancpeople in hospitals, homes for and cosmetologists for
PROCLAMATION
ing girls. In "Step Lively"
, and high sense of civic responorphaned
and
aged,
the
WHEREAS, the Anniversary
Gloria de Haven smiled amidst
other institutions, thereby sibility, and dedicated service
THEY HAVE NEW LEASES ON LIFE thanks to medical
the bubbles while a bevy of of National Beauty Salon Week contributing to the physical and to the grooming of women for
the
Louis B. Russell, Jr., the world's longest-living
during
science.
observed
beauties whirled around her.
be
will
g of people in greater beauty.
well-bein
mental
Marit recipient, is pictured with four-year-old
saw
transplan
fans
heart
by
1972,
movie
In 1955
Week of February 13-20,
This, the 7th day of February,
and
ns;
institutio
such
le, Ind., who has undergone heart
"The
Nobles‘il
of
Wills
in
Betty
bathing
lyn Monroe
members of the National
1972.
surgery five times, and now wears her third pacemaker,
Seven Year Itch." The scene Hairdressers and,
WHEREAS, the members of
a battery-charged power source attached to her heart to
involved a plumber who found it Cosmetologists Association in the beauq profession use their
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
keep it beating regularly. Russell, an Indianapolis school
necessary to make repairs
our city, and throughout our ceoltiagi talents, their training
City of Murray
and leading Heart Fund volunteer...xeceived his
teacher
while she soaked in the suds.
and years of experience to
nation; and
new heart three and one-half years ago.
Kentucky
WHEREAS, the National enhance and perpetuate one of
This is the year of the
that
and
nal Association for our precious treasures, the
coats
in
Professio
look
classic
Count
t.
classicis
modern
cosmetologists, established in beauty of American woman:
Romi, makes the scene with 1921 to further the high stanNOW, THEREFORE, I,
spring coats shaped to the dards of professional beauty
Ellis, Mayor of the City
Holmes
body and belted. Ruffles and care dedicates this week to
of Murray,Kentucky,do hereby
rouchings add to this feminine
more beautiful women; and
proclaim the Week of February
look. Brilliant contrasts in
WHEREAS, the members of 13-20, 1972 as:
bindings is a theme that runs
to
throughoat the Romi spring this Association continue
NATIONAL BEAUTY SALON
serpublic
:
extensive
apparent
conduct
Also
collectiow:
WEEK IN MURRAY
their
indonating
,
nautical
vice programs
Chinese and
and sincerely urge our citizens
fluences.
time and talents to give
to recognize the hairdressers
professional beauty care to
BEAUTY AND THE BATH - from top to bottom, Joan
a
with
spring
the
movies
the
in
ing
bathing
Approach
luxury
d
personifie
Crawford first
1940's
y et
daring scene in "The Women," released in 1939. In theas good fashion season softly Teal
Tv profile
was
dramatically, designer
- movies often -showed a fantasy world, and the bath
beauty.
girls, as in Train&
salutes
a place as any for a big number with lots of dancing
Bathing Symbolic of this spirit in his
this scene in "Step Lively," starring Gloria de Haven.
Monroe is many-faceted collection is a
was still in vogue in the 1950's and 60's, and Marilyn
long silk chiffon dress called
shown here in ''The Seven Year Itch."
g drifts of
Borden, desigease-far--•-Pagog's. Combinin
swoop
delicate
White patent oxfords --Ole dt
_it
color,.
clotheat-balitosea
'herald a return to the gen- 'Rembran
sleeve alai shapely"b- Mrfor
look
nearly-nude
the
•
_11,vNERBONNO_Tr
Boatt-aIewsward into fold no
---tiemanly days of shoes for spring, but "only.
I
UPI HollywooeMirrewondent
t!,say the makers of Bates
_e
fold 'of black circling skirt.
taste."
good
with
HOLLYWOOQ(UPI I-Larry Hoyle. the nurnbskulled POW
The gentlemanly days,
bare backs 'Why ItiAjlinie
"liagarialraraer sod now a regular on “Rowan and Martin's
in case youkocksv,"hark Strapless bodices,
or halter
ifUmebody with a garage not unlike that offasber
Laug-ht;'-&IUPD YORK
NEW
back to the days when the and deeply plunged
of his
McGee's closet.
or
organic
labeled
Prince of Wales sailed the necklines are marks
Foods
"In an age of
Hovis and his wife, Ann - married 11 years-live in a hilltop
are
grown
world and the English evening clothes. ,
Borden organically
liberation
sexual
overlooking the San Fernando valley. It is neo-7th century
house
best
the
of
without the use
Lniversitv set sported
want to show produced
Roman architecture, which is not unusual by Lie Angeles stanin masculine fashion." Saddle says, "women If any status chemical fertilizers, pesticides
dards.
shoes, also one look out of that their bodies. it is the body or herbicides. Instead, the soil
The living room ceiling is 14 feet high. This is extraordinary
organic
an
with
is
treated
era,for spring come in tri-color symbol exists,
. There is more
because the house itself rises only one story.
hues or neutral in brown and beautifulon the body than on fertilizer such as manure or
emphasis
It has four bedrooms and all of them are filled with Hovis
beige.
compost.
clothes.''
offsprinf: Kimberly,11; twins Debra and Michael,6,and Paul, 2.
But it is the garage that absorbs Hook. There is no room in it
for the family's tits) Alitoniobitei:IfiltaillitirfMatheldrjtmk;half=
completed projects and a variety of curios which Larry picks up at
swap meets, a California manifestation of ancient market places
where individuals sell or trade junk they don't need to buyers who
don't Deed it either.
But Hovis spends hours in the garage with an old printing
press. He enjoys designing and printing stationery for friends. He's
also experimenting with making a guitar from plastic and brass
plating.
"It's the trivia bin of the world," says Hovis contentedly.
The actor's second preoccupation is more exciting, not to say
thrilling. He lives in the suburb of Tarzana on an isolated acre of
chaparral and rock where hundreds of rattlesnakes hibernate each
winter.
During the spring and summer the snakes sidewind their way
onto Lakry's property which makes Ann nervous about their
proximity to the children.
No sweat
Hovis takes it in stride. He was, after all, born on a Yakima
Indian reservation in Wapito. Wash. His father and mother are
part Indian.
"I've killed about 22 snakes since we moved into the house
three years ago. But I don't like to," says Hoyle. "I believe in
ecological balance. They eat rodents and other pests."
The family sheepdog, Wellington la 1 25-pounder I and a threepound Australian shepherd give the snake population a wide
18. Can of touch-up paint
1. Froat dbe bides
berth.
19. Swing-out side rear windows
2. 4-speed all synchromesh tranHovis has his own peculiarities which he deems normal
20. Curved side windows
smission
enough.
21. Unit body construction
3. Thick, wall-to-wall 'nylon earFor instance, he eats nothing but meat and bread, claiming he
22. See-thru master brake cylinder
doesn't like to eat in the first place. No salads, vegetables or fruit.
!ding
reservoir
reclining, adjustable bucket
For that reason the Hovis's seldom entertain. Larry finds it
It And-trews
to sit down at a table and watch other people consumea
boring
_ _ seatr
_.
company dóistop by it is usually after dinner.
W'hen
meal.
belt
24.
Seat
retractors
S. Vinyl interior
"I like peanut butter, but that's all beside bread and meat,"
ZS. Armrests, front and rear
6. Trip odometer
says Larry. 'I weigh exactly the same as I did when I graduated
26. Front and rear ashtrys
7. Cigarette lighter
from hifhschool;
2'7.
release
hood
Inside
8. Glove box
Hovis finds "Laugh-In" a romp compared to "Hogan's
28. Fresh air heater and ventilator
9. Package tray
Heroes" where he worked 12 hours a day five days a week. In his
Nardis of Dallas
n. Passenger assist grip
10. Flo-thru ventilation
new job he works only four or five hours dew days a week. But on
1300 Corinth Street
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seldom
and
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Ii
30. Coat hooks
taping days he arrives at the studio at
11. Tinted windows
until I 1 p.m,
Dallas, Texas
31. 3-position dome light
12. Whitewall tires
Larry and-his writing partner, Ann Elder, write for.television
32. Reversible keys
9625
13. Deluxe wheel covers
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actand put olether Mitzi Gaynor's night club
33. 3-point safety belts in front
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How perfectly feminine ... our
and Martin.
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For exercise Larry plays tennis. Hisao°is devoted to fencing in
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"I'll fence with anyone who stops by the house," says Hovis.
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-* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Friday Evening *
:30 Sports
•
Brady
7:30 Patridge
—COO Room 222
.
:
.- 30 Odd Couple
40 Love Style
le:00 News
Cavett
---12:00 Movie

4

•
7:00 Jerrry Lewis
''
.
7:30 Road Runner
1:00 Phantom
8:30 Jackson 5
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiousity
11:00 Johnny
Quest
11:30 Lancelot
Link
12:00 Bandstand
1:00 Basketball
3:00 Bowlers-Tour
4:00 Sports
5:30 Roller Derby
6:30 Welk
7:30 Movie
:00 6th Sedse
10100 News
10:30 Movie

MEAN U

_ CH. 4
CH. S-WSM
WLAC
•
6:30 Dragnet
6:30 Tell-Trite
.00 Sanford- Son 7:00 OHara
7:30 Winter
8:00 Movie
ymp.
9.30 Deal
—lerCidINS
9:30 Prireba_217.
10:00 Newt
:00 News
10:30 Mason
10:30 Winter
11:30
Olymp.

6:25 USA
6:55 Digest
7:00 Doolittle
7:30 Deputy Dawg
8:00 Woodpecker
8:30 Pink Panther
9:00 Jetsons
9:30 Barrier Reef
10:00 Giant
Step
11:00 Auditions
11:30 Ray
Mears
12:00 Basketball
2:00 Olympics
4:00 Bob
HopeGolf
5:30 Nash. Music
6:00 News
6:30 Superman
7:00 Emergency
8:00 Olympics
10:00 News
0:30 Olympics
12:00 Avengers

Bunny
7,00 Bugs
7:30 Scooby
Doo
8:00 Globetrooters
Bunch
8:30 Bear
1:00 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 Josie
11:00 Monkees
11:30 You-There
12:00 Council
1:00 Center
1:30 TBA.
2:00 Roller Derby
Classic
3:00 Golf
4:00 Movie
5:00 Sports
5:30 Truth
6:00 Hoe-Haw
7:00 Family
7:30 Mary Moore
8:00 Van Dyke
8:30 Arnie
9:00 Mission: imp.
70:00 News
10:10 Perry Mason
11:30 Movie
.

CM.
WPSD
6:30 Green Acres
7:00 Sanford
7:30 Winter
Olymp.
9:30 FelonySquad
10:00 News
10:30 Winter
Olmp.

C14. 12-KFVS
:34 News_____
4:30 Your-1.494,-- 4:30 BuckOIei
7:04 Brady's
7:00 O'Hara
7:30 Partridge
8:00 Ent. of Yr.
8:00 Room 222
9:30 Don
Rickles
4:30 Odd Coup* 10:00 News
9:00 Love Am. 10:30 Movie
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

7:00 RFD-TV
7:30 Fence
Post
7:55 News
8:00 Woodpecker
8:30 Panther
9:00 Jetsons
9:30 Bar, Reef
10:00 Giant
Step
11:00 Mr. Wizard
11:30 Bugaloos
12:00 Basketball
2:00 Olympics
4:00 Hope-Golf
5:30 NE
6:00 News
6:30 Wagoner
7:00 Emergency
8:00 Olympics
10:00 News
10:30 Olympics
12:00 Movie

:00 Steep),
6:00 Sunrise
•00 Phantom
6:30 News
Bunny
.30 Jackson S
7:00 Bugs
Doo
7:30 Scooby
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Globetrotters
:00
:30 Lidsville
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8:30
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:00 Pebbles
11:00 Soul-Train
12:00 Bandstand 9:30 Archie
Sabrina
10:00
Wrestling
1:00
10:3'
Josie
2:00 Sports
2:30 Bowlers-T00r11:00 Monkees
11:30 You-There
4:00 Sports
12:00 Film
5:30 Lassie
6:00 Welk Show 1:00 Cartoon
Forum
1:30
7:00 Bewitched
2:00 Matinee
7:30 Movie
•00 Golf
9:00 6th Sense
10:00 Chaparral 5:00 News
6:00 Hoe Haw
11:00 News
7:00 Family
11:00 News
7:30 Mary Moore
11:30 Movie
8:00 Van Dyke
8:30 Arnie
9:00 Mission Imp
111,01t News
10: 30 Virginian
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WSIX

CH. 29
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5:30 Football
S:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
:30 Theater 21
•35 Weather
:40 News
0.00 Creel. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

Story
10:00 Bible
10: 30 Adv. Theatre
12:00 Death Valley
Man
12:30 Ultra
12:57 News
Opry
1:00 Horse
2:30 Monroes
3:30 3 Lives
Theater
4:00 S.F
4:30 Wrestling
5:30 Suspense
Theat.
6:30 Music:
7:00 Star Trek
7:57 News
8:00 Movie
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Adults Only
10:30 Avengers
11:30 Playboy
12:37 Sports
12:30 Creat. Feat.
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Ledger & Times TIF-Schedule
for Sunday
.4.

CH. 4
WSm

CH. 5
WLAC

.....

CH. II
WPSD

- o0rama -------7:118-- Falttt
.
7:15 Digest
--711111 Z
7:30 Tomorrow
7:30 Jubilee - — 7;30 JubileeII:30
Devotion
8:30 OiscOverY
8:00 Tipton
9:15 Hamiltieree.
9.00 Truth
8:30 cyoolies
9:30 Truth
9:30 The Life - 71 9:00 Special
10:00 Close-up
10:00 Worship
9:30 0. Roberts
10:30 Gospel our
10:30 It Is Written 10:00 FMA
1100 Dr. Doolittle
11:00 Bugaloos
10:00 Faith
11:30
DepOaw9
11:30 Mr. Wizard 10:30 Services
12:00 Meet Press 11:30 Nation
12:00 Meet-Press
12:30 Star Trek
12:30 Close-up
12:00 Reports
1:30 Fishing Hole 12:30 Outdoors
1:00 Lou &Moore
2:00 Olympics
1:30 File 6
Skinner
100
:
4:00 Bob
Hope 1:30 W . C . Field 145 Phys. Mutual
Golf
2:00 Olympics
4:00 Kid Talk
5:30 News
B Hope-Golf
4:30 Animal World 4.00
•
6,00 News
5:30
News
5:00 60 Minutes
6:30 Disney
6:30 Disney
6:00 News
7:30 Jim Stewart
7:30 JimStewart
630 Movie
8:00 Bonanza
8:00 Bonanza
8:30 Cadet
'.
Co
9:00 Bold Ones
9:00 Bold Ones
9:30 Big Valley
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 News
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Movies
10:45 Movie
-

7:15 The Life
7:45 Story
8:15 Phelps Bros.
8.30 Oral Roberts
9:00 Old Gosepl
9•00 Gospel Hour
10.00 Bullwinkle
10 . 10 Make
Wish
11:00 Dragon
11:30 Dbl-Deckers
12:00 Direction
12:30 Iss. & Ans.
1:00 Basketball
3:30 Sportsman
4:30 Wrestling
5:30 Film
6:00 Wild Kingdom
6:30 Your Life
7:00 FBI
8:00 Movie
11:00 News
11.15 Movie

CH. 12
KFVS

CH. 8
WSIX
Worship ,
GosPel
Tomorrow
Bible-Class
0:30 Stooges
9:30Doubledeckers
10:00 Bullwinkle
10:30 Make-Wish
11:00 Quest
11:30 Link
12:00 News
12:30 Soul-City
1:00 Basketball
3:30 Sportsman
4:30 Movie
6:00 Munson
6 : 30 W i I d
Kingdom
7:00 FBI
8:00 Movie
10:00 Persuaders
11:00 News
11:30 Gospel
4:30
7:00
7:30
II:00

7:00 Answer
7:30 Truth
8:00 Tom & Jerry
8:30 Goolies
9:00 Revival
9:30 Look Up
10:00 Camera 3
10:30 Face-Nation
My.
11:00 Unto
Feet
11:30 THE Life
12:00 Glory Road
12:30 Lester Fans.
1:00 NHL Hockey
3:30 Concert
4:30 Animal Wrld.
5:00 60 Minutes
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Movie
8:30 Cade's County
9:30 Forum
10:00 News
10:30 Virginian

and "Woody's Children '
shows, will bind these varying
segment with discussions, interviews and essays.
Future programs will feature
Victor Borge, James McIn the words of Cole Porter,
Anything Goes" on public
television's new musical series,
ratlomr--IrOM —jazz to
opera to
classical, from ;
theather music, country, folk,
rock, _pop, or blues.
And it is the words and music
of Cole Porter and the voice of
famed opera singer Marilyn
Horne, that are featured on the
premiere show of "Vibrations"
to be seen at 9:00 p.m. Wed,
nesday, February 16 over the
Educational_
Kentucky
Television network.
Singer Bobby Short, a Porter
devotee, recalls the sounds of
the composer who gave us such
songs as "Begin the Beguine"
and-"In the Still of the Night" as
he performs a medley of such
hits and tbrel unpublishe
works. These three numbers
are from the collection entrusted after the composer's
death to his la
, John F.
Wharton. Two oUthèxn, "Who
Said Gay Paree:" and "High
Flyin' Wings on My Shoes",
been. publicly
have iiever
perfornled. The other, "Why
Don't We Try Staying Home",
has been recoeciiiy Short for
..y Short
his new album'
Loves Cole Porter."
On "Remembering"..
recurring Vibrations—thesneY,
the oast—ccanpomr_ la_the

--
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28 Before
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32 African
ground
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plant

7:30 fifin
8:00 Gospel Music
8:30 Bible Baptist,
9:00 Temple
WOO Corrniftetion
10:30 Gespel Music
11:30 Move*
1:00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt
3:30 Victory at Sea
4:00 High & Wild
4:30 Untamed
World
5:00 Saint
5:57 News
6:00 W. C. Field
7:27 News
7:30 Movie
I
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:50 Sports
10:00 Movie

Cracken, Benny Goodman, 8'
Dave Brubeck, Gene Krupa,
Matislav Ftostropovich, Piette
Jobriath, The Mills Brothers,
Lorin Hollander, Yip Harburg,
and Tom Paxton, among others.
4'

Crossword Puzzle

subject of a reminiscent session
ACROSS
among Short, Vibrations host
Robert Sherman, and Robert
1 Cultivated
Kimball,editor of a-collection-cot
5 Pain
the composer's writings and
9 Minor item
Blemishes
11
memorabilia, entitled "Cole".
13 Conjunction
And in "Making It" another 14 Baton
Vibrations theme which depicts 16 Symbol for
tellurium
performers at varying points in 17 Pigpen
their careers, host Sherman 19 Consumed
20 Insect egg
visits with Marilyn Horne and 21 Notice
her husband, conductor Henry 23 Equality
Lewis, who talk casually about 24 Gull-like bird
25 Shore birds
their marriage and careers. 27
Approaches
Lewis, musical director of the 29 Beam
New Jersey Symphony, con- 30 Inlet
ducts members of the orchestra 31 Append
33 Strips of leather
as Miss Home sings "Cruda 35
Entreaty
Sorte", from Rossini's "L' 36 Guido's high
note
Italians in Algeri." He also
performance
. of 38 Places
directs a
40 Sum up
Wagner's "Siegfried Idyll".
__611 Rasp
—.MC-Wed highlight
43 Weaken
premiere show is a per- 44 Note of scale
formance by the Ballet 45 Wise
47 Parent
Folkloric° of Mexico, hailed by
(colloq.)
48 Hosts
American critics as a "Cause
for Celebration" (San Fran- se None-vapid'
52 Cook
cisco Chronicle) and "SumpSlowly
tuous" (Saturday Review).
53 Verve
The program exemplifies the
scope of this new series,
1 Putrefy
described by its host as a
2 Near
ideas,
"college of musical
3 Ethiopian
reflections and futures".
title
4
Sherman, who is also program
S Solar disk
director of radio station WQ)CR,
6 Vehtcle
.New York, as well as host for- - 7 Greeting
- the station's "Listening Room!!_ —it Goes Us

CH. 29
WDXR
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By Dr. H. C. Chiles
ENDURANCE AND THE CHRISTIAN HOPE
Luke 21:25-36
After spending a busy day in the precincts of the temple in
teaching the teachable, rebuking the selfish, denouncing the
hypocrites, and healing the afflicted, Christ and His disciples
se,,,
went to the Mount of Olives. There He delivered His wonderful
-se,....0livet discourse, in which He dealt with the approaching
destruction of Jerusalem, which took place in 70 A.D., with the
end Zittive, and with conditions which will prevail upon the
earth dur
the interval between His departure and His return.
Our Lord wenffacenough to predict that His final manifestation
would be heralded'by various supernatural events, such as the
falling of the stars, the
kening of the sun, the failure of the
moon to shine, and the
of the heavenly powers. These
signs are to indicate that God hakipt forgotten His people, but
_ that He is about to intervene in their be
A Parable-Luke 21:
This parable centered around a fig tree. Henic„tured the fig
"Vern having withstood the ravages of wiziter_sod,
• ready
to put forth the buds, blossoms, and leaves-01s regenera
life.
When it budded, blossomed and put forth its leaves, every
recognized the fact that summer was approaching. Christ explained that such a scene was symbolic of Israel. In other words,
the fig tree stands for Israel and the revival of her national life.
Christ pointed out that when winter passes, the sap rises in the
trees, they take on new life, and put forth their buds, blossoms
and leaves; then all should know that these things constitute a
sure sign that the summer is coming and that it will soon arrive.
As the budding of the fig tree was the sign of approaching summer, so, when certain things come to pass it should be quite obvious that, so far as the kindom affairs are concerned, the summer is approaching and the return of the Redeemer is drawing
nigh. Christ emphatically asserted the absolute certainty that His
predictions would be fulfilled.
A Promise-Luke 21:32-33
Christ meant that some of His contemporaries would live to
witness the destruction of Jerusalem, which they did. That
terrible war, like various others, during which the city was
besieged by the Romans under Titus, was the result of despising
God's mercy. These unfailing words of our Lord clearly indicate
His deity, for no mere human being, who was in his right mind,
would have dared to make such a glorious promise.
A Plea-Luke 21:34-36
declare that the exact time of His return waitankstown•
to all except the Father. The fact that TiLe
will Crime periOrially,
bodily, visibly, suddenly, unexpectedly, and gloriously constitutes of a great challenge to all Christians. It is an incentive to
preparedness,it urges spiritual alertness, it is conducive to purity
of life, it produces patience in trial, it inspires sacrificial service,
and it is a great comfort to those who mourn.
Watchfulness and prayer will greatly increase our spirituality,
usefulness and effectiveness as Christians. Prayer is thecrowning
protection against the evils of this age. It is the fountain of
blessing, but in many of our lives there issue from it only trickling
rills whereas there might and should be flowing rivers. When we
are beset with evil, persistent praying will bring the strength
Whicb we shall need to live the victorious and useful Christian
life. Watchfulness and prayerfulness on the part of Christians are
preferable to trying to figure out the time of Christ's return.
It is sad, but true, nevertheless, that the great majority of
Christians today are very lax in this matter of taking heed to
themselves. Moreover, they are not given to watchfulness and
prayer as they should be, and as the Lord desires. In His plea to
Christians here, our Lord mentions three specific
sinssurfeiting, which means the nausea that follows excessive eating
and drinking, drunkenness, which follows the use of intoxicating
beverages, and the cares of life. Living for the satisfaction ofthefleshly appetites and for pleasure seems to be the outstanding
characteristic of this materialistic age in which we live.
These verses constitute a strong appeal to Christians to subtract from their lives such sins as surfeiting, drunkenness, and
the anxieties of life. There is a great need for the believer to be on
guard against self-gratification. We are strongly urged th avoid
the evils of intemperance. Indulgence in strong drink gives one a
wrong estimate of values, blurs the vision, dulls the sensibilities,
sears the conscience, deadens the will, and makes it very difficult
for him to respond properly to the highest and noblest things in
life. Every child of God should practice total abstinence for his
own welfare from every standpoint, for the sake of his influence
over other people, and for the sake of the Saviour. The Christian
is alsoadmonished to be on guard against the choking cares of life
which prevent or destroy the usefulness of so many of God's
children. Indulgence in the aforementioned sins is dishonoring to
Christ and injurious to Christian testimony and usefulness. A real
desire for a wholesome influence over others and a longing for the
return of Christ should cause a Christian to separate himself from
sinful activities and yield himself to the Lord.
In view of the sure return of Christ, which is the greatest futwe
event,all Christians should wait in patience, walk in purity of life,
weep in hopefulness, witness in faithfulness, work in diligence,
,and watch in readiness. The unsaved should repent of their sins,
believe on Christ as their Saviour, and rejoice that He is coming
to take them to be with Him.
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Cleanliness is first concern

Sot

In 1

4-hour-flu' may
be foodiflness

.10110111110MA,S
Associated Press Writer
Despite reneateo warnHOLLYWOOD API - The
ings of the Importance of
movie industry is beginning to
handling foods with cleanliness, care and plain comsee some daylight through the
mon sense, we r eceiv e
dark clouds that have caused
frightening calls from readgloom for the last five years.
ers who are doing exactly
"This year will be better."
the opposite.
That's the cautious optimism of
This recent statement
most leaders of the film busifrom the Ohio State Uniness. Their caution is natural;
versity Extension Service is
1971 was not a good year. But
one of my many reasons
certain indications point to imfor repeatedly urging
provement in 1972 of the longCARE in food handling.
ailing industry.
F. S.
Says Robert Evans, producTHE • BOUT of "24-hour
tion chief of Paramount: "Less
flu" you Just had may not
to
are
going
people
and less
have been flu at all. It
'the movies,' but more and
could have been a food illmore people are going to 'a
ness caused by improper
handling of food.
movie.' If you can find that
Many doctors tell us
movie that people urgently
there is no such thing as a
want to see, you can prosper."
"24-hour virus," says Mare
Veteran producer Michael
Frankovieh agraps: -"Pietures --iferwianeev--,ARatension
will definitely feel more losses
Fond Service specialist,
Ohio State University.
than ever before as audiences
Many "flu-type" illnesses
me more selective. But as
really are food illness. The
audie
become more selecvomitsymptoms-nausea,
tive, the • pictures will be
ing, cramps, headaches, febigger than ev.
ver and-or chills-often disAdolph Zukor,
ear-old
appear within 24 hours.
founding father of the 1. inIf you've had such an
dustry, expressed the sa
• lness in your family, give
thought in a recent interview:
food handling habits a
y
"A company only needs only
check-up. These
thOrou
one or two (1?lockbuster) picillnesses a caused by bactures each year, and it can pay
organLena-single-ce
for all the other pictures that
seen
isms too small to
lose money."
S.
except with...a
This represents the sinierhlt
croscope. Under cert:A
conditions, these tiny bodsurvival philosophy that domiies grow extremely rapidly.
nates industry thinking today.
It started with "The Sound of
NOT EVERY one in a
Music," which astounded ev-family may get sick from
eryone by amassing $100 milcontaminated food, says
lion in film rentals. Its success
led 20th Century-Fox and other
companies to invest many millions in titing_sto duplicate it,
with near-bankruptcy results.
Fox's "Hello, Dolly!" and
"Tora Tora Toro" cost $50 million and returned $41 million.
Now the film companies are
operating on the theory that
blockbusters can be produced
without huge production costs.
Example: "The French Connection," which cost $3.2 mil. NEW YORK-4U1).: 'Medilion and will bring back more
cal science but come up
than either "Dolly" or "Tors."
with a new safeguard is
"The more efficient produc- childbirth.
tion becomes, the more producIt is an electrical monition we'll have," predicts John
toring device that flashes
the baby's heartbeats on a
Gavin, president of the Screen
Actors Guild. "Every company screen and reports on thn
is cutting costs and making -mother's condition during
economies that were advised 15 labor.
years ago. That can only bring
EARLY DETECTION of
about a healthier industry."
-Stress will guard against inGavin foresees a real upturn
cidence of stillborn babies
larth ontineeesieys---De -by the third quarter of -1972.George J Lawrence Jr
The basis for his prediction:
Chairman of Obstetrics and
streamlining of company operGynecology
at
Flushing
ations; revival in the country's
Hospital
srid
CenMedical
economy; legislative help in
ter in Queens, where the
curing the industry's ills.
new intensive fetal care
- All companies have abansystem has been installed
doned the "shoot-it-at-any-cost"
"Whether the machine Is
philosophy.
monitoring a known high.
A $3-million film budget is
risk patient. or if an emergency develops." says Dr
becoming more of a rarity as
Lawrence, "signs of disproducers seek to cut expense
tress can be uetectee imat every level.
mediately Thus the obste•
"It's got to be done all the
trician and delivery room
way down the line," says Parastaff can take much quick
mount's Evans. "That means
em corrective action than
deferment of salaries for actor;
usually is possible by (7onand directors. It means smaller
ventional methods of examcrews. It means cutting down
ination."
on long-distance phone calls
and dressing rooms and comT It E
HIGHLY-SENSIpany cars. It's not one thing
TIVE fetal monitor, the
that runs up the cost of films.
doctor predicts, will be
especially helpful in alertIt's a thousand things."
ing
physicians to
Some industry leaders predict
ate of -the most common
a new prosperity from developcauses of stillbirth and inment of new audiences for
- occlusion tobstruc.
films: Says Gordon Stulberg,,,
-tiotil or compression
president of Fox:
(squeezing) of the umbiliCal
"The film business is much
cord... like the airline industry. Your
margin of profit or loss is
The
monitoring procedure is painless to both
based on how many seats are
mother and OW. Sensors,
occupied. If your theaters or
or electrodes, are applied
airplanes go empty, you lose
externally to the maternal
money. That has been our probabdominal wall, or inserted
lem: not enough 'passengers' in
into the womb in the manthe seats.
ner of a catheter.
"The problem was solved for
Uterine -activity, such as
a while by finding a new methe onset, rate, duration,
dium for films: network and
syndicated television. Now we
need to find new audiences, and
A disposable emergency
for the first time, we know
blanket designed to replace the
where they can come from."
traditional, woven. fabric
Stulberg cited these me- blanket consists of multiple
diums: cable television or some layers of absorbent cellulose
other form of pay TV ("sur- tissue bonded to a tough water
windproof
yellow
veys show that the public will and
pay between $5 and $15 a polyethylene shield. The-manufacturer says the blanket
month to see noncommercial is light
reflective, warm,
movies" ; home showings via sanitary and
economical. It'
casettes; individual telecasts in eliminates high initial cost,
hotels, motels and hospitals.
cleaning bills and handling
The Fox president added: expenses associated with
"During the next 10 years, I be- woven - blankeis.
The
lieve a new pattern will emerge disposable blanket has been
expressly
designedfor.
for films: First they will play
thZrtvflrgrt Vito
,
lance services, industrial
the home through some form of am aid
Stations, police and,
firit
T_V_i then they will,in re-_
for hotels, airliners, how'
(Cella-Products Co.,
.40

the specialist. Some indi;• victuals,
especially
the
very young and the very old,
are more sensitive to bacterial illness.
To avoid food illness,
your first concern is cleanI mess. Keep everything
that touches food-utensils,
boards,
dishes,
cutting
counters, storage areas-as
clean as possible. Wash
your hands often as you
Handle
work with food
food as little and as quickly
as possible. Check your
dishwashing habits, too.
Keep food hot or coldnever Just warm. Bacteria
grow very slowly at refrigerator temperatures. They
can be killed at high temperatures. They grow best
at room temperature and
low-t,sort-worrntng -tempera.
tures.
LET food set
aroundcl at
Tm
When storing food,
don't let it set at room temperature to cool. Put it in
shallow dishes and refrigerate at once. Or chill the
food in ice water, then refrigerate it. Store leftover
food as quickly as possible
after a meal. _
Take special care with
protein and protein-mixed
foods. Bacteria grow faster
in non-acid foods and foods
I contain meat, milk,
eggs, poultry, and fish.
o o d - illness, whatever
it's
is unpleasant and
risky. I.' take a chance
-give the
you serve
your
siblfamily the
t care
po
y

Fetal monitoring
system protects
mother, child

Pattedion,

and intensity ci- labor contractions are recorded and
traced on a graph similar
_to an electrocardiogram.
BABIES ARE tuned in to
the electronic monitor via.
sensors that are introduced
into the uterus and attached by tiny, painless, silver clips to the scalp, arms,
or legs.
" The -HUT intensive cart
Astern was originated
Dr. Edivaid-417 Hoif.- - formerly of the . Yale School of
Medicine and now an ObsGyn professor and prenatal
biology chief at the WomHospital,
LAC-USC
en's
Medical Center, Los Angeles, Cal.

Burn Care To
Be Topic Of
TV Program
The topic
Kentucky
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THE VALUE OF MILK PROTEIN
The pru!Pm portion of milk contains unusual nutritional qualities because of what
the scientists c,i!! its "biological value."
Fact is, the biological ,'.11Lie of milk protein
is second onlv to eggs ana sands ahead of
meat and cereal proteins.
This nte.ins that milk protein is of high ni
',atonal v,fi:c and contains the vital eft
:ents o! .1 I Unirif te protein.
scientific tact that milk front
the jersey Cow is "naturally" higher in pro
tern than that of other dairy breeds. In fact.
Jersey milk normally contains up to 20%
more protein th.in some other milks from
lower testing breeds.
To make "MAGIC ONE.' we at Ryan Milk
reduce regular Jersey milk to 1% butter•
fat, leaving in all the nutritious goodness
of the protein and other non-fat food
elements.

•is further

-MAGIC ONE" gives you the same great
Jersey flavor, and added nutritional value,
but with significantly less calories.
GREAT FLAVOR. . .
EXTRA NUTRITION . . .
LESS CALORIES ...
From the Jersey Cow ... Naturally!
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for this week's
Educational

Televition Network's health
*ries, "Panmed," will be
"Current Concepts in Medicine:
The Car of Burns."
The half-hour program, to be
presented by the
medicine
segment of the series' planners,
will be aired Wednesday,
February 16, 1972 at 11:00 p.m.,•
on the statewide network.
"Panmed" is a weekly
program developed by the
health schools of the University
of Kentucky and the University
of Louisville, along with
various state health societies.
Each week the show features
advances and information from
a different health field-pharmacy, the allied health
professions, nursing, medicine,
dentistry, and hospital administration.
This week's program on the
care of burns, while especially
to
geared
the
State's
physicians, will also be relevant
to the work of all other health
professionals.
A new product aids in the
'detection of dental plaque the colorless, transparent
mimes of bacterial microorganisms in teeth and gum
areas. The product provides a
new method of disclosing the
presence of plaque, --ebe
manufacturer says.
JF1C INAUGURATED.'
John- Kennedy

inaugurated president on Jan.
20,1961.
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"Magic One"
Grade A
Pasteurized Homogenized
VITAMIN D LOWFAT MILK
RYAN MILK

CO.. MURRAY, KY. 42071
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